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1. ALARMS 
 Description 

A specific code on the display will signal the presence of an alarm condition.  
The control board can store the alarm history up to a maximum of 30 events, and then it overwrites the less recent one. 
The control board stores the alarm code with time and date of the event. 
 

 Reading / Clearing / Storing of the alarm history 
To read the alarm history, enter the: 
MENU→B.Menu ALARMS→B00:Alarm list 
The alarms are displayed from the most recent. 
To clear the alarm history, select: 
MENU→B.Menu ALARMS→B01:Delete alarms→YES; 
To store the alarm history into a micro SD card, select: 
MENU→B.Menu ALARMS→B02:Save alarms→YES (a new text file containing the alarm history will be created). 
 

 Alarm codes, causes and solutions 
DEFECT / ALARM CAUSE SOLUTION 
The board does not power on 
(led ST1 off) 

Polarity inversion on CL and GND. Correct connection on positive (CL) and negative (GND) pins 
Power supply lower than 12Vdc. Supply the board with correct power (24Vdc) 

Onboard display showing 
nothing or blinking fast Power supply lower than 8 Vdc. Supply the board with correct power (24Vdc) 

33-Encoder fault No encoder pulse or no connection during an 
upwards or downwards movement. 
 

Check the encoder functioning and connection to the board 
and to the engine or in the shaft. 
Check the positioning mode: 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H00:Enable encoder 
Check the timeout between encoder pulses: 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H14:No mov.timeout(ds) 

34- Max Travel number 
(blocking error: to unlock the 
system change parameter 
“Max travels”) 

The travel counter is expired. Set a new travel number from 
MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C06:Max travels 

36-Max cl.attempXX-Y Maximum number of closing attempts reached at 
the floor XX, opening side Y. 

Check the doors safety contacts and the door operators 
functioning (floor XX, opening side Y).  
Check the following parameters: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J10:Doors control 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J03:Faulty start t. 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J11:CP cmd mode 

37-No IZ presence iz sensor missing. 
iz not present or not active in floor stop zone. 

Check the related connections and check if the input 
programmed as iz is active in the floor stop zone.  
If this sensor is not used, it must be disabled from the menu. 

38-Flt.count dir.Up Floor counting error during upwards movement. 
Floor counting incoherent with rs sensor 
activation. 

Check the programmed floors number.  
Check if the id/is/rd/rs inputs functions are enabled and if the 
related sensors are correctly connected and working. 

39-Flt.count dir.Dw Floor counting error during downwards 
movement. 
Floor counting incoherent with rd sensor 
activation. 

Check the programmed floors number.  
Check if the id/is/rd/rs inputs functions are enabled and if the 
related sensors are correctly connected and working. 

40-Imp.Overl.floor XX Wrong sensors sequence on floor XX. Sensors 
overlapping in landing zone not correct. 

Check if the id/is input functions are enabled and if the related 
sensors are correctly connected and working. Also check the 
magnets position and the related sensors connection to the id 
and is inputs.  is and/or id could be blocked active, or the id/is 
magnets could be inverted in landing zone. 

41-RS and RD active Both extreme floors sensors inputs are active 
(open if NC) at the same time. 

Check the correct functioning of the rs and rd inputs 
programmed as synchronizing sensors. 
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42-Stop Zone Err. XX Stop zone error on floor XX. 
The stopping phase on floor XX is ended out of the 
stopping zone. 

Check magnets disposition on floor XX. Check parameters: 
MENU→G.Menu MAGNETS→G03: slowdown delay Up  
MENU→G.Menu MAGNETS→G04: slowdown delay Dw  
MENU→G.Menu MAGNETS→G01: stop delay(csec) 

43- Impuls. fault fXX Wrong sensors sequence on floor XX. Missing sensors 
on floor XX. 

Check the magnet positioning and the sensor connection 
to the inputs programmed as id and is. 

44-APG on in stop apg is active (open if NC) when the lift is stopped 
with doors closed. 

Check if the input related to the function apg is correctly 
connected and working. Check if the output function vg is 
mapped and if the related pin is correctly connected and 
working. 

45-Cont.err.movXX-Y Contactors feedback inactive during movement on 
floor XX opening side Y. Feedbacks on inputs 
programmed with functions apg, cpp, tsd are missing 
at the same time. 

Check the engine status. 
Check if the inputs related to apg, cpp, tsd functions are 
correctly connected and working. Check the contactors 
connections. 

46- CPP on in stop cpp is active (open if NC) when the lift is stopped 
with doors closed. 

Check if the input function related to the cpp function is 
correctly connected and working. Check if the output 
function vp is mapped and if the related pin is correctly 
connected and working.  
In case of inverter control, check the auxiliary contactor 
feedback. 

47- TSD on in stop tsd is active (open if NC) when the lift is stopped. Check if the input function tsd is enabled and if the related 
input is correctly connected and working. Check if the 
output functions ds and dd are mapped and if the related 
pins are correctly connected and working. In case of 
inverter control, check contactors feedback connections. 

48A- Missed open. XX-A The door A did not open on the floor XX.  
fa1 is inactive (open if N.O.) when the maximum door 
opening time expires. 

Check the fa1 input and the door A operator behaviour. 
Check the parameter 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J04:Max opening t. 

48B- Missed open. XX-B The door B did not open on the floor XX.  
fa2 is inactive (open if N.O.) when the maximum door 
opening time expires. 

Check the fa2 input and the door A operator behaviour. 
Check the parameter 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J04:Max opening t. 

48C- Missed open. XX-C The door C did not open on the floor XX.  
fa3 is inactive (open if N.O.) when the maximum door 
opening time expires. 

Check the fa3 input and the door A operator behaviour. 
Check the parameter 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J04:Max opening t. 

48D- Missed open. XX-Y The door ‘Y’ (A/B/C) did not open on the floor XX. rap 
is still active (open if N.C.) when the maximum door 
opening time expires. 

Check if the input related to the rap function is correctly 
connected and working.  
Check if the output functions ap1, ap2, ap3 are mapped 
and if the related pins are correctly connected and 
working.  
Check the door contactors. Check the parameter: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J04:Max opening t. 

49A-Door op.lim.err. The input programmed as fa1 is active (closed if N.O.) 
but both the inputs programmed as cs1 and cd1 
signal doors are still closed. 

Check if the input related to the function fa1 is correctly 
connected and working. 
Check the inputs programmed as cs1 and cd1. 

49B-Door op.lim.err. The input programmed as fa2 is active (closed if N.O.) 
but both the inputs programmed as cs2 and cd2 
signal doors are still closed. 

Check if the input related to the function fa2 is correctly 
connected and working. 
Check the inputs programmed as cs2 and cd2. 

49C-Door op.lim.err. The input programmed as fa3 is active (closed if N.O.) 
but both the inputs programmed as cs3 and cd3 
signal doors are still closed. 

Check if the input related to the function fa3 is correctly 
connected and working. 
Check the inputs programmed as cs3 and cd3. 

50A-Door cl.lim.err. The inputs programmed as fc1 and fa1 are active at 
the same time. 

Check if these two inputs are correctly connected and 
working. 

50B-Door cl.lim.err. The inputs programmed as fc1 and fa1 are active at 
the same time. 

Check if these two inputs are correctly connected and 
working. 

50C-Door cl.lim.err. The inputs programmed as fc1 and fa1 are active at 
the same time. 

Check if these two inputs are correctly connected and 
working. 

50D-Door cl.lim.err. The input programmed as rcp is inactive (closed if 
N.C.) when the maximum door closing time expires, 
but doors did not completely close. 

Check if the input related to function rcp is correctly 
connected and working.  
Check if the output function cp1 is mapped and if the 
related pin is correctly connected and working.  
Check the timer: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J05:Max closing t. 
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51-TSD off mov. Down tsd inactive (closed if NC) when the lift is moving 
downwards. 

Check if the input related to function tsd is correctly 
connected and working.  
Check if output functions ds and dd are mapped and if the 
related pins are correctly connected and working. In case 
of inverter control, check contactors feedback connections. 

52-TSD off mov. Up tsd inactive (closed if NC) when the lift is moving 
upwards. 

Check if the input tsd is enabled and if is correctly 
connected and working.  
Check if the output functions ds and dd are mapped and if 
the related pins are correctly connected and working.  
In case of inverter control, check the contactors feedback 
connections. 

53-CPP off in movem. cpp inactive (closed if NC) during movement. 
cpp is inactive during movement while vp command 
is active or while inverter control is active. 

Check if the input related to the function cpp is correctly 
connected and working.  
Check if the output function vp is mapped and if the 
related pin is correctly connected and working.  
In case of inverter control, check the auxiliary feedbacks of 
the manoeuvre contactors. 

54-Block. RS sensor 
(note **) 

rs (top floor synchronizing sensor) is active (open if 
NC) during the arrival on any floor, except the top 
floor. 

Check programmed floors number.  
Check if the input function rs is enabled and if the related 
sensor is correctly connected and working. 

54-Stuck RS sensor 
(note *) 

rs (top floor synchronizing sensor) is inactive (closed 
if NC) during arrival on top floor. 

Check if the input function rs is enabled and if the related 
sensor is correctly connected and working. 

55-Block. RD sensor 
(note **) 

rd (bottom floor synchronizing sensor) sensor is 
active (open if NC) during the arrival on any floor, 
exept the bottom floor. 

Check programmed floors number.  
Check if the input function rd is enabled and if the related 
sensor is correctly connected and working. 

55-Stuck RD sensor 
(note *) 

rd (bottom floor synchronizing sensor) is inactive 
(closed if NC) at the arrival on the bottom floor. 

Check if the input function rd is enabled and if the related 
sensor is correctly connected and working. 

56-Thermal protect. 
(note *) 

Motor overheating protection. Check the overheating, in case of false signalling check if 
the thermal resistor connected to the input AN1 is lower 
than 1,5KΩ (closed to GND) 

57A-Block by inp.CIM 
(note *) 

No status changes for the input programmed as cim. Check if the input related to the function cim is correctly 
programmed, connected and working. 

57B-Block by inp.BLK 
(note *) 

Activation of blk input. In case of unintentional activation, check the connections 
on blk input. 

58-System Mem. Err. 
(blocking error: the system 
will be unlocked on exit from 
programming menu event) 

Flash memory error or incoherent firmware version. 
On startup, the saved database is not correct or 
belongs to a previous firmware version. 

Access the menu and verify/reprogram all parameters. 

59-Err. FRN in stop Incoherent status of input programmed as frn when 
the lift is not moving. 

Check if the input related to the function frn is correctly 
connected and working.  
Check the brake feedbacks. Check the connections 
between the control board and the drive. 

60-High oil/MR temp. Oil or ambient temperature too high. Check overtemperature, in case of false signalling check if 
the thermal resistor connected to input AN2 is lower than 
1,5KΩ (closed to GND). 

61-Missed clos.XX-Y Missed closing of the door contacts on floor XX 
opening side Y. 
At least one of the signals cd1/2/3, cs1/2/3, sce or 
fcq is not coherent with the status of the doors 
closed when the maximum door closing time expires. 

Check the doors safety contacts and the doors operator 
functioning on floor XX, opening side Y.  
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J10:Doors control 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J03:Faulty start t. 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J11:CP cmd mode 

62-Err. FRN in mov. Incoherent status of the input programmed as frn 
when the lift is moving. 

Check if the input related to the function frn is correctly 
connected and working.  
Check the brake contactor feedback.  
Check connections between control board and the drive. 

63-Roof board fault Serial connection with the rooftop board lost for 
more than 2 seconds. 

Check the serial connection with roof top board. 

64-APG on in lo-spd apg active at low-speed. 
apg is active (open if NC) during movement while vg 
command is not active (low speed). 

Check if the input function related to the function apg is 
correctly connected and working.  
Check if the output function vg is mapped and if the 
related pin is correctly connected and working. 

65-APG off in hi-spd apg inactive at high-speed. 
apg is inactive (close if NC) during movement while 
vg command is not active (low speed) 

Check if the input function related to the function apg is 
correctly connected and working.  
Check if the output function vg is mapped and if the 
related pin is correctly connected and working. 
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66- Interr. FFR fl. XX The input used for brake feedback fast control ffr, is 
inactive (open if NO) in movement on the floor XX 
without door safety contacts opening. 

Check if the input function related to the function ffr is 
correctly connected and working.  
Check the brake. 

67-PAP/CM KO flr XX One of the reopening devices is always active on the 
floor XX. 

Check the safety inputs st1/st2/st3 and the inputs 
programmed as: pap/cm1/cm2/cm3/ft1/ft2/ft3/ccc/ccs 
with the devices connected to these inputs. 

69-Safe Block CPC The input with the cpc function has been activated. Check if the input function related to the cpc function is 
correctly connected and working. 

69-Safe Block  The fire / firefighter’s operation has finished and the 
“Fire operation blocking” parameter is enabled. 

Check if the input function related to the cep function is 
correctly connected and working.  
Check the parameter  
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E21:Fire op.blocking 

70A-CS1  in movem.fXX The input programmed as cs1 is opened during 
movement, on the floor XX. 

Check the doors safety contacts on the door A. 

70B-CS2  in movem.fXX The input programmed as cs2 is opened during 
movement, on the floor XX. 

Check the doors safety contacts on the door B. 

70C-CS3  in movem.fXX The input programmed as cs3 is opened during 
movement, on the floor XX. 

Check the doors safety contacts on the door C. 

70D-CD1  in movem.fXX The input programmed as cd1 is deactivated (opened 
if N.O.) during movement, on the floor XX. 

Check the doors contacts on door A. 

70E-CD2  in movem.fXX The input programmed as cd2 is deactivated (opened 
if N.O.) during movement, on the floor XX. 

Check the doors contacts on door B. 

70F-CD3  in movem.fXX The input programmed as cd3 is deactivated (opened 
if N.O.) during movement, on the floor XX. 

Check the doors contacts on door C. 

70G-ACC  in movem.fXX The input programmed as acc is opened during 
movement, on the floor XX. 

Check the doors safety contacts. 

70H-SCE  in movem.fXX The input programmed as sce is opened during 
movement, on the floor XX. 

Check the doors safety contacts. 

71A-ST1 in movem. fXX The input programmed as st1 is opened during 
movement, on the floor XX 

Check the safety contacts before st1. 

71B-ST2 in movem. fXX The input programmed as st2 is opened during 
movement, on the floor XX 

Check the safety contacts before st2. 

71C-ST3 in movem. fXX The input programmed as st3 is opened during 
movement, on the floor XX 

Check the safety contacts before st3. 

71D-SGM in movem.fXX The input programmed as sgm is opened during 
movement, on the floor XX. 

Check the movable sill. 

71E-OSG in movem.fXX 
(note *) 

The input programmed as st1 is opened during 
movement on the floor XX, and remained opened for 
1 second at least. 

Check the safety contacts. 
Check the parameter: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K01:Spd.gov.on ST1 

72-Drive Fault act. The inverter FAULT input (flt) is active. Check the inverter fault status.  
Check if the input related to the flt function is correctly 
programmed, connected and working. 

73- Fault Fback Chk-A 
(note *) 

Feedback A error because of an uncontrolled 
movement on hydraulic lift with descent blocking 
valve.  
If the output dif is not active, input programmed as 
uca is active. 

Check the connections on the output programmed as dif 
and on the input programmed as uca.  
Check the descent stopping valve behaviour.  
Check the parameter: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D05:Ucmp 

74- Fault Fback Chk-B 
(note *) 

Feedback B error because of an uncontrolled 
movement on hydraulic lift with descent blocking 
valve.  
If the output dif is not active, input programmed as 
ucb is active. 

Check the connections on the output programmed as dif 
and on the input programmed as ucb.  
Check the descent stopping valve behaviour.  
Check the parameter: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D05:Ucmp 

75-A-Sfty Circ.op.ent. 
(note *) 

Safety bypass circuit error.  
Safety bypass circuit inactive while arriving on a floor. 

Check the input programmed as mcs and the safety bypass 
circuit behaviour. Monitoring can be disabled from: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D04:Sfty circ.chk→NO 

75-B- Sfty Circ.op.flr 
(note *) 

Safety bypass circuit error. 
Safety bypass circuit inactive while the lift was 
already stopped at a floor. 

Check the input programmed as mcs and the safety circuit 
bypass device behaviour. Monitoring can be disabled from: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D04:Sfty circ.chk→NO 

76- Sfty Circ.cl.exit 
(note *) 

Safety bypass circuit error. 
Safety bypass circuit active leaving from a floor. 

Check the input programmed as mcs and the safety circuit 
behaviour. Monitoring can be disabled from: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D04:Sfty circ.chk→NO 
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77- Sliding Ropes 
(note *) 

Error in the position synchronizing with the floor 
magnet in case of an encoder (more than 50 cm 
difference between the value counted by the 
encoder and the learned position of the magnet). 

Check pulleys and ropes consumption, check if the ropes 
slide when leaving or during movement, check the encoder 
correct counting on the board display. 
Check the mechanical parameters programmed on the 
ENCODER menu. 

78A-Err.cd1 door op. 
(note *) 

Doors are completely open, the input programmed 
as cs1 is open, but the input programmed as cd1 
remains active (closed if N.O.). 

Check the input programmed as cs1.  
Check the doors contacts and the doors operator 
behaviour. 

78B-Err.cd2 door op. 
(note *) 

Doors are completely open, the input programmed 
as cs2 is open, but the input programmed as cd2 
remains active (closed if N.O.). 

Check the input programmed as cs2.  
Check the doors contacts and the doors operator 
behaviour. 

78C-Err.cd3 door op. 
(note *) 

Doors are completely open, the input programmed 
as cs3 is open, but the input programmed as cd3 
remains active (closed if N.O.). 

Check the input programmed as cs3.  
Check the doors contacts and the doors operator 
behaviour. 

78D- Err.fcq door op. 
(note *) 

Doors are completely open, but the input 
programmed as fcq remains active (closed if NO). 

Check the devices connected to the input programmed as 
fcq. 

79A-Err.cs1 door op. 
(note *) 

Doors are completely open, the input programmed 
as cd1 deactivates (open if N.O.), but the input 
programmed as cs1 remains closed. 

Check the input programmed as cs1.  
Check the doors contacts and the doors operator 
behaviour. 

79B-Err.cs2 door op. 
(note *) 

Doors are completely open, the input programmed 
as cd2 deactivates (open if N.O.), but the input 
programmed as cs2 remains closed. 

Check the input programmed as cs2. Check the doors 
contacts and the doors operator behaviour. 

79C-Err.cs3 door op. 
(note *) 

Doors remains, the input programmed as cd3 
deactivates (open if N.O.), but the input programmed 
as cs3 remains closed. 

Check the input programmed as cs3.  
Check the doors contacts and the doors operator 
behaviour. 

80A-Max trav.t.  
(note *) 

Maximum travel time. 
The lift did not run the distance of a floor within the 
programmed time. 

Check the correct behaviour of the encoder or the inputs 
programmed as id and is (positioning system). Check the 
correct behaviour of the engine in high speed.  
Check the timer at the parameter:  
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E04:Max travel time 

80B- Max trav.t. s.z. 
(note *) 

Maximum travel time. 
The lift did not even run the distance of a floor within 
the programmed time and the car is in the stopping 
zone. 

Check the correct behaviour of the encoder and the inputs 
programmed as id and is (positioning system). Check the 
correct behaviour of the engine at the travel start.  
Check the timer from the parameter: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E04:Max travel time 

80C- Max trav.t. sldw 
(note *) 

Maximum travel time. 
The lift did not even run the distance of a floor within 
the programmed time and the car is in the slowdown 
phase. 

Check the correct behaviour of the encoder and the inputs 
programmed as id and is (positioning system). Check the 
correct behaviour of the engine during the slowdown. 
Check the timer from the parameter:  
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E04:Max travel time 

81-Overtravel fault 
(note *) 

Lift over the high or low limit switch (the exc input 
programmed as safety function is open). 

Check the overtravel contacts.  
Check the exc input state and the voltage on this input 
(SIC1-2-3-4-5 terminals are referred to the OM terminal). 

82-Max relevel. time 
(note *) 

The lift did not complete the releveling operation 
within the programmed time. 

Check the correct behaviour of the inputs programmed as 
id and is. Check if the relevelling speed is high enough to 
move the cabin. Check the parameter: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E05:Max relev. Time 

83-Flt Uncontr. Mov. 
(note *) 

Uncontrolled movement (not commanded from the 
board) detected from the safety circuit check output. 

Check the safety circuit.  
Check the status of the brakes and of all the safety devices.  
Check the input programmed as mcs. 

84-Flt RD direction 
(note *) 

The input programmed as rd opens during upwards 
movement. 

Check the correct connection and behaviour of the input 
programmed as rd (synchronizing sensor). 

84- Flt RS direction  
(note *) 

The input programmed as rs opens during 
downwards movement. 

Check the correct connection and behaviour of the input 
programmed as rs (synchronizing sensor). 

85- Shaft access CRB  
(note *) 

The input programmed as shr is activated. Check the correct connection and behaviour of the input 
programmed as shr. 

85- Shaft access Fxx  
(note *) 

The door contact for shaft access control is open on a 
different floor from the current floor (xx is the floor 
number where the contact is open). 

Check the correct connection and behaviour of the door 
contacts on this floor. Check if the serial peripheral has the 
correct address and if it is correctly communicating with 
the control board. 

86- Fault UCM-1 
(note *) 

Electrical drive: Brake 1 active during movement or 
not active in stop; 
Hydraulic lift: main valve tightening fail. 

Check UCMP control mode from the parameter 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D05:Ucmp. 
In case of electrical drive lift, check the brake 1 (uca input). 
In case of hydraulic lift, check the main valve. 
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87- Fault UCM-2 
(note *) 

Electrical drive: Brake 2 active during movement or 
not active in stop; 
Hydraulic lift: auxiliary valve tightening fail. 

Check UCMP control mode from parameter 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D05:Ucmp. 
In case of electrical drive lift, check the brake 2 (ucb input). 
In case of hydraulic lift, check the auxiliary valve. 

88- Limit.pit/head 
(note *) 

Limited pit or limited head protection. 
The plant is blocked when the system completes the 
pit Inspection mode, until manual unlock or rmf input 
activation. 

Unlock the plant only after checking the safety conditions. 
If the Inspection mode was activated from the input 
programmed as maf, the plant must be manually unlocked, 
otherwise it can be enabled/disabled from 
MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C01:Limited pit→YES/NO 

89- Flt UCM-Hydr.Dev. 
(note *) 

UCMP error in case of lift with hydraulic control unit, 
on the inputs programmed as uca (RUN) and ucb 
(RDY). 
Stopped lift: uca (RUN) ON or ucb (RDY) OFF 
Moving lift: uca (RUN) OFF or ucb (RDY) ON. 

Check the connections on the inputs programmed as uca 
(RUN) and ucb (RDY). 
Check the hydraulic control device. 
Check the UCMP control mode from parameter 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D05:Ucmp. 

90- Watchdog reset System restart because of a sw problem. Check the power supply stability on the CL and GND pins. 
91- Brownout reset System restart because of a voltage drop. Check the power supply stability on the CL and GND pins. 

 

(note *) blocking alarm, hold the ESC button down for 3 seconds in order to unlock the system. 
(note **) blocking alarm on second occurrence, hold the ESC button down for 3 seconds in order to unlock the system. 
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2. MULTIFUNCTION KEYPAD 
 Buttons 

UP DWENTESC

PUSHBUTTONS FUNCTIONS

Scroll down values
Scroll up values

Enter the menu / Confirm
Exit / Push and hold down for 3 seconds to reset a blocking alarm  

 Display: HOME window 
At the turning-on, on the on-board display it is showed one of the following windows, depending on the car positioning 
management used. 
In the next pictures there are evidenced all the showed slots, desvribed on next tables. 

3. STATUS

8A. SENSORS

4. microSD-CARD 5. NEXT STOP

10. CURRENT ACTION
11. LAST ALARM

14. LIFT SERIAL NUMBER

12. SISTEM DIAGNOSTIC /
     OPEN SAFETY CHAIN

POSITIONING THROUGH SENSORS

POSITIONING BY 
ENCODER

ID if ID is ON;
IS if IS is ON;
RS if RS is ON;
RD if RD is ON;
R* if RD and RS are both ON;
IZ if IZ is ON and RS and RD are OFF.

P 0 0 - A

I D I S RD
O p e n i n g D o o r
81 - O v e r r u n f

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 v . 8 00

0 1 / 0 01 0 :

s : A

O
B S Y 0 00 0 -s

0 1 / 1 81. DATE

15. FIRMWARE VERSION

2. TIME

7. CURRENT FLOOR

6. CURRENT DIRECTION

9. COMMANDS
D if the relay D is ON;
S if the relay S is ON;
G if the relay G is ON;
P if the relay P is ON;
O if the relay OC is ON.

C
13. A-B-C doors state

P 0 0 - A

Z S

0 . 4 3 m v . 8 00

0 1 / 0 01 0 :

A

D G PO
B S Y 0 30 2s

0 1 / 1 8

A

S  if RS is ON;
D if RD is ON;
* if RS and RD are both ON;
Z if IZ is ON.

0 0 8 9 1 2

16. ENCODER POSITION

/ s

17. CURRENT SPEED

8B. SENSORS

A

B

O p e n i n g D o o r B

au l t

81 - O v e r r u n f au l t

Door opening:

Door closing:

A door closed:

B door closed:

C door closed:

A door open:

B door open:

C door open:

A
B
C
A
B
C
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Position Code Description 
1. DATE DD/MM/YY  
2. TIME Hh/mm  
3. STATUS BSY Lift busy 
3. STATUS EMG Emergency 

3. STATUS 

INSp 
INSr 
INSc 
INSk 

Inspection mode active from pit 
Inspection mode active from car roof top 
Inspection mode active from control panel 
Inspection mode active from keypad 

3. STATUS MNG Mounting mode enabled 
3. STATUS OOS Out of service (blocking alarm) 
3. STATUS PHS Unknown position 
3. STATUS RDY Lift ready, waiting for commands 
3. STATUS SBY Standby 
3. STATUS STA Startup (Board Power On) 
3. STATUS STP Lift temporarily stopped, waiting for the conditions to move 
3. STATUS UT UCMP test mode enabled 
4. MICROSD CARD s “s”: Micro-SD card present 
5. NEXT STOP XX Next destination floor number 
6. CURRENT DIRECTION ↑/↓/- Up/Down dicretion or lift stop 
7. CURRENT FLOOR XX Current floor number (XX = Unknown position) 
8A. SENSORS  
(positioning by sensors) ID id sensor ON (closed if N.O.) 

8A. SENSORS  
(positioning by sensors) IS is sensor ON (closed if N.O.) 

8A. SENSORS  
(positioning by sensors) RS/RD/R*/IZ 

“RS” if rs is ON (open if N.C.) and rd is OFF (closed if N.C.) 
“RD” if rd is ON (open if N.C.) and rs is OFF (closed if N.C.) 
“R*” if rs and rd sensors both ON (open if N.C.) 
“IZ” if iz is ON (closed if N.C.) rs and rd sensors are OFF (closed if N.O.) 

8B. SENSORS  
(positioning by encoder) Z iz sensor ON (closed if N.O.) 

8B. SENSORS  
(positioning by encoder) S/D/* 

“S” if rs is ON (open if N.C.) and rd is OFF (closed if N.C.) 
“D” if rd is ON (open if N.C.) and rs is OFF (closed if N.C.) 
“*” with rs and rd sensors both ON (open if N.C.) 

9. COMMANDS S ds (UP) command ON 
9. COMMANDS D ds (DOWN) command ON 
9. COMMANDS G vg (High Speed) command ON 
9. COMMANDS P vp (Low Speed) command ON 
9. COMMANDS O occ (Busy) command ON 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS APG Alarm active Error message: apg active 

10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Car cmd with op.door The car requested command cannot be executed because the doors are 
opening 

10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Cmd inser. in list The command was added to list 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Cmd with CCC/CCO act The requested command cannot be executed because ccc or cco is active 

10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Cmd with INT MAN act The requested command cannot be executed because internal manoeuvre is 
active 

10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Command running The requested command cannot be executed because another command is 
already running 

10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Contr. valve oper. The requested command cannot be executed because UCMP valve test is in 
progress (hydraulic lift) 

10. ACTION IN PROGRESS CPP Alarm active Error message: cpp active 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Dest. flr reached Destination floor is reached 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Doors open The doors are completely open 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Doors Closing Doors are closing 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Eng.start phas.fault Error during engine start when position is unknown 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine start fault Error during engine start 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = DW Appr   Downwards approaching movement 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = DW Emerg   Downwards emergency movement 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = DW Relev   Downwards relevelling movement 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = DW Insp Downwards inspection movement 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = DW HI Spd Downwards high-speed movement 
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10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = DW IM Spd Downwards intermediate speed movement 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = DW IN Spd Downwards inspection speed movement 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = DW LO Spd Downwards low speed movement 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = Stop DW Lift stopping downwards 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine =Stop UP Lift stopping upwards 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine =Stop SFTY Safety stop 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine =Stop WtCmd Lift is not moving, waiting for commands 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = UP Appr   Upwards approaching movement 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = UP Emerg   Upwards emergency movement 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = UP Relev Upwards relevelling movement 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = UP Insp Upwards inspection movement 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = UP HI Spd Upwards movement at high speed 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = UP IM Spd Upwards movement at intermediate speed 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = UP IN Spd Upwards movement at inspection speed 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Engine = UP LO Spd Upwards movement at low speed 

10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Floor cmd in emerg. The requested floor command cannot be executed because the Emergency 
mode is active 

10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Invalid door Requested door is not reachable 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Learn. dw completed Shaft learning for downwards movement completed 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Learn. dw failed Shaft learning for downwards movement failed 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Learn. dw XXX compl. Downwards slowdown speed learning for speed XXX completed 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Learn. dw XXX failed Error during downwards slowdown speed learning with speed XXX 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Learn. up compl. Shaft learning for upwards movement completed 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Learn. up failed Shaft learning for upwards movement failed 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Learn. up XXX compl. Upwards slowdown speed learning for speed XXX completed 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Learn. up XXX failed Error during upwards slowdown speed learning with speed XXX 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Lift busy The requested command cannot be executed because the car is already busy 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Lift moving The requested command cannot be executed because the lift is moving 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Lift not ready The requested command cannot be executed because the lift is not ready 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Mplex num collision Two or more lifts have the same multiplex ID 

10. ACTION IN PROGRESS No floor quotes The requested command cannot be executed because no shaft data is saved 
(need to perform shaft learning) 

10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Opening door X The door is opening on the side X (A/B/C) 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Overload Car weight is too high 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Overtemperature Warning: temperature is too high 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Phas. or serv. Fault Error on extreme floor sensors or service board 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Safety chain open Requested command not executed because the safety chain is open 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Station. Return Car is moving towards the parking floor 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Test sdw.XXX OK Slowdown speed test for speed XXX ended correctly 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Test sdw.XXX failed Slowdown speed test for speed XXX failed 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS TSD Alarm active Error message: TSD active 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Unlock door X Electric lock released for opening side X (A/B/C) 
10. ACTION IN PROGRESS Wait next cmd Waiting for next command, the lift is ready 
11. LAST ALARM / MESSAGE ALARMS See § 1 ALARMS 
11. LAST ALARM / MESSAGE Call on floor XX Call performed for floor XX 
11. LAST ALARM / MESSAGE FIRE ALARM Fire operation active 
11. LAST ALARM / MESSAGE FIREFIGHTERS MODE Lift under firefighters’ control 
11. LAST ALARM / MESSAGE Flr XX: Quote XXXXXX Encoder distance saved during shaft learning for floor XX 
11. LAST ALARM / MESSAGE INTERNAL OPERATION Internal/independent operation is active 
11. LAST ALARM / MESSAGE HOSPITAL OPERATION Hospital operation is active 
11. LAST ALARM / MESSAGE SGM safety Movable sill is active or was activated out of the floor zone 
12.SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC/ 
OPEN SAFETY CHAIN PXX-Y Missing floor serial peripheral 

(not found on the serial channel, floor XX, opening side Y). 

12.SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC/ 
OPEN SAFETY CHAIN 

CAB-0       CAB-1 
CAB0a      CAB1a 
CAB0b      CAB1b 
CAB0c      CAB1c 

Missing car serial peripherals (not found on the serial channel) 

12.SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC/ 
OPEN SAFETY CHAIN CRB Missing car roof serial peripheral  

(not found on the serial channel) 
12.SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC/ 
OPEN SAFETY CHAIN MAF Missing pit inspection serial peripheral  
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12.SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC/ 
OPEN SAFETY CHAIN EXC Safety chain open before the input programmed as exc 

12.SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC/ 
OPEN SAFETY CHAIN 

ST1 
ST2 
ST3 

Safety chain open before the input programmed as st1 
Safety chain open before the input programmed as st2 
Safety chain open before the input programmed as st3 

12.SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC/ 
OPEN SAFETY CHAIN SGM Safety chain open before the input programmed as sgm 

12.SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC/ 
OPEN SAFETY CHAIN ACC Safety chain open before the input programmed as acc 

12.SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC/ 
OPEN SAFETY CHAIN 

CS1 
CS2 
CS3 

Safety chain open before the input programmed as cs1 
Safety chain open before the input programmed as cs2 
Safety chain open before the input programmed as cs3 

12.SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC/ 
OPEN SAFETY CHAIN SCE Safety chain open before the input programmed as sce 

12.SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC/ 
OPEN SAFETY CHAIN 

MNG 
BYP 
FLT 
CD1 
CD2 
CD3 
FA1 
FA2 
FA3 
FT1 
FT2 
FT3 
CM1 
CM2 
CM3 
CCO 
CCC 
CCS 
PAP 
PCP 

The input programmed with this function is ON 

12.SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC/ 
OPEN SAFETY CHAIN Test Test mode is active 

12.SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC/ 
OPEN SAFETY CHAIN 

MRN 
EVN 
SLP 

Morning mode is active 
Evening mode is active 
Sleep mode is active 

12.SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC/ 
OPEN SAFETY CHAIN FTERR Light curtain error 

13. A-B-C DOORS STATE 

A 
 
B 
 
C 

 

The door A is closed 
 
The door B is closed 
 
The door C is closed 

13. A-B-C DOORS STATE 

A 
 
B 
 
C 

 

The door A is open 
 
The door B is open 
 
The door C is open 

13. A-B-C DOORS STATE  Door opening 

13. A-B-C DOORS STATE  Door closing 
14. LIFT SERIAL NUMBER s:xxxxxxxx  Lift serial number (8 alphanumerical characters) 
15. FIRMWARE VERSION vX.XXXX Board firmware version 
16. ENCODER POSITION XXXXXX Car position (by the encoder) in mm 
17. CURRENT SPEED x.xx m/s Car speed (by the encoder) in m/s 
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 Display: monitoring windows 
To have access and scroll the monitoring windows keep pressed ENT button, then use UP and DOWN buttons. 
To come back to the HOME window, continue to scroll till the end of available options. 
On the various windows, the first highest row shows the lift status, the second one allows to make some test calls (release 
ENT button, press UP or DOWN to select the desired floor, then confirm with ENT button or abort with ESC button). 
 
 
For each window (except the windows with local or serial I/O), the next 
rows show in real time the status of set functions according to this 
picture. 
 
We can have three different types of functions: 

• Function on a standard input, showed as FUNCTIONi (with “i”) are programmable in: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K18:Inputs funct.map 
These functions can be set NO or NC. 

• Function on a safety chain input, showed as FUNCTIONH (with “H”) are programmable in: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K19:Safeties funct.map 
These functions can be set NC. 

• Functions on an ouput, showed as FUNCTIONO (with “O”) are programmable in: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K17:Outputs funct.map 

 

 DRIVE 
This window shows the status of I/O 
functions related to the inverter.     

 

DRI VE
s0°
s1°
s2°

up°
dw°
en°

ds°
dd°
vp°
vg°

di f °

uca'
ucb'
df e'

f r n'
f l t '
t sd'
cpp'
apg'

 

 

 DOOR-A, DOOR-B, DOOR-C 
These windows show the status of I/O functions related to the doors. 
In case a door isn’t enabled, the own window won’t be showed. 

DOOR-A
ft1'

cm1'
pap'
pcp'

fa1'
rap'

el1°
ap1°
cp1°
pat°
cf1°

fc1'

rcp'
fcq'

acc''
cs1''
cd1'
sce''

DOOR-B
ft2'

cm2'
pap'
pcp'

fa2'
rap'

el2°
ap2°
cp2°
pat°
cf2°

fc2'

rcp'
fcq'

acc''
cs2''
cd2'
sce''

DOOR-C
ft3'

cm3'
pap'
pcp'

fa3'
rap'

el3°
ap3°
cp3°
pat°
cf3°

fc3'

rcp'
fcq'

acc''
cs3''
cd3'
sce''

 

 INSPECTION 

I NSPECTI ON
mng'
ml 1'
ml 2'
pcp'

mak'
psk'
pdk'

mas'
pss'
pds'
pat °
cf 3°

map'
psp'
pdp'
r mp'

man'
psm'
pdm'
maf '
r mf '

 

EXAMPLE 

DRI VE
s0°
s1°
s2°

up°
dw°
en°

ds°
dd°
vp°
vg°

di f °

uca'
ucb'
df e'

f r n'
f l t '
t sd'
cpp'
apg'

 

Inputs 
frn: active 
flt: active 
tsd: active 
cpp: not set 
apg: not set 
uca: not active 
ucb: not active 
dfe: not active 

Outputs 
ds: active 
dd: active 
vp: not active 
vg: not active 
up: active 
dw: not active 
en: active 
s0: not active 
s1: not active 
s2: active 

FUNCTION

FUNCTION

FunctIon not active

Function active 

Function not set

This window shows the status of I/O functions related to the inspection 
manouvre. 
The functions mak, psk, e pdk cannot be programmed, because they are 
inspection enable from board keypad and up and down commands (check 
§ 10.2 ). 
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 POSITION 
This window shows the status of I/O functions related to the car positioning. 

POSI TI ON
mng'
ml 1'
ml 2'
pcp'

mak'
psk'
scp°
i sd°

mas'
pss'
pds'
mcs'
cf 3°

map'
r s2'
i z '

zpa'
r d2'

man'
r s '
i d'
i s '
r d'

 

 FUNCTIONS 
This window shows the status of I/O functions related to some manouvres. 

FUNCTI ONS
eon°
br f °
eof °
sa°

sar °

em'
es f '
al 2'
al m'
ar '

osc'
shr '
f cd'
dod'
cf 3°

cep'
ci p'
i nt '
at t '
cpo'

cco'
ccc'
ccs'
maf '
r mf '

 

 I/O-LOCAL 
This window shows the status of local I/O of control board. 

I / O -  LOCAL

maf '
r mf '

- i - - - - - -
- - - - - - - i
- i - i - - - -
- i - - - - i -
- - - - i - - -

maf '

- - - - o - o -
- o - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
- - - - o - o -

R
i
g
a

1
2
3
4
5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Colonna

9 10111213141516

r mf '- - - - - - - -

 

 
The matching between position on the display and the control board terminals is showed on the following table. 
 
  INPUTS COLOUMNS  OUTPUTS COLOUMNS 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

RO
W

S 

1 FLT FRN CO RA I1 I2 I3 I4  EN S2 S1 S0 DW UP   
2 CCS FS3 CS1 MAN EM TSD CPP APG  CP AP1 AP2 PAT O1 O2 O3 O4 
3 PAP APA IS ID RD RS PSM PDM  A B C D E F G H 
4 SIC1 SIC2 SIC3 ALM AUX1 AUX2 SIC4 SIC5   TGP TD TS BAT    
5 AUX3                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

R 
o 
w 

Coloumn 

The 8 coloumns on the left are related to the control board inputs. 
An input is closed if showed as _i_, it is open if showed as _-_.   
The 8 coloumns on the right are related to the control board outputs. 
An output is active if showed as _o_, it isn’t active if showed as _-_.   
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 I/O-CRB 
This window shows the status of local I/O of Car roof serial board.  

I / O -  CRB
- i - - - - - -
- - - - - - - i
- i - i - - - -

- - - - o - o -
- o - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -

 

If the car roof board to be used is CRB_LINK, the matching between position on the display and the board terminals is 
showed on the following table. 
 

  INPUTS COLOUMNS  OUTPUTS COLOUMNS 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

RO
W

S 

1  IN2 CCC IN1 CM2 CCS MAN CCO    FAN FS  OUT1 OUT2 AP2 

2 CM1 ZP PSM PDM RS RD ICV IF  CP2 AP1 CP1 OCC 
LIGHT 

CURTAIN 
TX OFF 

DIF FAN FS 

3 CAB PRE FTC1 FTC2 LC1 LC2 LA1 LA2          

 
 
If the car roof board to be used is ITF400, the matching between position on the display and the board 
terminals is showed on the following table. 
 

  INPUTS COLOUMNS  OUTPUTS COLOUMNS 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

RO
W

S 1 I0 I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7  O0 O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 
2 I8 I9 I10 I11 I12 I13 I14 I15  O8 O9 O10 O11 O12 O13 O14 O15 
3 I16 I17 I18 I19 I20 I21 I22 I23  O16 O17 O18 O19 O20 O21 O22 O23 

 

 

 I/O-CAB (0A-OB-OC-1A-1B-1C) 
This window shows the status of local I/O of COP serial board, each window is related to each board set.  

I / O – CAB 0A
- i - - - - - -
- - - - - - - i
- i - i - - - -

- - - - o - o -
- o - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -

 
  
The matching between position on the display and the board terminals is showed on the following table. 
 

  INPUTS COLOUMNS  OUTPUTS COLOUMNS 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

RO
W

S 1 I0 I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7  O0 O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 
2 I8 I9 I10 I11 I12 I13 I14 I15  O8 O9 O10 O11 O12 O13 O14 O15 
3 I16 I17 I18 I19 I20 I21 I22 I23  O16 O17 O18 O19 O20 O21 O22 O23 

 

  

The 8 coloumns on the left are related to the car roof board inputs. An 
input is closed if showed as _i_, it is open if showed as _-_.   
The 8 coloumns on the right are related to the car roof board outputs. An 
output is active if showed as _o_, it isn’t active if showed as _-_.   

The 8 coloumns on the left are related to the car roof board inputs. An 
input is closed if showed as _i_, it is open if showed as _-_.   
The 8 coloumns on the right are related to the car roof board outputs. An 
output is active if showed as _o_, it isn’t active if showed as _-_. 
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3. PROGRAMMING MENU 
Use the four buttons to access and navigate the programming menu: 

• ENT: enter the menu and confirm settings; 
• ESC: exit/back to the previous menu; 
• DW, UP: scroll values. 

To change settings, it could be necessary an authentication procedure, see §0. 
 

 Menu A – GENERAL 
 

Parameter Description Range  Default 

A00:Fw version Current firmware version … … 

A02:Blight off t. When the lift is not used, after this time the backlight switches off, in 
seconds 000-600 180 

A03:Menu language Language for the local menu. IT / EN IT 
A80:Config.time Time configuration hh:mm … 
A81:Conf.date Date configuration dd/mm/yy .. 

A82:Load default 
If set to DEF, the factory default configuration is loaded; 
if set to MEM, then the last configuration saved from the user is 
loaded 

NO/DEF/MEM … 

A83:Save default If set to YES, then the current configuration is saved on the flash 
memory; NO / YES … 

A84:Load par.list(SD) Load from SD card one of the saved configurations; … … 

A85:Save par.list(SD) 

Save on SD card a CONF_XXXXXXXX.txt or CONF_XXXXXXXX.bin file 
with the current configuration; 
XXXXXXXX are alphanumeric symbols; 
“.txt” file contains only the parameters list; 
“.bin” file is a complete copy of the control board (clone); 

… … 

A86:Menu mode 
If set to SMP, the menu will not show all the programmable 
parameters (“simplified”).  
If set to EXP, the menu is complete (“expert”); 

SMP / EXP … 

A87:Load new Fw If set to YES, then a new firmware version is loaded from SD card; NO / YES … 
A88:Aux serial Choose the type of supervising, local (SPV) or via cloud (CLD) SPV / CLD SPV 

A90:Spv ser.num. Serial number for supervision tools. 
8 alphanum. 
chars  
(0...9-A…Z) 

00000000 

 

 Menu B – ALARMS 
 

Parameter Description Range  

B00:Alarm list Shows the last 30 alarms with date, time and description;  

B01:Delete alarms If set to YES, the alarm history is cleared; NO / YES 

B02:Save alarms If set to YES, the current alarm history is saved on a text document in the micro SD. NO / YES 
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 Menu C – INSPECTION 
 

Parameter Description Range  Default 

C00:Test mode 

If set to DISAB, no test is enabled; 
if set to AUTO, the automatic test mode is activated: every time the lift is 
not busy for 10 seconds, an automatic car call is generated (following 
floors sequence); 
If set to C_MAN, the manual test mode is activated: floor calls are 
disabled and the doors do not open automatically; 
If set to NO_DR, the doors do not open automatically; 

DISAB /  
AUTO /  
C_MAN /  
NO_DR 

DISAB 

C01:Limited pit 
Set to “YES” in case of limited space in the head or in the pit; 
every time the lift turns from inspection to Normal mode, the lift is 
blocked and it must be unlocked manually; 

NO / YES NO 

C02:Inspect. speed 

Speed commands settings for Inspection mode: 
- P drives the output programmed as vp only 
- G  drives the output programmed as vg only 
- P+G drives both vp and vg (in case of hydraulic lift this parameter has no 
effect and only vg is driven); 

P /  
G /  
P+G 
 

G 

C03:Stop on phas. 
If set to “YES” during an inspection operation, the car stops automatically 
at the synchronizing sensors (top and bottom) without arriving to the 
landing level of the extreme floors; 

NO / YES NO 

C04:Autom. stop eeo 

Automatic stop mode in case of emergency evacuation operation 
(inspection + ml1 input): 
-if set to EXT, it automatically stops only at the extreme floors (not 
possible to restart to go over extreme floors); 
-if set to YES, the automatic stop is on every landing level; 
-if set to NO, it never stops automatically; 

EXT / YES / NO EXT 

C05:Dly alm.lim.pit Sets the waiting time (second decimals) before the alarm for limited pit is 
generated after the exit from Inspection mode; 00 – 50 [ds] 00 

C06:Max travels Number of run inversions left; 000000-999999 000000 

C13:Sfty stop p.insp. If set to “YES”, the inspection from the control panel will always perform 
the safety (hard) stop instead of the normal stop. NO / YES NO 

C14:Insp.reset mode 

Pit inspection reset modes: 
- NRM: normal, the system returns in service after the manual reset 
- T: safety chain test, the system try to close the door to check that safety 
chain close correctly 
- S: reset sequence, it has to be done on the pit board first (or on input 
rmf), then on the control board 
- T+S: it is the sum of T and S modes (it has to be performed S first, then T) 

NRM / T / S / T+S NRM 

C80:Enb.Mot.tuning 

If set to STD, the brake feedback errors are temporarily disabled, in order 
to perform the motor tuning procedure (in some case it could be 
necessary a moving command, but the brake must remain blocked).  
If set to CNT, in case of an inspection command the control board will only 
command the contactors and it will not check the brake feedback; 

NO /  
STD / 
CNT 

NO 

C81:Test UCMP If set to “YES”, the manual UCMP test is enabled; NO / YES NO 

C82:Overtravel test 

If set to “YES”, when the lift is moving through the inspection commands 
(PSM, PDM), the car does not stop automatically at the extreme floors 
landings as usual, but it can run over the floor in small speed, in order to 
test overtravel limit switches; 

NO / YES NO 

C83:Keyb.insp.cmd 

If set to STD, the UP and DOWN onboard buttons can be used for 
inspection commands (psm, pdm), and the lift stops normally (in ramp). If 
set to SFS, the UP and DOWN onboard buttons can be used for inspection 
commands (psm, pdm), and the lift stops immediately (safety stop). 

NO / 
STD /  
SFS 

NO 

C**:Counters 
Time counter, travels counter, releveling movements counter, meters run 
counter (only for encoder), doors opening counters; the counters can be 
reset and they are displayed with last reset date. 
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 Menu D – LIFT 
 

Parameter Description Range  Default 

D00:Lift type 

Lift type selection: 
- VVVF: electric motor driven by frequency inverter (drive); 
- HYDR: hydraulic lift; 
- 2SPD: 2-speeds motor lift; 

VVVF /  
HYDR /  
2SPD 

VVVF 

D01:Tot. floors num. Number of total floors; 02-64 08 
D02:First floor num. Starting number for bottom floor; -9/9 0 

D03:Overheat contr. 

If set to NRM or BLK, the analogue inputs for temperature AN1 (motor 
temperature) and AN2 (oil / machine room temperature) are controlled. 
If only one of these inputs must be controlled, it is recommended to 
connect the not controlled input to GND. 
The option BLK allows, in case of hydraulic lift, the sudden stop and the 
automatic descent to bottom floor when motor temperature is too high. 

NO /  
NRM /  
BLK 

NO 

D04:Sfty circ.chk If set to “YES”, the correct behaviour of the safety circuit is monitored; NO / YES NO 

D05:Ucmp 

Unintended car movement protection for lift type: 
- Disabled 
- ELEC_1: electric motor with double brake contact monitoring 
- HYDR_1: hydraulic lift driven by 2 valves in series 
- HYDR_H: hydraulic lift with descent stop valve; 
- HYDR_N: hydraulic lift with NGV device; 
- HYDR_1R: hydraulic lift with redundant valves and initial warm up 
travel; 

Disabled / 
ELEC_1 /  
HYDR_1 / HYDR_H 
/ HYDR_N / 
HYDR_1R 

Disabled 

D06:Start delay (ds) In case of star-delta, delay for configuration change; 00-50 [ds] 00 
D07:Star-Delta enb. If set to “YES”, the star-delta start is enabled; NO / YES NO 

D08:Relay check (ds) 

Waiting time for monitoring of contactors feedbacks; in starting 
sequence for traction lifts, this is the maximum waiting time for the 
activation of the contactors feedbacks (functions tsd/cpp); check § 8 for 
details; 

00-50 [ds] 15 

D09:Startup Time After a board restart, is the waiting time before the board accepts inputs 
and controls outputs (seconds); 00-99 [s] 04 

D10:Lift num. Modifies lift number; 8 alphanum. 
chars(0...9-A…Z) 00000001 

 

 Menu E – FUNCTIONS 
 

Parameter Description Range  Default 

E00:Reservations 

Reservation mode selection: 
- UNIV: Single call; 
- DM-C: Dead man’s switch in car and universal on floors; 
- DM-T: Dead man’s switch in car and on floors; 
- CCAR: Single call on floors and collective in car; 
- COLL: Up+Down collective; 
- SIMP: Simplified collective; 

UNIV /  
DM-C /  
DM-T /  
CCAR /  
COLL /  
SIMP 

UNIV 

E01:Releveling 

Enables the releveling movement: 
- NO = relevelling disabled 
- NRM = relevelling with open/closed doors in both directions 
- UP = relevelling with open/closed doors only in up direction 
- DC = relevelling with closed doors in both directions 

NO /  
NRM /  
UP /  
DC 

NO 

E02:Phasing flr 
Sets the floor for the synchronization (homing) movement: 
Low: synchronize to lowest floor; 
High: synchronize to highest floor; 

LOW /  
HIGH LOW 

E03:Automatic phas. 
If set to “YES” in startup phase and when exiting from the Inspection mode, if 
the car is not on an extreme floor the system starts a synchronization 
movement. 

NO / YES NO 

E04:Max travel time Set the maximum time limit to travel the distance of one floor [s] 00-99 [s] 45 
E05:Max relev. time Set the maximum time limit to complete a releveling operation [s] 00-99 [s] 12 

E06:Parking Floor 
Set the destination (floor and opening side) for parking operation; 
XX = Floor number (the range depends from the total floors n.) 
Y = Opening side (A/B/C); 

XX-Y 00-A 
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E07:Park timer(s) Set the time (seconds) between the busy signal drop (free lift) and the start of 
the parking movement; 00-2550 [sec] 0000 

E08:Block descent 
If set to “YES”, the automatic descent to bottom floor is enabled in case of 
hydraulic lift, after the overtravel fault occurred. The input programmed as 
exc is closed again or after the maximum travel time fault. 

NO / YES NO 

E09:Emergency flr 

Set the destination (floor and opening side) for the emergency operation. If 
set to “NX”, the lift will stop at the next floor, else: 
XX = Floor number (range depends from total floors num.) 
Y = Opening side (A/B/C); 

NX / XX-Y  
 00-A 

E10:Batt.deact(min) 

Set the battery supply deactivation time (minutes) from the main power 
deactivation; 
If the value is ND the battery will never be deactivated. 
If the value is SD the battery will be immediately deactivated. 
Check §10.28 for details. 

ND / SD / 
001-254 [min] 60 

E11:Brk force emg(s) 
Time for brake release in case of emergency operation (seconds): the output 
used for the brake release will alternately go ON for the set time and OFF for 3 
seconds, until reaching the floor level. 

00 – 05 [sec] 03 

E12:Fire operation Selection of fire operation to be used: 
-NO: disabled; -FIR: “FIRE” mode; -FFS: “FIREFIGHTERS” mode; 

NO /  
FIR /  
FFS 

NO 

E13:Fire op.floor 
Destination (floor and opening side) for the fire operation; 
XX = Floor number (range depends from total floors num.) 
Y = Opening side (A/B/C); 

XX-Y 00-A 

E14:Check car busy If set to “YES”, the car busy control is executed (see §10.24 ) NO / YES NO 

E15:PAP/CM contr.t. Set the time interval before considering a fault (block) on the reopening 
devices. 000 = Control disabled. 000-300 [sec] 000 

E16:Canc.call time In Single call, this is maximum time for the lift start before a call cancellation. 
000 = control disabled. 000-300 [sec] 010 

E17:Fast start 

CANC: the 2° pressure of a car call button deletes the call. 
2P: the second pressure of a car call button starts the travel. 
1P+C: the first pressure of a car call button starts the car travel and the second 
pressure deletes the call. 
1P: the first pressure of a car call button starts the car travel and the second 
pressure has no effect. 

CANC /  
2P /  
1P+C /  
1P 

2P 

E18:Floor time mpx(s) 
Parameter used in multiplex for the calls assigning algorithm. 
Estimated time necessary to run along the space between two consecutive 
floors at full speed. For details check §15.2.3 . 

00-50 [s] 03 

E19:Stop time mpx(s) 
Parameter used in multiplex for the calls assigning algorithm. 
Estimated time that the car needs for a stop (slowdown, stop and re-
acceleration). For details check §15.2.3 . 

00-50 [s] 20 

E20:Start t. mpx(s) 

Parameter used in multiplex for the calls assigning algorithm. 
Time added to disadvantage the assigning of a new reservation on the floor X 
to the lifts that do not already have other reservations in a favorable direction 
to reach the floor X. 
For details check §15.2.3 . 

0000-2550 
[sec] 50 

E21:Fire op.blocking If set to “YES” at the end of the fire operation the lift blocks with error ‘69’, if 
“NO” it will return in Normal mode. NO / YES NO 

E22:T.emerg. ON (s) Waiting time before the activation of the emergency operation and the eon 
output. For details check §12.1 . 000-255 [sec] 5 

E23:T.emerg. OFF (s) 
Waiting time before the activation of eof output in emergency operation, 
after the doors have been opened on the floor (eon turns off 3 seconds before 
this timeout). For details check §12.1 . 

000-255 [sec] 30 

E25:Indep.autoshutd. The timer for auto-shutdown is active even in Normal mode (input em OFF), 
when the power supply is below 15 Vdc (check §10.28 for details). NO / YES NO 

E26:Standby t. (min) Standby activation time (in minutes) after a call.  
If set to 0 the standby is disabled. Check § 10.19 for details. 0-250 [min] 0 

E27:Multiplex ID 
Lift ID number in a multiplex group (WARNING: be careful not to set the same 
ID on different lifts in the same group); 
If set to “- -“, the system is set as simplex (out of the group); 

- - /  
M1 /M2 / 
... / M8 

- - 

E28:Max serv. time Set the maximum time (seconds) to complete the service of a reservation 
before it is forwarded to another lift of the group; 1 – 990 [sec] 300 

E29:Disab.flr reserv. If set to “XX-YES”, the reservations on floor XX are disabled. 

XX – NO / YES 
XX= Floor 
number (from 
-9 to 72) 

NO 
for all 
floors 
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 Menu F – DRIVE 
 

Parameter Description Range  Default 

F00:Drive type 

Parameters for different types of drive 
----: control disabled; 
KEB: preset for KEB drive 
FREN: preset for FRENIC drive 
GEN: preset for generic drive; 
ANL: preset and handling for analogue drive 

---- /  
KEB /  
FREN /  
GEN /  
ANL 

---- 

F01:Soft stop Up(ds) 

During the upwards stopping phase, the control board deactivates the 
direction commands (up function) and waits for the brake feedback (frn 
function) at most for all this time before deactivating the speed commands 
(s2-s1-s0-vp-AO).  
Check § 8 for details; 

00-50 [ds] 00 

F02:Soft stop Dw(ds) 

During the descent stopping phase, the control board deactivates direction 
commands (dw function) and waits for the brake feedback (frn function) at 
most for all this time before deactivating speed commands (s2-s1-s0-vp-
AO). 
Check § 8 for details; 

00-50 [ds] 00 

F03:Deact.delay drv 

During the stopping phase, the control board deactivates the speed 
commands (s2-s1-s0-vp-AO) and then it waits at most for all this time 
before deactivating the enable and dropping out the contactors (ds-dd-en). 
Check § 8 for details; 

00-99 [ds] 00 

F04:Ramp stop time (s) Time for stop ramp from maximum speed to 0 (only for analog driving), 
avoids immediate stop from high speed when it is not needed; 0 – 9 [s] 0 

F05:Accel.time (ds) Time for acceleration ramp (0 to 100%); 00 – 50 [ds] 00 

F06:Brk wait t.(ds) 
Time to wait during the starting sequence before starting the acceleration 
ramp, in order to allow the drive to command the starting speed and release 
the brake. Check § 8 for details; 

00 – 30 [ds] 00 

F07:NOM (%analog) Normal mode speed (percentage of the drive nominal speed);   

F08:INT (%analog) Intermediate (synchronizing/learning) speed (percentage on drive nominal 
speed);   

F09:INS (%analog) INS (inspection) speed setting for AO (percentage of the drive nominal 
speed); 00...100 [%] 000 

F10:EMG (%analog) EMG (emergency) speed setting for AO (percentage of the drive nominal 
speed); 00...100 [%] 000 

F11:STA (%analog) Starting speed setting for AO (percentage of the drive nominal speed); 00…100 [%] 000 
F12:APP (%analog) Approaching speed setting for AO (percentage of the drive nominal speed); 00...100 [%] 000 
F13:RLV (%analog) Relevelling speed setting for AO (percentage of the drive nominal speed); 00…100 [%] 000 

F14:NOM (S2-S1-S0) Normal operation speed commanded on the outputs programmed as s2, s1, 
s0. 

000-001-010-011-
100-101-110-111 000 

F15:INT (S2-S1-S0) Synchronization / learning intermediate speed commanded on the outputs 
programmed as s2, s1, s0. 

000-001-010-011-
100-101-110-111 000 

F16:INS (S2-S1-S0) Inspection speed commanded on the outputs programmed as s2, s1, s0. 000-001-010-011-
100-101-110-111 000 

F17:EMG (S2-S1-S0) Emergency operation speed commanded on the outputs programmed as s2, 
s1, s0. 

000-001-010-011-
100-101-110-111 000 

F18:STA (S2-S1-S0) Starting speed (starting torque) commanded on the outputs programmed as 
s2, s1, s0. 

000-001-010-011-
100-101-110-111 000 

F19:APP (S2-S1-S0) Approaching speed commanded on the outputs programmed as s2, s1, s0. 000-001-010-011-
100-101-110-111 000 

F20:RLV (S2-S1-S0) Relevelling speed commanded on the outputs programmed as s2, s1, s0. 000-001-010-011-
100-101-110-111 000 

F21:STOP (S2-S1-S0) Value for the STOP (no speed command) on the outputs programmed as s2, 
s1, s0. 

000-001-010-011-
100-101-110-111 000 

F22:Select low speed Speed setting for short run (travel between short floors, travel to the next 
floor) between one of the set combinations. 

EMG / STA /  
APP/ RLV EMG 
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 Menu G – SENSORS 
 

Parameter Description Range  Default 

G00:Magnets check 

Type of magnets sequence control; 
-NORM: complete control; 
-VINS: complete control in Normal mode, only visualization in 
Inspection mode (no safety stop); 
-INHB: control always inhibited; 

NORM /  
VINS /  
INHB 

VINS 

G01:Stop delay(csec) Stop command delay (hundredths of second) after entering the floor 
zone; 00-99 [cs] 00 

G02:IF/ICV config. If set to “YES” it enables the IF/ICV magnets configuration. (See 
§7.1.2 ) NO / YES NO 

G03:Slowdown delay Up Activation delay time (seconds and hundredths of second) for the 
slowdown during upwards movement on floor XX; 

XX- ss:cc 
ss = seconds  
[00-10] 
cc = hundredths of 
second [00-99] 

00-00:00 
01-00:00 
02-00:00 

G04:Slowdown delay Dw 

Activation delay time (seconds and hundredths of second) for the 
slowdown during downwards movement on floor XX; 
 
 

XX- ss:cc 
ss = seconds  
[00-10] 
cc = hundredths of 
second [00-99] 

00-00:00 
01-00:00 
02-00:00 

G05:Conf.slowdw.magn. 

X/Y ZZ 
Configuration of the slowdown magnets between two consecutive 
floors (X and Y) 
ZZ= “--": Normal slowdown; 
        “LS”: Long slowdown; 
        “SH”: Short floor; 
        “SL”:  Very short floor (run in low speed); 

X/Y ZZ 
X/Y = depends on the 
floors number 
ZZ = -- / LS / SH / SL 
  

0 / 1 -- 
1 / 2 -- 
2 / 3 -- 
...etc. 

G06:Sensors debounce Number of readings used to filter noise on iputs with functions is / id 00-20 00 
 
 

 Menu H – ENCODER 
 

Parameter Description Range  Default 

H00:Enable 
encoder 

Positioning mode: 
- - -: no positioner/encoder (positioning through magnets); 
INC: incremental encoder on pins A+, A-, B+, B- for slowdown and stop; 
INM: incremental encoder on pins A+, A-, B+, B- for slowdown and 
magnetic sensors for stop; 
CAN: absolute encoder via CAN (standard CanOpen Cia417); 
KUB: encoder with memory via CAN (standard CanOpen Cia406). 
PSU: absolute encoder via CAN (standard CanOpen Cia417) with Position 
Supervision Unit; 

- - - /  
INC /  
INM /  
CAN /  
KUB /  
PSU 

- - - 

H01:Pulses/rev. Pulses per revolution: set the encoder resolution; 00000-65535 1024 
H02:Pulley diam. Traction pulley diameter (expressed in mm) 0000-9999 [mm] 326 

H03:Roping ratio 
Traction ratio coefficient: 
-1:1: direct traction; 
-2:1: half traction; 

1:1 / 2:1 1:1 

H04:Reduct. ratio Reduction ratio tag coefficient  
(report the reducer value) 1:01...1:99 1:01 

H05:Inv.div.ratio Encoder repetition divider set on the drive; 1:01...1:99 1:01 

H06:Corr. slowdw 
dist. 

XXX:u:YYYYY d:ZZZZZ 
Manual correction for slowdown distance used for speed XXX. 
u:YYYYY upwards slowdown distance correction; 
d:ZZZZZ  downwards slowdown distance correction; 

XXX:u:YYYYY d:ZZZZZ 
XXX: 
[NOM-INT- 
INS- EMG] 
YYYYY: 0-99999 [mm] 
ZZZZZ: 0-99999 [mm] 

EMG:u:01000 
d:01000 
INT:u:01500 
d:01500 
INS:u:02000 
d:02000 
NOM:u:02500 
d:02500 

H08:Door Zone  
(mm) 

Length of the door zone for absolute encoder, expressed in mm, 
centered on the floor level: 000-999 [mm] 200 [mm] 
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H09:Relev.dist. 
(mm) 

Minimum step from floor level to start relevelling movement (in 
millimeters): 000-999 [mm] 20 [mm] 

H10:Appr.dist. 
(mm) 

Approaching distance: distance to run in approaching speed, before the 
stopping level, (slowdown anticipation) expressed in mm; 000-300 [mm] 000 

H11:Nominal 
spd(m/s) 

Lift nominal speed expressed in m/s.  
If set to 0 on the board the speed value will not show on the display. 0.00-9.99 [m/s] 0 

H12:Spd 
toler.(m/s) 

Speed tolerance. Allowed difference between the measured speed and 
the driven speed expressed in m/s. 0.00-0.50 [m/s] 0 

H13:Speed filter 
(ds) 

Maximum time during which the measured speed exceeds the driven 
speed+speed tolerance.  
Expressed in tenths of second. 
If set to 0 this control is disabled. 

00-30 [ds] 0 

H14:No 
mov.timeout(ds) 

During a movement command, if this time expires without a change in 
the position read from the encoder, then the control board generates a 
fault. 
Expressed in tenths of second. 
If set to 0 this control is disabled. 

00-99 [ds] 10 

H15:Emg 
lim.spd(m/s) 

Limit for detected speed in case of cyclic brake releasing Emergency 
mode (disabled if 0.00). 0.00-9.99 [m/s] 0.00 

H80:Learn stop 
height 

Stop position learning procedure: 
- NO: does not execute the procedure; 
- FLR: execution of the automatic floor position learning procedure; 
- F+S: execution of the automatic floor position learning procedure and 
immediately after execution of the automatic slowdown learning 
procedure for all speeds; 
- SUL: configuration procedure for overtravel limits (available only in 
case of PSU device); 
- SUF: automatic teaching procedure for the position of floors for the 
PSU device (available only in case of PSU device). 

NO /  
FLR /  
F+S /  
SUL /  
SUF 

... 

H81:Learn sldw 
dist. 

Automatic slowdown distances learning procedure: 
- EMG: learns the slowdown distances for EMG speed; 
- INS: learns the slowdown distances for INS speed; 
- INT: learns the slowdown distances for the INT speed; 
- NOM: learns the slowdown distances for the NOM speed; 
- Vx: learns the slowdown distances for all speeds NOM-INT-INS-EMG in 
sequence. 

EMG /  
INS /  
INT /  
NOM /  
Vx 

... 

H82:Corr. stop 
height 

FXX:YYYYYY/ZZZZZZ 
Manual correction of stopping zone (in mm) for the floor XX. 
FXX: floor XX 
YYYYYY= stopping zone higher limit 
ZZZZZZ= stopping zone lower limit. 

FXX: 
YYYYYY/ZZZZZZ 
YYYYYY: 
[000000:999999] 
ZZZZZZ: 
[000000:999999] 

F00:000000/ 
000000 
F01:000000/ 
000000 
F02:000000/ 
000000... 

H83:Enb. car corr. If set to “YES”, the stopping zone correction from the car is enabled; 
(see §7.2.9 ). NO / YES NO 

H84:Floor levels 

FXX:YYYYYY 
Manual correction of the floor center position (in mm) for the floor XX. 
FXX: floor XX 
YYYYYY= stopping zone central point 

… … 

H85:Recalib. stop 
dist. Manual correction of the stopping zone length (in mm) for all floors. 00 – XX [mm] . . . 

H86:Prelim. 
psu(cm) Prelimits for Canopen 417 PSU device (in cm). 0 – 255 [cm] 0 
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 Menu I – SERIAL 
 

Parameter Description Range Default 

I00:Roof ser.prot. 

Protocol setting for car rooftop board peripherals: 
- ---: serial disabled; 
- CAN: CAN; 
- VEG: VEGA protocol; 

--- /  
CAN /  
VEG 

--- 

I01:Floor 
ser.prot. 

Protocol setting for floors peripherals: 
- ---: serial disabled; 
- 485: RS485; 
- CAN: CAN; 
- VEG: VEGA serial protocol; 

--- /  
485 /  
CAN /  
VEG 

--- 

I02:Car ser.prot. 

Protocol setting for car peripherals: 
- ---: serial disabled; 
- CAN: CAN; 
- VEG: VEGA serial protocol; 

--- /  
CAN / 
VEG 

--- 

I03:Aux car 
periph. 

Set the management of the additional calls collection devices in the car (see §14.3 ): 
- ---: no additional board for the car (less than 24 I/Os); 
- 1x2: single car operation panel with 2 call collection boards (from 25 to 48 I/Os); 
- 1x2n: single car operation panel with 2 call collection boards without the use of 
expansions (from 25 to 32 I/Os); 
- 1x3: single car operation panel with 3 call collection boards (from 49 to 72 I/Os); 
- 2x1: double car operation panel with 1 call collection boards per button panel 
(from 25 to 48 I/Os); 
- 2x2: double car operation panel with 2 call collection boards for each panel (from 
25 to 48 I/Os per button panel); 
- 2x2n: double car operation panel with 2 boards for each panel without the use of 
expansions (from 25 to 32 I/Os per button panel); 
- 2x3: double car operation panel with 3 call collection boards for each panel (from 
49 to 72 I/Os per button panel); 
- SEC: FOR VEGA SERIAL ONLY single car operation panel with 2 call collection 
boards (from 25 to 48 I/Os) 
- SEN: FOR VEGA SERIAL ONLY single car operation panel with 2 call collection 
boards without the use of expansions (from 25 to 32 I/Os) 

--- /  
1x2 /  
1x2n /  
1x3 /  
2x2 /  
2x2n /  
2x3 /  
SEC /  
SEN 

--- 

I04:Ser. pit insp. 

Enables pit inspection commands from serial channel (see §10.2  for details): 
- NO: disabled; 
- 2I850: two serial peripherals with 2 inputs each; 
- 1I880: single serial peripheral with 4 inputs; 

NO /  
2I850 /  
1I880 

2I850 

I05:Special inp.0 If “YES”, it enables the firefighter manoeuvre by serial NO / YES  NO 
I06:Canop br 
(kbps) Sets baud rate in case of Canopen Lift peripherals; 125/250 kbps 125 

I07:ID Canop Cpu Sets the control board ID in case of Canopen Lift peripherals; 000-127 000 
I08:ID Canop Pos Sets the positioner device ID in case of Canopen Lift; 000-127 000 
I09:ID Canop Drv Sets the drive ID in case of Canopen Lift; 000-127 000 

I10:Drv Cmd 
Mode 

Sets driving mode for Canopen Lift Drive 
- ---: disabled; 
- SPD: velocity mode control  
- POS: position mode control  

 - - - /  
SPD /  
POS 

SPD 

I11:485 
ch.Inversion 

If set to “YES”, the inverter is handled on the RS485 channel 1 (A1-B1 terminals) and 
the floors serial is handled on the RS485 channel 2 (A2-B2 terminals). Use this 
parameter only if the hardware does not support the channel 2, and if the serial 
connection for the inverter is required. 

NO / YES NO 

I12:Drive Baudr. 
This parameter sets the baud rate for the serial communication with the driver (RS-
485 modbus). 
Connection disabled by setting the value ‘0000’. 

0000 / 2400 /  
4800 / 9600 / 
19200 / 38400 / 
57600 / 115200 
[bps] 

0000 

I17:Display icons Differentiated icons handling: special icons functions for some serial displays 
models.  

--- / F / T / TF / C 
/ CF / CT / CTF --- 

I80:Reset 
f.boards 

Cancelling of the address on floor peripherals that are already set with the selected 
floor number. 
If the “**” value is selected, the address of all floor peripherals will be cancelled; 
this function is available only if RS-485 or CAN channel is used for floor peripherals. 

00 - XX /  
** / NO … 
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 Menu J – DOORS 
 

Parameter Description Range  Default 

J00:Doors type Defines how the door opening command works. 
For details check §6.4 . 

AUTO /  
MANU / HOLD AUTO 

J01:Action attempts Attempts number setting for door closing. 00-20 01 
J02:Busy off timer Timer before dropping out the “busy car” signalling. 02-45 [s] 03 
J03:Faulty start t. Time setting of the “faulty start” error for missed door closing. 00- 30 [s] 10 
J04:Max opening t. Maximum time to keep the door opening command active. 02-45 [s] 05 
J05:Max closing t. Maximum time to keep the door closing command active. 02-45 [s] 10 
J06:Open doors wait Waiting time settings with open doors before reclosing. 02-45 [s] 07 
J07:Cam act.dly (ds) Retiring cam activation delay setting. 00-50 [ds] 00 
J08:Cam deac.dly(ds) Retiring cam deactivation delay setting. 00-50 [ds] 00 
J09:Opening dly (ds) Door opening delay setting. 00-99 [ds] 00 

J10:Doors control If set to “YES”, the door commands control (door limit switches / door 
command feedbacks / safeties) is enabled. NO / YES NO 

J11:CP cmd mode Defines how the door closing command works. 
For details, check §6.5 . 

AUTO / RUN /  
HOLD AUTO 

J12:Pre-opening If set to “YES”, enables the door opening in advance (when the lift 
enters the door zone of the destination floor). NO / YES NO 

J13:Nudging timer 
Timer before the activation of the nudging command in case the light 
curtains keep signalling an obstacle (outputs CF1, CF2, CF3);  
S0000 = control disabled. 

0000–2550 [s] 0000 

J14:Sfty debounce (ds) Debounce filter for doors safety inputs (second decimals). 00-30 [ds] 00 

J15:Door-opening side 

Entering the submenu: F-OS-Mode XX-YYY-Z 
Allows to define the opening sides for the floor XX. 
XX-YYY-Z 
YYY (Opening side) = “A”/ “B”/ “AB”/ “C”/ “AC”/ “BC”/ “ABC” 
Z (opening mode) = “T” (opens all the sides at the same time)  
Z = “S” (selective opening access side) 
NOTE: If the floor “**” is selected, the same configuration is set for all 
floors. 

XX-Y-Z 
 

**-A-T 
...etc. 

J15:Stationing cl/op 

Entering the submenu: 
XX-Y-Y-Y (Floor XX-stationing mode for door A - B - C) 
Allows to define if the car must park with open or closed doors on 
each opening side. 
Y = “O” open doors parking; 
Y = “C” closed doors parking; 

XX-Y-Y-Y 
 

00-C-C-C 
01-C-C-C 
02-C-C-C 
...etc. 

J16:EL mode 
Defines how the electric lock unlock command (EL) works.  
For details check § 6.7  (Outputs el1 / el2 / el3) 
 

STOP→MANU / 
STOP→AUTO / 
OPEN→MANU /  
OPEN → AUTO 

STOP→ MANU 

J17:PAT mode Defines how the retiring cam (door locking) command pat works  
For details check §6.6 . 

CMCP→STOP / 
CMCP→CMAP / 
CDON→STOP / 
CSON→STOP 

CMCP→ STOP 

J18:Door lock tmr (ds) 
Time delay needed for door locking from the start of pat command 
(for details check §6.6 ). Useful in case it is not possible to monitor on 
the safety chain when doors are closed. 

00-30 [ds] 00 

J19:Light curt.test Defines on which doors it is possible to enable light curtains test. 
- - - / A / B / C / 
AB / AC / BC / 
ABC 

- - - 
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 Menu K – PROG. IN/OUT 
 

Parameter Description Range  Default 

K00:Safety chain 
Sets the safety chain inputs sequence: 
- AEC: stop-overtravel-doors 
- EAC: overtravel-stop-doors 

AEC /  
EAC AEC 

K01:Spd.gov.on ST1 
Overspeed governor contact before st1 on the safety chain. 
If set to “YES”, when the st1 safety input is open during the run and remains open for 
more than 1 second, then the lift is blocked with the alarm ‘71E’. 

NO / YES NO 

K02:Dly Tmr1 ON  ds t1o output activation delay after the activation of the input programmed as t1i. 00-99 [ds] 00 
K03:Dly Tmr1 OFF ds t1o output deactivation delay after the deactivation of the input programmed as t1i. 00-99 [ds] 00 
K04:Dly Tmr2 ON  ds t2o output activation delay after the activation of the input programmed as t2i. 00-99 [ds] 00 
K05:Dly Tmr2 OFF ds t2o output deactivation delay after the deactivation of the input programmed as t2i. 00-99 [ds] 00 
K06:Call.debounce 
ms Debounce filter for calls (milliseconds). 000-

990[ms] 050 

K07:Enable mapp. 

Enables the mapping of groups of calls and position signals on calls collection 
peripherals. If the letter is shown, the respective group of inputs/outputs is enabled: 
- C: Car call button / car light 
- S: Up direction floor call / floor light (UP) 
- D: Down direction floor call / floor light (DW) 
- P: Position signalling 

C / S / D / P 
/ CS / CD / 
CP /SD / SP 
/ DP / CSD / 
CSP / CDP / 
SDP / CSDP 

C 

K08:Pos. mode 

Position digital coding for the outputs programmed as ba, bb, bc, bd, be and for the 
calls collection peripherals: 
-BINARY; 
-REV.BIN reverse Binary 
-GRAY; 
-REV. GRAY reverse Gray; 
-BCD; 
-REV. BCD: reverse BCD; 
-14 SEGM, 7U+S+1+2, 7U+1+2+S kinds of 7 segments; 
-1WIRE: one wire per floor 

BINARY /  
REV.BIN / 
GRAY / 
REV. GRAY / 
BCD /  
REV. BCD / 
14 SEGM / 
7U+S+1+2 / 
7U+1+2+S /  
1WIRE 

REV.BIN 

K09:Delay Fan OFF(s) Delay timer for turning OFF the ofa output (command for the fan), expressed in 
seconds. Check § 10.29 for details. 0-255 [s] 0 

K10:Ser.fun.auxA 

Special function on input aux A on the floor peripherals, if available: 
- --- disabled; 
- sha no, shaft access with N.O. input logic (check §10.27.2 ) 
- sha nc, shaft access with N.C. input logic (check §10.27.2 ) 
- hos no, hospital operation with N.O. input logic (check § 10.6 ) 
- hos nc, hospital operation with N.C. input logic (check § 10.6 ) 
- osl no, out of serv. operation with N.O. input logic (check §10.7 ) 
- osl nc, out of serv. operation with N.C. input logic (check §10.7 ) 

--- /  
sha no / 
sha nc / 
hos no / 
hos nc /  
osl no / 
osl nc 

--- 

K11:Ser.fun.auxB 

Special function on input aux B on the floor peripherals, if available: 
- --- disabled; 
- sha no, shaft access with N.O. input logic (check §10.27.2 ) 
- sha nc, shaft access with N.C. input logic (check §10.27.2 ) 
- hos no, hospital operation with N.O. input logic (check § 10.6 ) 
- hos nc, hospital operation with N.C. input logic (check § 10.6 ) 
- osl no, out of serv. operation with N.O. input logic (check §10.7 ) 
- osl nc, out of serv. operation with N.C. input logic (check §10.7 ) 

--- /  
sha no / 
sha nc /  
hos no /  
hos nc / 
osl no / 
osl nc 

--- 

K12:Analog cco (V) Minimum load threshold voltage (expressed in Volts) in case of analog weigh 
measuring (check §10.23 ). 

00.0-20.0 
[V] 00.0 

K13:Analog ccc (V) Full load threshold voltage (expressed in Volts) in case of analog weigh measuring 
(check §10.23 ). 

00.0-20.0 
[V] 00.0 

K14:Analog ccs (V) Overload threshold voltage (expressed in Volts) in case of analog weigh measuring 
(check §10.23 ). 

00.0-20.0 
[V] 00.0 

K15:Board 0 offset Sets on the board with address 0 (car board) the starting I/O number for the car 
pushbuttons calls/lights. 0-23 02 

K16:Board 1 offset 

Sets, on the roof board with address 1, the starting I/O number for the car 
pushbuttons calls/lights. 
If the value cn is programmed, the first I/O on board 1 will follow the last I/O on board 
0 (consecutive collection). 
If the value dc is programmed on the board 1, the car lights / calls are never mapped. 

0-23 / 
cn / 
dc 

02 

K17:Outputs 
funct.map Mapping of an output logic function to the board physical outputs. --- --- 
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K18:Inputs funct.map Mapping of the board physical inputs to the logic input functions. --- --- 
K19:Safeties 
funct.map 

Mapping of the board physical inputs to the logic input functions (typically safety 
chain inputs). --- --- 

K80:Preset serial Sets the parameters that are useful to handle the serial peripherals with Vega 
protocol, following pre-defined mappings (for details see §14.5 ). 

DEF / DSP+S 
/ CAB-D / 
CAB-P /  
CABx2 / 
SRC+K /  
DSP+K / 
DSP+C 

- 

 

 Menu L – SIGNALLING 
 

Parameter Description Range  Default 

L00:Nxt dir.arrow 

Configuration of direction arrow outputs (output programmed as fs and 
fd) and/or arrows on serial displays. 
 For more details see §5.8.18 . 
- NORM: current direction + expected next direction on arrows outputs 
- EXP: expected next direction on arrows outputs 
- EXPS: expected next direction on arrows outputs and on car serial 
display 

NORM /  
EXP /  
EXPS 

NORM 

L01:Car l. univ. 

Configuration of the car buttons light in universal reservation mode. 
(Single call installations) 
- FA: Fixed arrival 
- BA: Blinking arrival 
- POS: Position 
- POS +BA: Position + Blinking arrival 
- RSR: Call set 
- RSR + BA: Call set + Blinking arrival 

FA /  
BA /  
POS /  
POS + BA / 
RSR /  
RSR + BA 

POS + BA 

L02:FDw l. univ. 

Configuration of the floor Down button lights in universal reservation 
mode. (Single call installations) 
- FA: Fixed arrival 
- BA: Blinking arrival 
- OCC:  Occupied 
- OCC + BA: Occupied + Blinking arrival 
- OCC + BM: Occupied + Blink in movement 

FA /  
BA / 
OCC /  
OCC + BA / 
OCC + BM 

OCC 

L03:FUp l. univ. 

Configuration of the floor Up button lights in universal reservation 
mode. (Single call installations) 
- FA: Fixed arrival 
- BA: Blinking arrival 
- PRS: Present 
- PRS +BA: Present + Blinking arrival 
- ALM: Alarm sent 

FA /  
BA /  
PRS /  
PRS + BA / 
ALM 

FA 

L04:Car l. rsrv. 
Configuration of the car button lights in collective reservation mode. 
RSR: Reserved 
RSR+BA: Reserved + Blinking arrival 

RSR /  
RSR + BA  RSR 

L05:FDw l. rsrv. 

Configuration of the floor Down button lights in collective reservation 
mode. 
RSR: Reserved 
RSR+BA: Reserved + Blinking arrival 

RSR /  
RSR + BA RSR 

L06:FUp l. rsrv. 

Configuration of the floor Up button lights in collective reservation 
mode. 
- RSR: Reserved (if FDw l. rsrv. is set as RSR + BA, this light has the same 
behaviour) 
- PRS: Present 
- ALM: Alarm sent 

RSR /  
PRS /  
ALM 

RSR 

L07:Car button beep Enables acoustic signal (beep) on car pushbutton pressure; NO / YES YES 
L08:Flr button beep Enables acoustic signal (beep) on floor pushbutton pressure; NO / YES YES 
L09:Car gong enabl. Enables acoustic signal (gong) in car. NO / YES YES 

L10:Flr gong enabl. 

Acoustic signal on floors: 
- NO: Disabled  
- 3T: 3 tones sound (gong) 
- 1T: 1 tone sound (beep) 

NO /  
3T /  
1T 

NO 
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L11:Gong number up Number of gong acoustic signals going upwards; 0-1-2 1 
L12:Gong number down Number of gong acoustic signals going downwards; 0-1-2 1 

L13:Slowdown gong 
-“YES” sends the acoustic signal (gong) at the beginning of a slowdown; 
-“NO” sends the acoustic signal (gong) at the end of a stop operation 
(before door opening); 

NO / YES NO 

L14:Gong durat.(ds) Gong signal duration (tenths of second); 00-99 [ds] 50 

L15:Dly OCC off(s) Delay between the deactivation of the “lift busy status” logic and the 
deactivation of OCC output (seconds); 0000-3600 [s] 0000 

L16:Res.l.cab+flr If “YES” shows, on both car and floors peripherals, all the reservations 
for car and floors to be completed in the current movement direction; NO / YES NO 

L17:Config. floor msg 

Customization of the message shown on the display; 
XX-YY 
XX = Floor number  
YY = Message (2 alphanumeric symbols) 

XX-YY 
XX = Floor 
(depending on the 
total floors number) 
YY = Message [A…Z 
- 0…9] 

00-0 
01-1 
02-2 
...etc. 

L18:Wby output fixed 
Activation mode of the bypass signalling output wby: 
If set to “YES” the output is solid (steady on); 
If set to “NO” the output is blinking cyclically; 

NO / YES NO 

L19:Battery contr.(V) Threshold for the activation of the battery status icon (Volt) 00-30 [V] 00 

L20:Disab.light fbk 

Disables light feedback when a pushbutton is pressed: 
- NO: light feedback not disabled 
- C: light feedback disabled only in car 
- F: light feedback disabled only on floors 
- C+F: light feedback disabled in car and on floors 

NO /  
C /  
F /  
C+F 

NO 

 

 Menu M – PASSWORD 
In order to change settings, it could be necessary an authentication procedure: 
1. Enter the submenu 

MENU→M.Menu PASSWORD 
2a.   If the parameter 00: Login is shown: press ENT and insert the required password. 
2b.   If the parameter 00 Mod.Pword is shown: the password authentication is already completed or the authentication 
procedure is disabled. Pushing the ENT button, a new password can be set (use the code 00000000 to disable the 
authentication procedure). 
 

Parameter Description Range  Default 

M00:Mod.Pword Insertion of a password in order to be able to change parameters 
(Login) or, once logged in, create a new password (Mod.Pword). 

00000000 / 
ZZZZZZZZ … 

 
 

 Menu N – PROG. FUJI 
This menu can be used if the board is connected through RS-485 channel n. 2 to a FUJI LM-1 or FUJI LM-2 drive.  
To use these functions, enable the modbus communication on the inverter menu. 

Parameter Description Range  Default 
N00:Alarm History Drive alarm history (last 4 alarms with related information). … … 
N01:I/O Monitoring Drive inputs and outputs monitoring. … … 
N02:Parameters Drive parameters selected by class (Reading / Writing). … … 

N03:Custom set 

Writing of some pre-set parameters sets for a quick drive 
programming, depending on the installation type: X-YY-ZZ 
X: analog (A) or digital (D) command 
YY: geared (GD) or gearless (GL) machine 
ZZ: open loop (OL) or closed loop (CL) control 
For further information see §8.7 .  

… … 

N04:Inverter Select model LM1 / LM2 LM1 
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 Menu O – WORK.MODES 
 

Parameter Description Range  Default 

O00:Morn. mode ON  
Morning mode starting time (hh:mm). 
If starting time = ending time → this function is disabled. 
Check §10.8.1 for details. 

00:00 – 23:59 00:00 

O01:Morn. mode OFF  
Morning mode ending time (hh:mm). 
If starting time = ending time → this function is disabled. 
Check §10.8.1 for details. 

00:00 – 23:59 00:00 

O02:Even. mode ON  
Evening mode starting time (hh:mm). 
If starting time = ending time → this function is disabled. 
Check §10.8.2 for details. 

00:00 – 23:59 00:00 

O03:Even. mode OFF  
Evening mode ending time (hh:mm). 
If starting time = ending time → this function is disabled. 
Check §10.8.2 for details. 

00:00 – 23:59 00:00 

O04:Sleep mode ON  
Sleep mode starting time (hh:mm). 
If beginning time = end time this function is disabled. 
Check §10.8.3 for details. 

00:00 – 23:59 00:00 

O05:Sleep mode OFF  
Sleep mode ending time (hh:mm). 
If starting time = ending time → this function is disabled. 
Check §10.8.3 for details. 

00:00 – 23:59 00:00 

O06:Floor call mode  

Special functions for external calls. 
- NRM: normal calls 
- DES: destination call (check 10.10  for details) 
- PRA: priority lift mode – active lift (check §15.5 for details) 
- PRP: priority lift mode – passive lift (check §15.5 for details) 
- GC: guest call (check §13.7 for information). 

NRM /  
DES /  
PRA /  
PRP / 
GC 

NRM 

O07:Load.mode tmr(s) Timer (seconds) while doors remain open in loading mode  
(check §10.11  for details). 000 – 255 [s] 000 

O80:Car call codes  Calls encoding enabled (check §13.8 for details).   
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4. BOARD SPECIFICATIONS 
 General specifications 

BOARD DIMENSIONS: 110 mm x 280 mm. 
SOFTWARE: stored into a reprogrammable FLASH microprocessor. 
LIFT PARAMETERS CONFIGURATION AND ALARM HISTORY: Fully programmable board with keypad. 
All configuration parameters are permanently stored in an EEPROM memory, allowing to preserve the board configuration even in case 
of lack of power. The board can save a default configuration. 
The alarm history is stored in the memory, and it can be exported in a file into a microSD card. 
SAFETY COMPLIANCE: UNI EN 81-20. 
 

 Electrical specifications 
 Power 

BOARD POWER SUPPLY: 24VDC between CL (+) and GND (-).  
The correct power supply voltage can be obtained converting an 18Vac voltage with a rectifier. 
BATTERY: Use a 12V battery to maintain the alarms and board emergency functions powered in case of lack of power. 
BAT (+) and GND (-). 
POWER OUTPUT: VIM 12VDC, Iout 1,1A. Power output for peripheral devices. 
VOLTAGE REFERENCES:  

• GND is the low voltage reference for the control board and all the external elements (lights, relays, external 
devices except for safety chain inputs); 

• OM is the low voltage reference for movement commands and safety chain inputs. 
• AL is the low voltage reference for the alarm circuit. 

FUNCTIONING TEMPERATURE: 0°C / +50°C; 
SAFETY CHAIN VOLTAGE: safety chain monitoring inputs from 24 V to 110 VDC or AC (maximum 60 VAC rectified). 
 

 Inputs 
Use 12/24 VDC referred to GND to activate inputs FLT, FRN, CO, RA. 
Use 24 VDC – 110 VAC to activate the safety chain inputs (maximum 60 VAC rectified). 
Use a GND to activate all the other digital inputs. 
All inputs have LED signalling. 
 

 Outputs 
The output activation for S0-S1-S2-EN-UP-DW outputs closes to the external voltage reference VEX, Imax = 0.35A, short 
circuit protected. It is necessary to connect a 12/24 voltage even if those outputs are not used. 
The output activation for all the other digital outputs closes to GND devices powered with 12/24Vdc, Imax = 0.35A, short 
circuit protected. 
RELAY OUTPUTS NOMINAL CURRENT: 

• Movement commands (TS/TD/TGP): IN=12 A 
• BAT: IN=3 A 

 

 Dimensions 

CPU100

280 mm

110 mm99 mm

269 mm

Ø 4.5mm
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 Summary Circuit Diagram CPU100 (default configuration) 
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5. PINOUT AND I/O FUNCTIONS 
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 Power supply 
 CL 

Positive power input (+24VDC). 

 GND 
Negative power input (0V) for the control board and all the external elements (lights, relays, external devices except for 
safety chain inputs). GND and OM are physically separated to facilitate insulation tests. 

 OM 
OM is the low voltage reference for movement commands and safety chain inputs. 

 VIM 
Output power supply for external devices that need to be powered by the battery in case of power lack (max 1A). 
In case of higher currents, a relay connection is recommended. 

 VEX 
Positive power input forwarded on high-side outputs UP-DW-S0-S1-S2-EN.  
Connect a power supply 12/24 VDC related to GND to this terminal in any case, even when these outputs are not used. 
 

 Diagnostics leds 
There are 4 diagnostics leds on the control board: 

- ST1 (colour GREEN): 

o Slow blinking (0.8 seconds on – 0.8 seconds off) = the board is working correctly. 
o Steady ON or OFF = the board is not working. 

 

- ST2 (colour YELLOW): 

o Steady OFF = no peripheral with Vega serial protocol is programmed. 
o Slow blinking (0.8 seconds on – 0.8 seconds off) = the Vega serial channel is working. 
o Fast blinking (0.2 seconds on – 0.2 seconds off) = at least one peripheral with Vega serial protocol is 

programmed, but there is no communication on the channel. 
 

- ST3 (colour RED): 

o Steady OFF = no peripheral with RS-485 serial protocol is programmed. 
o Slow blinking (0.8 seconds on – 0.8 seconds off) = the RS-485 serial channel is working. 
o Fast blinking (0.2 seconds on – 0.2 seconds off) = at least one peripheral with RS-485 serial protocol is 

programmed but there is no communication on the channel. 
 

- ST4 (colour RED): 

o Steady OFF = no peripheral with CAN serial protocol is programmed. 
o Slow blinking (0.8 seconds on – 0.8 seconds off) = the CAN serial channel is working. 
o Fast blinking (0.2 seconds on – 0.2 seconds off) = at least one peripheral with CAN serial protocol is 

programmed but there is no communication on the channel. 
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 Safety chain 
The control on the safety chain is performed in different ways, depending on which functions are enabled on these inputs 
and depending on the number of opening sides, on what safety functions are programmed and also on the parameter: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG.IN/OUT→K00:Safety chain 
 
If this parameter is set to EAC, the input programmed as exc is the overtravel input and is connected at the beginning of 
the safety chain, preceded only by the overtravel contacts. The input programmed as st1 is the input for the stop signal. 
It results open when exc is open or at least one of the stop contacts is open. 
If this parameter is set to AEC, the input programmed as st1 is connected at the beginning of the safety chain, preceded 
only by all the not bypassable contacts of the safety chain.  
The input programmed as exc is the overtravel input, it is connected after st1 and after the overtravel contacts (and 
maybe even after other bypassable contacts not depending on doors). 
It is possible to divide the “stop” section into 2 or 3 different parts using functions st2 and st3: in this way it will be 
possible to immediately understand which section of the safety chain is open. 
 

 Analogue Inputs 
 AN1 

Thermo-resistor for motor analogue input (see §10.22 ). 
NOTE: To disable the alarm “56” in emergency, connect a diode between AN1 (+) and EM (-). 

 AN2 
Analogue input for the motor oil or machinery thermistor (See §10.22 ). 
NOTE: To disable the alarm “60” in emergency, connect a diode between AN2 (+) and EM (-). 
 

 Serial channels 
 A1/B1 – A2/B2 (ser. 485) 

RS485 data channels. 

 L1/H1– L2/H2 (prot. CAN) 
CAN data channels. 

 KI/DI (ser. Vega) 
Vega protocol internal data channel (car). 

 KE/DE (ser. Vega) 
Vega protocol external data channel (floors). 
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 Programmable general input functions 
The control board physical inputs (see figure pag.39) can be programmed for many input functions from: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K18:Inputs funct.map. 
By the same parameter, it is also possible to select the activation mode: 

o no: (normally open) the board input is active if close and inactive if open; 
o nc: (normally closed) the board input is active if open and inactive if close; 

This is the default mapping for inputs functions on the physical inputs  
(the physical inputs codes follow the serigraphy on the board surface). 
 

FUNCTION INPUT LOGIC  FUNCTION INPUT LOGIC 
alm ALM (AL+/AL-) N.O.  id IF N.O. 
al2 - - - - - -  inq - - - - - - 
apg APG - - -  int - - - - - - 
ar - - - - - -  is ICV N.O. 

byp - - - - - -  iz - - - - - - 
ccc - - - - - -  maf - - - - - - 
cco - - - - - -  man MAN N.O. 
ccs CCS N.O.  mas - - - - - - 
cd1 - - - - - -  mcs APA N.O. 
cd2 - - - - - -  ml1 CCS N.O. 
cd3 - - - - - -  ml2 - - - - - - 
cep FS3 N.O.  mng I1 N.O. 
cim - - - - - -  osc - - - - - - 
cip - - - - - -  otm - - - - - - 

cm1 - - - - - -  pap PAP N.O. 
cm2 - - - - - -  pcp - - - - - - 
cm3 - - - - - -  pdm PDM N.O. 
cpc - - - - - -  pds - - - - - - 
cpp - - - - - -  psm PSM N.O. 
dfe - - - - - -  pss - - - - - - 
dod - - - - - -  ra - - - - - - 
em EM N.O.  rap - - - - - - 
esf - - - - - -  rcp - - - - - - 
fa1 - - - - - -  rd RD N.C. 
fa2 - - - - - -  rd2 - - - - - - 
fa3 - - - - - -  res - - - - - - 
fan - - - - - -  rmf - - - - - - 
fcd - - - - - -  rs RS N.C. 
fcq CS1 N.O.  rs2 - - - - - - 
ffr - - - - - -  shr - - - - - - 
flt FLT N.C.  t1i - - - - - - 
frn FRN N.C.  t2i - - - - - - 
ft1 - - - - - -  tsd TSD N.C. 
ft2 - - - - - -  uca AUX1 N.O. 
ft3 - - - - - -  ucb AUX2 N.O. 
fte - - - - - -  zpa - - - - - - 

 

 Program correctly the required function on a physical input for a proper use of the control board! 
For a correct programming of serial peripherals check also §14.5.1 . 

Normally the NO inputs are active (and the NC inputs inactive) when connected to GND, except for: 

- FLT, FRN, CO, RA activated by a +24V referred to GND terminal; 
- SIC1, SIC2, SIC3, SIC4, SIC5 activated by a +24VDC / 110VAC referred to OM terminal; 
- AL+ and AL- (alarm function), connect AL+ to +12 VDC and AL+ to GND to activate the function. 

 

 alm/al2 
Alarm button input. 
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 apg 
Control input of feedbacks from the high-speed contactor (driven by output TGP, see §5.8.38 ). 
apg must be inactive (CLOSED if NC): 

- During the low speed, otherwise the lift stops and the control board shows the alarm ‘64’; 
- When the car is not moving, otherwise the control board shows the alarm  ’44’; 

apg must be active (OPEN if NC): 
- During the high speed, when the control board actives G, otherwise the lift stops and the control board shows 

the alarm ’65’. 

 ar 
The ar input signals to the board the alarm reception. When the board receives this input, it disables the SA output 
(previously activated by the input alm) and enables the SAR output. 

 att 
The att input activates attendant mode (check §10.9 ). 

 blk 
The activation of blk input generate the alarm '57B' that blocks the system; i twill be necessary to do a manual reset to 
come back in normal mode.  

 byp 
This input activation signals the connection of a bypass on the safety chain. If this input is inactive (close if NC), the car can 
only move in Inspection mode. 

 ccc/cco/ccs 
ccc/cco/ccs are the inputs for the load-weighing device: 

- cco: car occupied contact, detects if someone is in the car and keeps the car occupied (to control of this function 
on calls check §10.25 ); 

- ccc: full load contact, if active, the control board will serve car calls and ignore floor calls to avoid other 
passengers entering the car; 

- ccs: overload contact, if active, the control board will end the current travel and it will remain with doors open 
signalling that the car is overloaded on serial peripherals and on snr output. 

 cd1/cd2/cd3 
Auxiliary contacts for car doors on the opening side A (cd1), opening side B (cd2) or opening side C (cd3). 
If one of these contacts is active (closed if N.O.), the related car door is closed. 
If the lift only has door A, the behaviour expected from doors control is that input programmed with safety function cs1 is 
CLOSED and cd1 is active (closed if NO) only when all doors are completely closed; in any other door position these inputs 
are both inactive. 
If the cd1 function or the fa1 function is not programmed, this control is not performed, otherwise at the end of door 
opening (fa1 input active) the control board checks if these two signals are coherent or not: 

- if cs1 is closed and cd1 inactive, the control board shows the alarm ‘79A’; 
- if cs1 is open and cd1 is active, the control board shows the alarm ‘78A’. 

When one of these errors occurs: 
If door B is present and fa2 function is programmed, the same controls are performed on the cd2 / cs2 inputs (error codes 
‘78B’ and ‘79B’). 
If door C is present and fa3 function is programmed, the same controls are performed on the cd3 / cs3 inputs (error codes 
‘78C’ and ‘79C’). 
 

 cep 
Fire operation or Firefighters operation (see §10.5 ) programmable input, external key. 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E12:Fire operation→NO/FIR/FFS 

 cim 
Contact transition control, when the car moves from the lowest floor to the highest if this input does not change, the 
board generates the alarm ‘62’. 
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 cip 
Fire operation or Firefighters operation (see §10.5 ) programmable input, internal key. 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E12:Fire operation→NO/FIR/FFS 

 cm1/cm2/cm3 
cm1/cm2/cm3 are the safety reopening devices inputs for A, B and C doors.  
The inputs must be activated (opened if NC) only if there is an obstacle. 

 cpc 
This input is used to block the lift in certain conditions, for example, when the control panel is open. When this input 
activates, the lift will stop at the nearest floor, open the doors and remain blocked with doors open with alarm ‘69’.  
The lift will return in Normal mode after a manual reset. 

 cpp 
cpp is a function that represents: 

• the feedback of the auxiliary contactor activated by TA for traction lift. 
• the feedback for low speed contactor (TP) for hydraulic lift. 

It must be inactive (closed if NC): 
 In case of inverter driving when no movement command is driven (command TA not active). 

Otherwise the control board shows the alarm ‘46’. 
It must be active (open if NC) 

 during the low speed, when the control board actives TP, otherwise the control board shows the alarm ‘53’; 
 In case of inverter driving, when the car is moving, TA active, otherwise the control board shows the alarm ‘53’. 

 dfe 
Input for preferable moving direction in emergency from the drive. If the drive supports an output to signal the preferable 
direction, connect it to this input, in order to activate it when the preferable direction is UP. 

 dod 
Input used to disable the automatic movement of doors.  
This function can result useful for lift tests, in order to avoid the presence of passengers. 

 em 
Emergency input, activate in case of power outage. 

 esf 
Input to start emergency with the “cyclic brake release” mode.  
This input is controlled only when the em input is also active. Check § 12.4  for details. 

 fa1/fa2/fa3 
Inputs for doors control, corresponding to the limit switch signals for completely open doors (opening sides A, B, C). 
fax input is expected to be active only when door X is completely open; in any other door position the input is expected to 
be inactive. If the fax function is not programmed, this control is not performed, otherwise the door opening command 
for door x is hold on until fax input is active. 
This control is active only with the activation of: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J10:Doors control. 

 fan 
This is the function to activate manually the fan command (ofa). Check §10.29  for details. 

 fcd 
The activation of this input deletes all the floor calls and, while this is active, no further floor call can be performed.  
This function can result useful for lift tests, in order to avoid the presence of passengers. 
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 fc1/fc2/fc3 
Inputs for doors control, corresponding to the limit switches signals for all doors completely closed for opening sides A, B 
and C. For example, if door A is closing, when fc1 activates, the control board turns OFF the output programmed as cp1 
and waits for the other doors and safety chain inputs (cd1, cs1, sce) to start for a new run.  
The same happens for doors B and C. 

 fcq 
Input for safety chain control, usable for a feedback of a contactor commanded by output smo. This control becomes 
necessary if part of the safety chain can be bypassed when smo command is off. This input must be active (closed if NO) 
during the starting procedure and the car movement, when doors are closed. 

 ffr 
Brake feedback input, its inactivating (opening if NO) stops quickly the lift, before the security chain opens.  

 flt 
Fault input from Inverter. It must be inactive (close if NC) to enable the movement commands. 

 frn 
Brake feedback input in case of Inverter driven by the board. It must be inactive (closed if NC) when the lift is not moving 
and active (open if NC) during movement (it must activate during the start sequence and deactivate during the stop 
sequence). 

 ft1/ft2/ft3 
Inputs for the photocells/light curtains, respectively for car opening sides A, B and C.  
This input activates when an obstacle is detected. It is possible to perform an automatic test to check if the device is 
working properly by the input function fte and output function btx. 

 fte 
Input signalling that the photocell/light curtain is not working properly.  
The input must be active if there is a problem on light curtains. 

In this case normal door closing is forbidden. Nudging command can be used (if cf1 / cf2 / cf3 output function is 
programmed on any output), otherwise the doors remain open. 

 id / is 
Input for stop sensor and speed change/floor counting (see §7.1 ). The magnets can also be set with “IF/ICV” disposition, 
programming: MENU→G.Menu SENSORS→G02:IF/ICV config.→YES.  
The inputs status for a standard floor is shown in figure. 

 
 inq/int 

Internal manoeuvre (independent mode) activation input (see §10.4 ). The two functions inq and int work in parallel, so it 
is possible, for example, to have an input in the car and an input on the control panel with the same behaviour (the 
internal manoeuvre is on when at least one of these inputs is on). 

STOP 
Zone 

 ID IS 

 

IF ICV 

CONF. IS/ID (standard) CONF. IF/ICV 

SLOWDOWN 
Zone   

SLOWDOWN 
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 iz 
Doors zone input: the use of this sensor is mandatory in case of non-absolute encoder managing (most of all in case of 
incremental encoder), because it is used for the synchronization of position. At each transition of iz the control board 
updates the position to the one learned during the shaft learning. 
Programming this function, if the input is not active and the car is arriving to the floor, the control board shows the alarm 
‘37’. The same input can be programmed with function zpa in order to do automatic shaft learning. 

 maf 
Pit Inspection activation input. When the signal is switched from ON to OFF, for safety reasons the lift stops and the 
control board shows the alarm ‘88’ after the delay set in: 
MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C05:Dly alm.lim.pit 
Use the rmf input or press and hold ESC button for 3 sec. to unlock the lift. 

 man 
Inspection mode activation input.  

 mas 
Serial inspection activation input, prior to man. It can be used on a rooftop board. 

 mcs 
This input has three functions: 
 Relevelling zone (see §10.13 ); 
 Pre-opening (see §Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.); 
 Safety circuit monitor (see §10.12 ). 

 ml1/ml2 
During the Inspection mode, the activation of one of these inputs forces the movement in emergency speed instead of 
inspection speed. 
ml1 can be used to perform emergency movement from the control panel (movement in emergency speed only if 
inspection is activated from man input function). 
ml2 can be connected to a sensor indicating that the car is in the top zone or in the bottom zone of the shaft, in case of 
application of speed restrictions near the extreme floors. 

 mng 
Mounting input that can be used to disable controls that cannot be applied during the lift building (see §10.1 ).  
The car can only move under inspection commands.  
The control of coherence on extreme floors sensors, the control of position and all the other controls that could block the 
setting up of the lift (except movement commands and feedbacks) are disabled. 

 osc 
This input can be used to put the lift in a temporary “out of service” status.  
The registered calls are deleted and it is not possible to perform other floor calls.  
The lift stays with doors open until this input is active. This function can be useful to load goods into the car leaving the 
doors open and having no alarms (for example, use a key input in the car programmed with this function). 

 otm 
The activation of this input deletes all car reservations and the lift stops at the next available floor and opens the doors. 

 pap 
Input for the doors opening button or call cancelling.  
The opening is allowed in the doors zone with the car not moving. If the encoder position adjustment from the 
car is enabled, pushing pap it is possible to adjust the stop position up or down. 

 pcp 
Closing doors button input. 
The closing is allowed when the doors are open. pcp control is disabled when st1/st2/st3 is open and when fire / 
firefighter’s operations are in progress. 
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 pdm / psm 
pdm: Down input in Inspection mode. psm: UP input in Inspection mode. 

 pds / pss 
pds: Down input in serial Inspection mode. pss: UP input in serial Inspection mode. 

 ra 
Slowdown feedback in case of inverter driven by the board. 

 rap 
Is the feedback control input of doors opening relay (driven by ap1, ap2, ap3 see §5.8.4 ) 
To enable/disable the doors opening relay feedback control input:  
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J10:Doors control→YES/NO 
rap must be active (open if NC) when the opening command is ON, otherwise the control board shows the alarm ‘49’; 

 rcp 
Is the feedback control input for the doors closing relays (cp1/cp2/cp3). 
To enable/disable the doors opening relay input feedback control:  
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J10:Doors control→YES/NO 
rcp must be active (open if NC) during the doors closing and with cs1/cs2/cs3 open, otherwise the control board shows 
the alarm ‘50’.  

 rd / rs 
rd/rs are the inputs for the extreme floors sensors in descent and ascent.  
They must be active (open if N.C.) only when the lift arrives to the extreme floors, rd is on at the lowest floor and rs is on 
at the highest floor. 
Malfunctions are signalled with the following alarms: 
 alarm ‘41’: both sensors active at the same time; 
 alarm ‘54’: rs does not switch at the highest floor; 
 alarm ‘55’: rd does not switch at the lowest floor; 
 alarm ‘84’: rd activates in ascent or rs activates in descent. 

 rd2 / rs2 
Additional inputs for extreme floors sensors in descent and ascent. These sensors do not change the position indication, 
but they are used to slow down the system at their activation, rd2 in descent and rs2 in ascent. 

 res 
Alarm reset input. If the alarm input is already OFF the res input activation deactivates the sar output. 

 rmf 
Input used to unlock the system after a pit inspection (see §5.6.32 ).  

 shr 
Input to detect an uncontrolled access to the shaft from the trapdoor on the roof.  
At the activation of this input, the lift blocks with alarm ‘85’ (unless it is in inspection, mounting mode, or fire operation). 

 t1i / t2i 
Timer 1 and timer 2 inputs. 
t1o and t2o outputs copy the status of the respective input after a programmable delay (in activation or deactivation): 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K02:Dly Tmr1 ON ds 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K03:Dly Tmr1 OFF ds 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K04:Dly Tmr2 ON ds 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K05:Dly Tmr2 OFF ds. 
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 tsd 
Control input for ascent and descent contactors. 
tsd must be inactive (closed if NC) when the lift is not moving, otherwise the control board shows the alarm ‘47’; 
tsd must be active (open if NC) during the movements, otherwise (after a movement command), the control board shows 
the alarm ‘52’ (upwards) or ‘51’ (downwards). 
These alarms cancel the call and the elevator stays occupied. 

 uca / ucb 
Inputs used for the protection against uncontrolled movements. 
Select the kind of control from:  
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D05:Ucmp. 
See §9 for details. 

 zpa    
Inputs used for the floor zone sensor in case of positioning by encoder with absolute encoder. Program this function on 
the input connected to a sensor that reads the floor zone (for example a magnetic sensor that reads one magnet for each 
floor centred on the landing zone). If this function is not programmed there is no possibility to perform the automatic 
shaft learning (only “manual” procedure is allowed). 

- If the iz function is used for encoder positioning (incremental encoder or any other not-absolute positioning 
device), program the zpa and iz functions on the same input. 

- In case of absolute positioning iz function is not needed. In order to perform the automatic shaft learning it is 
possible to use another sensor that detects the door zone programmed with function zpa.  

- This sensor will not be used for positioning in Normal mode, but only to learn the position of the landing zones 
during the shaft learning procedure. 
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 Programmable safety chain input functions 
The control board physical inputs (see figure), can be programmed for many input functions from: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K19:Safeties funct.map 
This is the default mapping for inputs functions on the physical inputs (the physical inputs codes follow the serigraphy on 
the board surface). 
The function is considered active when it is programmed on one of the inputs, and this input is open. 
 

FUNCTION INPUT  FUNCTION INPUT 
acc SIC3  sce SIC5 
exc SIC2  sgm - - - 
cs1 SIC4  st1 SIC1 
cs2 - - -  st2 - - - 
cs3 - - -  st3 - - - 

 

Normally the inputs close when connected to GND, except for: 

- FLT, FRN, CO, RA activated by a +24V referred to GND terminal; 
- SIC1, SIC2, SIC3, SIC4, SIC5 activated by a +24VDC / 110VAC referred to OM terminal; 
- AL+ and AL- (alarm function), connect AL+ to +12 VDC and AL+ to GND to activate the function; 

 

 Program correctly the required function on a physical input for a proper use of the control board! 
For a correct programming of serial peripherals check also §14.5.1 . 

 acc 
Manual doors inputs for door side A (ac1), door side B (ac2) and door side C (ac3). 
Use these inputs for car doors in case of completely manual doors or in case of semiautomatic doors (manual car doors 
and automatic floor doors).  
When these inputs are open, it is not possible to command doors closing for automatic doors (in case of semiautomatic 
doors it is possible to have automatic and manual doors) or lock the doors, and the car cannot move. 

 cs1/cs2/cs3 
Inputs for car doors or series of car and floor door contacts for door side A (cs1), door side B (cs2) and door side C (cs3). 
When these inputs are open the car cannot move. 

 exc 
Input for overtravel contact. 

 sce 
Input at the end of the safety chain, after all door contacts. When this input is open the car cannot move. 

 sgm 
Input for the movable sill. Use this input in case of movable sill on the safety chain (in the safety chain this contact must 
be placed before all the doors contacts). When this input is open, the movable sill is active and it is impossible to close 
doors or move the car. If this input is open with the car out of the door zone, the control board will not accept the 
external calls (from landings). After a car call, the control board will accept external calls again. 

 st1/st2/st3 
Stop contacts inputs. It is possible to differentiate stop buttons coming from different locations in 3 sections (for correct 
diagnostics, in the safety chain the sequence must be st1-st2-st3). Only the use of st1 is mandatory.  
When one of these inputs is open, the car cannot move and the doors cannot open or close automatically. 
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 Programmable output functions 
The control board physical outputs (see figure pag.39) can be programmed for many output functions from: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K17:Outputs funct.map. 

OUTPUT DEFAULT FUNCTION 
EN en 
S2 s2 
S1 s1 

S0 s0 

DW dw 
UP up 
CP cp 

AP1 ap1 
AP2 ap2 
PAT pat 
O1 - - - 
O2 - - - 
O3 - - - 
O4 - - - 
A ba 
B bb 
C bc 
D bd 
E scp 
F sby 
G acs 
H isd 

TGP vg 
TD dd 
TS ds 

BAT bat 
Program the output functions for the roof and board peripherals from the same parameter, on the addresses: 

K00 … K23 (roof board) 
S00 … S23 (car board) 

 

 ba / bb / bc / bd/ be 
Digital outputs for the car position indication, select the code by: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K08:Pos.mode→ BINARY / REV.BIN / GRAY / REV. GRAY / BCD / REV. BCD) 

be is the most significant bit, ba is the less significant bit (for example, binary value for floor 1 will be: be= OFF, bd= OFF, 
bc= OFF, bb= OFF, ba= ON). 

 acs 
Output for handling a safety bypass circuit through the control board. The output is turned ON when the car is arriving in 
the door zone of the destination floor and it is turned OFF when the car exits from the door zone.  
In this way, the board gives acknowledgment for the safety circuit to activate the bypass that allows the car to 
move with doors open, in case of advanced opening and relevelling. For further details see §10.12 . 

 alv 
Output indicating a releveling movement in progress. 

 ap1 / ap2 / ap3 
Doors opening command outputs for A, B, C sides in case of multiple or selective access.  
Check §6.4 for the behaviour of these outputs. 

 bat 
Battery charger (12Vdc) output. 
During a power outage, the battery provides power to the board for alarm and emergency functions. 
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 bfs 
This output signals that a blocking error is active (alarm ‘88’). 

 brf 
Brake releasing output. 
This output is used in emergency status, in case of emergency with cycling brake release mode (see §12.4 ) in order to 
unlock the brake at regular time intervals and move the car without motor commands (weight imbalance). 

 btx 
Output used to turn off the light curtains TX element. Connect this output in order to turn the power supply off for the TX 
element when it is active. In this way, it is possible to check if the light curtains are working properly. 

 cp1 / cp2 / cp3 
Doors closing command outputs for A, B, C sides. Check §6.5 for the behaviour of these outputs. 

 cf1 / cf2 / cf3 
Doors forced closing command (Nudge) outputs for A, B, C opening sides. This output is used when the light curtains test 
fails or in firefighter’s mode, when the light curtains are blinded by the smoke. 

 dd / ds 
Downwards / Upwards direction movement command. 

 dif 
Output used for the protection against uncontrolled movements (UCMP). 
The function changes depending on the kind of control selected (see §.9) 

 el1 / el2 / el3 
Doors commands to open the electric locks for the three opening sides. Check §6.7 for the behaviour of these outputs. 

 en 
Output for Inverter activation. 

 eof 
Output used to detect the end of an emergency movement.  
This output activates in Emergency mode, when the car is stopped with doors open, with a delay of 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E23:T.emerg.OFF(s) 
and it deactivates at the end of the Emergency mode (em input OFF). 

 eon 
Output used to detect the beginning of an emergency movement. It can be used to activate an emergency power supply. 
It activates after the Emergency mode activation (em input ON) with a delay programmed on 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E22:T.emerg.ON(s) 
and it deactivates 3 seconds before the eof output activation or anyway at the end of the Emergency mode (em input 
OFF). If this output function is programmed, the lift always stops at the emergency activation (em input ON). 

 faa 
This output is active when the lift is moving or when the doors are open in the door zone.  
It can be used to filter the alarm button (in these cases there could be no need to call assistance). 

 fd / fs 
Direction arrow or next direction arrow outputs (see §13.3 ):  
fs = UP arrow, fd = DOWN arrow. 

 fsr 
Out of service signalling output. It is ON: 
 when the lift is blocked 
 when the lift is in Inspection mode 
 when the programming menu is active. 
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 gn 
GONG output. It is possible to select the gong behaviour (see §13.5.2 ), using the SIGNALLING menu:  
 Enabled in the car and on the floor; 
 Select the number of tones for ascent / descent direction; 
 Activation at slowdown or at the stop; 
 Duration. 

 hsp 
To enable the 3-speed lift function (2-speeds mode extension, check §8.1 ), program the hsp function on one of the 
physical outputs. The hsp output will be active when the system moves at high speed (HS). 
NOTE: If the hsp function is not programmed, the lift works with 2 speeds: LS (low speed ) and HS (corresponding to MS in 
3-speed lift function). 

 isd 
Output active if the sensor is or id is active. With encoder positioning, this output is on when the car is in the door zone. 
It is possible to connect this output to one of the two channels of the safety bypass circuit: the two channels of the bypass 
circuit must be independent. If the channel 1 is connected to a dedicated sensor, it is possible to connect this output to 
the channel 2 (this is not correct if the encoder is on the motor: in this case the position may be wrong for rope slipping). 

 mov 
For hydraulic lifts, mov output is used to handle the valve drop delay with respect to the motor (going up). Check § 8.5  
 - mov enables at the start only ascending, after the delay: 
Menu LIFT→D06:Start delay (ds) 
- mov disables at the stop immediately, the rest of the signals will drop after the time programmed on:  
Menu INVERTER→F01:Soft stop UP (ds). 
For rope lifts, mov output is used as a signal for ongoing movement: 

- mov enables at the start immediately, before the activation of all others movement commands; 
- mov disables at the stop immediately, before the deactivation of all others movement commands.  

 oap 
Active pap state signalling output. 

 occ 
Occupied lift state signalling output. 

 ocp 
Active pcp state signalling output.  

 ofa 
This is the function for the fan command output. The fan can be activated / deactivated manually (fan input function) or 
automatically in case of busy lift status. Check §10.29  for details. 

 pat 
Retiring cam command output, is enabled at the beginning of the service (for a call or on departure in Inspection mode), 
to allow the external doors blocking, even when the internal doors are still open. Check §6.7 for the behaviour of this 
output. It is possible to set two different delays in activation and deactivation of this command, by the menus: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J07:Cam act.dly (ds)→00/50: Delay between the doors opening command and pat activation 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J08:Cam deac.dly (ds)→00/50: Delay between the stop and pat deactivation 

 s0/s1/s2 
In case of directly handled inverter, they are the speed commands digital outputs (see §8.3.1 ). 

 sa 
Alarm in progress signalling output. Activated by the alm input, deactivated by ar input or by the car departure. 
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 sar 
Alarm received signalling output. Activated by the ar input, deactivated by res input but only if alm is not active anymore. 

 sby 
Output to signal the standby mode activation. 

 scp 
Car at the floor signalling output, the signal switches on in the stop zone of each floor.  

 smo 
This output activates before starting a new travel, when the car safeties are closed and it deactivates when the lift stops.  
Use this output for special doors safety monitoring. 

 snr 
Car overload signalling output. In case of car overload (input programmed as ccs is ON), this output is activated. 

 t1o / t2o 
Timer 1 and timer 2 outputs. 
Outputs t1o and t2o copy the status of the respective inputs t1i and t2i after a programmable delay (in activation or 
deactivation): 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K02:Dly Tmr1 ON ds 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K03:Dly Tmr1 OFF ds 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K04:Dly Tmr2 ON ds 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K05:Dly Tmr2 OFF ds. 

 up/dw 
Upwards and downwards direction movement command outputs in case of inverter (see § 8.3 ). 

 vg / vp 
High speed (vg) and low speed (vp) commands for hydraulic or traction lift (see §8). 

 wby 
In case of active bypass detected (input programmed as byp active, that means open if programmed as N.C.), when the lift 
is in Inspection mode and the car is moving this output activates. 
The activation of this output can be cyclic or steady, depending on the following parameter: 
MENU→L.Menu SIGNALING→L18:Wby output fixed→YES/NO. 
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6. DOORS CONTROL 
 Manual doors 

In case of manual car doors (or no car doors) and manual floor doors, use the following setting: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J00:Doors type →MANU. 
In this configuration all the automatic doors movement controls are ignored. 
Use these inputs and outputs to control the doors: 

• use the safety inputs ac1 / ac2 / ac3 for the manual door contacts 
• use the safety inputs cs1 / cs2 / cs3 for the series of contacts of the landing doors (if present) 
• use the ap1 / ap2 / ap3 outputs or the el1 / el2 / el3 outputs for electric locks opening commands 
• use the pat output for door blocking / retiring cam 
• use the ft1 / ft2 / ft3 inputs for the light curtains 
• use the cm1 / cm2 / cm3 inputs for the safety reopening. 

 Automatic doors 
In case of automatic doors on the car and/or on the floors, use the following setting: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J00:Doors type →AUTO. 
In this configuration all automatic doors movement controls are checked. 
Use these inputs and outputs to control the doors: 

• use the safety inputs ac1 / ac2 / ac3 for the external manual doors contacts (if present) 
• use the safety inputs cs1 / cs2 / cs3 for the series of car/landing doors contacts 
• use the ap1 / ap2 / ap3 outputs for the opening doors commands 
• use the cp1 / cp2 / cp3 outputs for the closing doors commands 
• use the cf1 / cf2 / cf3 outputs for the forced closing doors commands 
• use the pat output for door locking / retiring cam 
• use the cd1 / cd2 / cd3 inputs for the auxiliary car doors contacts 
• use the ft1 / ft2 / ft3 inputs for the light curtains 
• use the cm1 / cm2 / cm3 inputs for the safety reopening 
• use the fa1 / fa2 / fa3 inputs and the fc1 / fc2 / fc3 inputs for the door final limits. 

WARNING: properly connect the floor and car doors controls to the safety chain, considering the role they perform for the 
used doors. 

 Doors locking 
The pat output is the retiring cam control, used to block the landing doors. 
The command is activated at the beginning of the service (normal call or inspection command), even with open doors, and 
it switches off at the stop. 
It is possible to set the delays for activation/deactivation of the cam by: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J07:Cam act.dly (ds) 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J08:Cam deac.dly (ds). 
In case of manual doors, use the el1, el2, el3 outputs to open the electric locks on the three opening sides. The electric 
lock is open at the floor arrival and the output remains active as long as the lift is in busy state or until a new call. 

 Opening command mode 
It is possible to customize the behaviour of the opening commands (ap1 / ap2 / ap3) through the following parameter: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J00:Doors type  
The programmable values are: 

• AUTO: 
o the opening command activates when the lift stops or after entering the door zone in case of pre-

opening (the activation can also anticipate the doors unlocking command, check §6.6 for details); 
o the opening command deactivates when doors are completely open (limit switches or maximum time); 
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• MANU (configuration for manual doors): 
o the opening command activates when the lift stops or after entering the door zone in case of pre-

opening (the activation can also anticipate the doors unlocking command, check §6.6 for details); 
o the opening command deactivates when the manual doors (ac1 / ac2 / ac3) are closed and the lift can 

start to move (there is a new call) or when lift is free (no more calls in queue); 
• HOLD (to hold the opening command even during stationing): 

o the opening command activates when the lift stops or after entering the door zone in case of pre-
opening;  

o the opening command deactivates when the manual doors (ac1 / ac2 / ac3) are closed and the lift can 
start to move (there is a new call) or when lift is free (no more calls in queue), but if the lift must stay 
with open doors, the opening command stays active.  

 Closing command mode 
It is possible to customize the behaviour of the closing commands (cp1 / cp2 / cp3) through the parameter 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J11:CP cmd mode 
The programmable values are: 

• AUTO: 
o the closing command activates when the waiting timer with open doors expires; 
o the closing command deactivates when the doors are completely closed (limit switch or safeties); 

• RUN (the door operator needs to hold the closing command when the lift is moving): 
o the closing command activates when the waiting timer with doors open expires; 
o the closing command deactivates with a new opening command or when the lift is free (no more calls in 

queue); 
• HOLD (to hold the closing command even during stationing): 

o the closing command activates when the waiting timer with open doors expires; 
o the closing command deactivates with a new opening command, but in stationing, if the lift must stay 

with closed doors, the closing command stays active.  

 Retiring cam command (pat) mode 
It is possible to customize the behaviour of the retiring cam command for door blocking (pat) through the parameter 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J17:PAT mode 
The programmable values are: 

• CMCP→STOP: 
o the pat command activates when the waiting time with open doors expires (together with cp1 / cp2 / 

cp3 commands) 
o the pat command deactivates when the lift stops (or after entering the door zone in case of pre-

opening); the opening command will activate together with the pat deactivation or after a delay; 
• CMCP→CMAP: 

o the pat command activates when the waiting timer with open doors expires (together with cp1 / cp2 / 3 
commands) 

o the pat command deactivates after the opening command with a delay (in any case it will deactivate 
with doors completely open); 

• CDON→STOP: 
o the pat command activates when cd1 / cd2 / cd3 inputs are active (car doors are closed);  

if cd1 / cd2 / cd3 are not programmed, the board waits anyway for the activation of cs1 / cs2 / cs3; 
o the pat command deactivates when the lift stops (or after entering the door zone in case of pre-

opening); the opening command will activate together with pat deactivation or after a delay; 
• CSON→STOP: 

o the pat command activates when cd1 / cd2 / cd3  and cs1 / cs2 / cs3 inputs are all active (car doors are 
closed); if cd1 / cd2 / cd3 are not programmed, the board waits only for the activation of cs1 / cs2 / cs3; 
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o the pat command deactivates when the lift stops (or after entering the door zone in case of pre-
opening); the opening command will activate together with the pat deactivation or after a delay; 

 Electric lock opening command mode 
It is possible to customize the behaviour of the electric lock opening command (el1 / el2 / el3) through the parameter 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J16:EL mode 
The programmable values are: 

• STOP→MANU (completely manual doors or no car doors): 
o the command activates when the lift stops or after entering the door zone in case of pre-opening (the 

activation can also anticipate doors unlocking command, check §6.6 for details); 
o the command deactivates when the manual doors (ac1 / ac2 / ac3) are closed and the lift can start 

moving (there is a new call) or when is free (no more calls in queue); 
• STOP→AUTO (external automatic door with separated command): 

o the command activates when the lift stops or after entering the door zone in case of pre-opening (the 
activation can also anticipate the doors unlocking command, check §6.6 for details); 

o the command deactivates after a delay equal to the “wait with open doors” timer, even when the 
manual doors are open; 

• OPEN→MANU (external manual doors with delayed unlocking): 
o the command activates when the “doors opening timer” expires; 
o the command deactivates when the manual doors (ac1 / ac2 / ac3) are closed and the lift can start 

moving (there is a new call) or when is free (no more calls in queue); 
• OPEN→AUTO (external automatic doors with delayed separated command): 

o the command activates when the “doors opening timer” expires; 
o the command deactivates after a delay equal to the “wait with open doors” timer, even when manual 

doors are open. 

 Door timers 
The doors opening and closing commands are regulated by some programmable timers. 

• Open doors waiting is the time (in tenths of a second) during which the doors remain open before closing for a 
car departure or parking. For manual doors, this value represents the waiting time, after the arrival to the floor, 
before a new departure. This parameter can be set by: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J06:Open doors wait 
The departure waiting time can be reduced using the Fast Start (see §10.20 ).  

• The maximum opening time can be set by: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J04:Max opening t. 
This parameter is the maximum time (in tenths of a second) with the door opening command active, on the 
output programmed as ap1 / ap2 / ap3. 
Program it with a value greater than or equal to the time necessary to open the door.  
If there are more doors, consider the slowest to open.  
If this timer expires and the door is not completely open, if the door control is enabled from the parameter 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J10:Doors control 
the system will generate an error (check §6.9  for details on doors status). 

• The maximum closing time can be set by: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J05:Max closing t. 
This parameter is the maximum time (in tenths of a second) with the door closing command active, on the output 
programmed as cp1 / cp2 / cp3 in case of closing doors for car parking. 
For the door closure because of a call there is another timer to set:  
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J03:Faulty start t. 
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It must be programmed with a value less than or equal to the previous parameter. If this timer expires and the 
door is not completely closed (check §6.9  for details on doors status), if the door control is enabled setting: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J10:Doors control→YES 
the system will generate error ‘61’ on every ‘missed closing’ event and, at the last closing attempt, the error ’36’ 
is also generated. 
If the doors are not closing for parking, but for a new call, the lock command may remain active even after the 
end of the door closing and during all the car movement, when configuring: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J11:CP cmd mode→RUN. 

• A door opening delay (in tenths of a second) can be set by: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J09:Opening dly (ds).  
This parameter is the delay of the doors opening command after the stop to the floor (and after the retiring cam 
switch off command). If the “doors pre-opening” is enabled (see §Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata 
trovata.), this value is the doors opening command delay after entering the “doors pre-opening" zone 
(depending on the mcs input function). 

 Doors controls and limit switches 
The doors control is performed if the parameter 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J10:Doors control 
is enabled and the doors can be controlled through the doors limit switches (if the related input functions fa1 / fa2 / fa3 
and/or fc1 / fc2 / fc3 are programmed) or through the feedback contacts related to the opening contactor and closing 
contactor (if the related input functions rap and rcp are programmed). 

• If the limit switches on the doors are used directly: 
o connect the ‘door completely open’ limit switches to the inputs programmed as fa1, fa2, fa3 (for 

accesses A, B and C respectively); 
o connect the ‘door completely closed’ limit switches to the inputs programmed as fc1, fc2, fc3 (for 

accesses A, B and C respectively); 
This configuration can generate the following alarms: 

 ‘48A / B / C’ doors not completely open at the end of the doors opening timer (problem in opening); 
 ‘49A / B / C’ doors still closed at the activation of fa1 / 2 / 3 (problem on opening limits); 
 ‘50A / B / C’ doors totally open (fa1 / 2 / 3 active) but fc1 / 2 / 3 is still active (problem on closing limits); 

 
• If the limit switches cut the door commands (N.C. limit connected in series with door contactor command), 

connect the contactor feedbacks for the opening and closing commands on the inputs programmed as rap (open) 
and rcp (close).  
rap will result open only when doors are opening, rcp will result open only when doors are closing. 
This configuration can generate the following alarms: 

 ‘48A / B / C’ doors not completely open at the end of doors opening timer (problem in opening 
contactor); 

  ‘48D’ rap still active at the doors opening time expiration (doors did not finish to open or problem in 
closing limit); 

  ‘50D’ rcp inactive at the end of doors closing timer with doors not closed (problem in closing contactor 
or in closing limit). 
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 Examples for doors open/close sequences 
The first graph represents the opening / closing sequence for a single door. 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J16:EL mode→STOP→AUTO 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J17:PAT mode → CMCP→STOP 

END OF STOP
(TSD+FRN)

OR DOOR ZONE FOR 
PREOPENING

1

ap1

pat

cp1

WAIT faX
Menu DOORS→Max opening t.

fa1

TIMER
Menu DOORS→
Open doors wait

DELAY
Menu DOORS→
Cam act.dly (ds)

4

fc1

WAIT fcX
Menu DOORS→Max closing t.

cd1

cs1

5

6

7

el1

START MOV.

DELAY
Menu DOORS→
Door lock tmr (ds)

8

DELAY
Menu DOORS→
Cam deact.dly (ds)

2

3

DELAY
Menu DOORS→
Opening dly (ds)

  
The second graph shows the opening / closing sequence for a single door with separated automation on the floor doors. 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J16: EL mode→OPEN→AUTO 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS →J17:PAT mode→ CMCP→CMAP 

END OF STOP
(TSD+FRN)

OR DOOR ZONE FOR 
PREOPENING

1

ap1

pat

cp1

WAIT faX
Menu DOORS→Max opening t.

fa1

TIMER
Menu DOORS→
Open doors wait

DELAY 
Menu DOORS→
Cam act.dly (ds)

4

fc1

WAIT fcX
Menu DOORS→Max closing t.

cd1

cs1

5

6

7

el1

START MOV.

DELAY
Menu DOORS→
Door lock tmr (ds)

8

DELAY
Menu DOORS→
Cam deact.dly (ds)

2

3

DELAY
Menu DOORS→
Opening dly (ds)
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 Light curtains and safety reopening devices 
cm1 / cm2 / cm3 are the inputs for A, B and C doors safety reopening devices. 
ft1 / ft2 / ft3 are the inputs for light curtains for A, B and C doors. 
All these inputs can be set as N.O. or N.C. depending on the programming of the related input function, but N.C. logic is 
recommended for safety reasons. 
The activation of one of these contacts means the detection of an obstacle, so the control board: 

 Stops the eventual door closing and reopens it. 
 Cancels the call in single call mode. 
 Extends the doors opening time. 

With automatic doors, when doors are closed (cs1 / 2 / 3 closed) and the car is moving, the inputs control is disabled. 
At each floor, the control board monitors only the inputs corresponding to open accesses. 
The safety reopening inputs can be used to control the manual doors contacts. 

On the ft1 / ft2 / ft3 inputs the control board can perform some tests to verify the correct work of the related devices: 

 Direct light curtain control, if you can handle the power supply of the TX element of each light curtain, through 
the output programmed as btx (every TX element must be powered on when the output is not enabled). When 
the output programmed as btx is enabled, the power supply of the TX elements of all the curtains is turned off. 

 Control of an auto diagnostics ‘fault’ output of the light curtain itself, if available, connected to the input 
programmed as fte (in case more light curtains are present, all their ‘fault’ contacts must be connected in series 
on the fte input). 

 

 Doors zone 
The doors zone is the zone on the shaft near each landing level where it is possible to open the doors. 
In case of positioning through magnetic sensors, this zone is always active in stop zone, where the sensor is and id are 
both active, and it deactivates when is and id both deactivate. 
If mcs input function is programmed, the doors zone is active when mcs is active too (connect on this input a magnetic 
sensor or the feedback of the external safety bypass device, if present). 
If the positioning is done through incremental encoder and iz input is programmed, the door zone is the zone where iz 
sensor is active. 
In case of positioning through absolute encoder, it is possible to set the doors zone (the centre of this zone is the floor 
level) through the parameter: 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H08:Door Zone  (mm). 
 

 Multiple accesses 
You can set maximum three accesses (A, B, C) for each floor by: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J15:Door-opening side 
Specifying the position of the doors for each floor and the selected opening mode (“tunnel” or selective). 
Tunnel mode: all accesses will be opened at the same time; 
Selective mode: The accesses on the floor are completely independent and then the doors are opened one by one. In this 
case, each door is like a stop, so the possible stops number (call) is greater than the number of floors of the lift. 
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7. POSITION DETECTION 
 Positioning through magnetic sensors 

In case of car positioning through magnetic sensors, it is necessary to mount in the shaft: 

• Two sensors is and id reading two lines of magnets to detect positions for stop and slowdown on each floor; if 
necessary, an alternative configuration IF/ICV is allowed (not recommended, check §7.1.2 for details); 

  
• Two synchronizing sensors rs and rd to detect the top (rs) and bottom (rd) of the shaft. 

The configuration of these inputs as N.C. is recommended; 
• In case of relevelling or pre-opening one more sensor connected to one channel of the external safety bypass 

device reading a magnet for each floor (when the car is positioned on the landing level the sensor must read the 
center of this magnet). 

In case of pre-opening and/or relevelling use an external safety bypass device and connect: 

- one of its input channels on one separated sensor reading one magnet for each floor; 
- the second input channel on a second sensor centred on each floor or to the output isd on the control board; 
- its feedback output (signal of bypass active) to the control board input with function mcs. 

 

 

STOP 
Zone 

 ID IS 

 

IF ICV 

CONF. IS/ID (standard) CONF. IF/ICV 

SLOWDOWN 
Zone STOP 

Zone  SLOWDOWN 
Zone 
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 Magnets layout in shaft 
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 IF/ICV disposition 
In case of magnets disposition type IF/ICV (see figure), set the parameter: 
MENU→G.Menu SENSORS→G02:IF/ICV config.→YES. 
In this case it is not possible to detect relevelling and movements not commanded from the control board (for example 
some Emergency modes where the car moving direction is not predictable). 

 

 Long Slowdown 
Use the Long Slowdown mode when the distance between two contiguous floors (L) is greater than the slowdown 
distance (D) but lower than 2*D 
D < L ≤ 2*D 
Set this mode from: 
MENU→G.Menu SENSORS→G05:Conf.slowdw.magn. 
Using, for this floors couple, the LS value. 

  

Floor 3 (Higher floor)

Floor 2

Floor 1

Floor 0 (lower floor)

Floor 2 down slowdown magnet

Floor 3 up slowdown magnet

IS/ID CONFIGURATION 
(STANDARD)

Floor 3 (Higher floor)

Floor 2

Floor 1

IF/ICV CONFIGURATION

Floor 2 down slowdown magnet

Floor 3 up slowdown magnet

Floor 1 down slowdown magnet

Floor 2 up slowdown magnet

Floor 1 down slowdown magnet

Floor 2 up slowdown magnet

Floor 0 down slowdown magnet

Floor 1 up slowdown magnet

Floor 0 (lower floor)

Floor 0 down slowdown magnet

Floor 1 up slowdown magnet

ID 
n.o.

IS 
n.o.

RD 
n.c.

RS 
n.c.

ID 
n.o.

IS 
n.o.

RD 
n.c.

RS 
n.c.
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 Short Floor 
Use the Short Floor modes when the distance between two contiguous floors (L) is lower than the slowdown distance (D). 
In this case, magnets of previous floor will be used. 

• To use intermediate magnets for one floor travel: 
MENU→G.Menu SENSORS→G05:Conf.slowdw.magn. 
Use, for this floors couple, the SH value; 

• If there is not space for intermediate magnets (L<<D): 
MENU→G.Menu SENSORS→G05:Conf.slowdw.magn. 
Use, for this floors couple, the SL value. 
In this case all the one floor travel between contiguous floors is at low speed. 

 Slowdown delay 
You can set for each floor the slowdown delay in ascent and descent (in seconds and centimes of a second): 
MENU→G.Menu SENSORS→G03:Slowdown delay Up 
MENU→G.Menu SENSORS→G04:Slowdown delay Dw 

 Stop delay 
This function represents a time delay of the stop command when the car has arrived in the landing zone (is and id both 
active). This delay, expressed in centimes of second, can be set in: 
MENU→G.Menu SENSORS→G01:Stop delay(csec). 

 Encoder or serial positioning 
Enable/disable the encoder for the car position management through: 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H00:Enable encoder 
by setting the values INC (incremental encoder), INM (incremental encoder with stop on magnetic sensors), CAN (CAN 
serial positioning, standard CanOpen Lift Cia417) or KUB (CAN serial encoder with memory, standard CanOpen Cia406). 
Enabling this input, on the first display line, instead of the magnetic sensors is and id, there will be information about the 
status of the input programmed as iz (single floor zone sensor, symbol “Z” when is active) and about the inputs 
programmed as rs and rd (“S” for top floor sensor or “D” for bottom floor sensor, when active).  

The encoder position (in millimeters) is in the centre of the same line. 
If the lift is in the door zone even the “=”symbol appears next to this value. 
The position precision depends on the encoder resolution. 
Instead, the data correctness depends on the lift characteristics set.  

For safety reasons, even with positioning through encoder or serial positioning device it is necessary to use mount some 
sensors in the shaft, in order to prevent positioning errors deriving from damages on external devices (serial positioning) 
or rope slipping (rotating encoder on the motor).  
The use of the rs / rd sensors reading magnets on the top and bottom of the shaft is always mandatory. 

The automatic learning procedure sets for the floor 0 central position the value 0 mm. 
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 Incremental encoder on motor 
If the position is detected using a quadrature incremental encoder mounted on the motor (direct connection to a rotating 
encoder on the motor shaft or pulses repeated from the inverter), program like this: 

• Always set at first the correct floors number: MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D01:Tot. floors num. 
• Then set: MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H00:Enable encoder→INC or INM; 

o use INC feature if you need the car to slowdown and stop on position read by encoder; 
o use INM feature only if it is necessary to use a hybrid positioning system: the control board will start 

slowdown with distance read by encoder but it will need the IS/ID magnetic sensors to stop the car or 
for relevelling (put IS and ID magnets only at floor level); 

• Set the encoder resolution (pulses per revolution): MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H01:Pulses/rev.; 
• Set the driver pulley diameter in mm: MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H02:Pulley diam.; 
• Set the roping ratio: MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H03:Roping ratio; 
• Set the inverter repetition frequency for encoder signals forwarding:  

MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H05:Inv.div.ratio 
• Set the motor reduction ratio XX:YY in this way:  

set MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H04:Reduct. ratio to value YY; 
if XX is not 1, multiply MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H05:Inv.div.ratio by the value YY. 

 
Connect on the control board the encoder terminals 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to prevent problems due to rope sliding, it is mandatory to use a sensor that reads a magnet for each floor 
(length 30 cm) and connect it to the input programmed as iz: the sensor must read the center of the magnet when the car 
is at the landing level. Program also the zpa function on this same input to enable the automatic shaft learning procedure. 

In case of pre-opening and/or relevelling, use an external safety bypass device and connect: 

- one of its input channels on one separated sensor reading one magnet for each floor; 
- the second input channel on a second sensor centered on each floor or to the isd output on the control board; 
- its feedback output (signal of bypass active) to the control board input with the function mcs. 

  

TERMINAL ON CONTROL BOARD DESCRIPTION 
A+ A+ incremental encoder input 
B+ B+ incremental encoder input 
A- A- incremental encoder input 
B- B- incremental encoder input 
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 Incremental encoder on overspeed governor 

 

If the position is detected using a quadrature incremental encoder mounted on the overspeed governor, program like 
this: 

• Always set at first the correct floors number: MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D01:Tot. floors num. 
• Then set: MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H00:Enable encoder→INC or INM; 

o use INC feature if you need the car to slowdown and stop on position read by encoder; 
o use INM feature only if it is necessary to use a hybrid positioning system: the control board will start 

slowdown with distance read by encoder but it will need the IS/ID magnetic sensors to stop the car or 
for relevelling (put IS and ID magnets only at floor level); 

• Set the encoder resolution (pulses per revolution): MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H01:Pulses/rev.; 
• Set the “overspeed governor pulley” diameter in mm: MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H02:Pulley diam.; 
• Set the “encoder pulley” diameter on: MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H05:Inv.div.ratio; 
• Set the “connection pulley” diameter on: MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H04:Reduct. Ratio; 

Connect on the control board the encoder terminals 
 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to prevent problems due to rope sliding, it is mandatory to use a sensor reading a magnet for each floor (length 
30 cm) and connect it to input programmed as iz: the sensor must read the center of the magnet when the car is at 
landing level. Program also function zpa on this same input to enable the automatic shaft learning procedure. 

In case of pre-opening and/or relevelling, use an external safety bypass device and connect: 

- one of its input channels on one separated sensor reading one magnet for each floor; 
- the second input channel on a second sensor centered on each floor or to the output isd on the control board; 
- its feedback output (signal of bypass active) to the control board input with function mcs. 

TERMINAL ON CONTROL BOARD DESCRIPTION 
A+ A+ incremental encoder input 
B+ B+ incremental encoder input 
A- A- incremental encoder input 
B- B- incremental encoder input 
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 CANopen absolute positioning device (CIA406) 
If the position is detected using a CANopen system CIA406, at first set the baudrate of the device at 125 kbps (check the 
manual of the device for details). Connect the device on CAN1 channel of the control board (L1-H1). 
Then program the control board like this: 

- Always set at first the correct floor number: MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D01:Tot. floors num. 
- Then set: MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H00:Enable encoder→KUB; 
- Put the CPU ID: MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I07:ID Canop Cpu →1;  
- Put the device ID: MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I08:ID Canop Pos. 

The other parameters are used to have a correct conversion between the data from the device and the position in 
millimetres; if the device measures the distance directly in millimetres leave the conversiin parameters to default. 
For example, in case of use a system Kuebler LM3 you can use this configuration: 

- MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H01:Pulses/rev.→995; 
- MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H02:Pulley diam.→125; 
- MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H03:Roping ratio →1; 
- MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H04:Reduct. Ratio→86; 
- MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H05:Inv.div.ratio→1 
- By default, use this device ID: MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I08:ID Canop Pos→63. 

 
In case of pre-opening and/or relevelling, use an external safety bypass device and connect: 

- one of its input channels to a separated sensor that reads one magnet for each floor; 
- the second input channel to the output isd on the control board; 
- its feedback output (signal of bypass active) to the control board input with function mcs. 

 
Connect the same sensor used from this bypass device also to an input of the control board with function zpa to enable 
the automatic shaft learning procedure. If this bypass device is not used, install a separate line of magnets or use the 
manual procedure. 
 
 

 CANopen absolute positioning device (CIA417) 
If the position is detected using a CANopen system CIA417 (only absolute distance measuring providing position directly in 
millimetres), at first set the baudrate of the device at 125 kbit/sec (check the manual of the device for details).  
Connect the device on CAN1 channel of the control board (L1-H1). 

Then program the control board like this: 

• Always set at first the correct floors number: MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D01:Tot. floors num. 
• Then set: MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H00:Enable encoder→CAN. 
• Set the cpu ID: MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I07:ID Canop Cpu →1;  
• Set the device ID: MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I08:ID Canop Pos. 

 
In case of pre-opening and/or relevelling, use an external safety bypass device and connect: 

- one of its input channels on one separated sensor reading one magnet for each floor (connect this channel also 
to an input of the control board with function zpa to enable the automatic shaft learning procedure); 

- the second input channel on a second sensor centered on each floor or to the output isd on the control board; 
- its feedback output (signal of bypass active) to the control board input with function mcs. 

Connect the same sensor used from this bypass device also on an input of the control board with function zpa to 
enable the automatic shaft learning procedure. If this bypass device is not used, install a separate line of magnets or 
use the manual procedure. 
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 CANopen absolute positioning with PSU (CIA417) 
If you are using a Position Supervision Unit in Canopen (standard Cia417), this kind of device usually controls: 
- car positioning 
- door zone 
- overtravel limits 
- uncontrolled movements. 
In this case, it is NOT necessary to use any sensor for position synchronization (rs, rd) or door zone / safety bypass module 
feedback (mcs). 
Normally no positioning sensor is present on the shaft, so it will not be possible to perform automatic shaft learning. 
 

PSU DEVICE INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION 
Follow the instructions for installation on the manual of the device and connect the device to CAN1 channel of the control 
board (L1-H1), then use the following procedure. 

1. PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS 
1.1. Set the control board in “mounting mode” (installation inspection command panel, safety devices bypassed, 

mng input active) and install the lift. 
1.2. Set in menu the positioning mode for PSU CanOpen 417 controller (these are default values for most PSU 

devices): 
Menu ENCODER→H00:Enable encoder→PSU 
Menu SERIAL→I07:Id Canop Cpu→001 
Menu SERIAL→I08:Id Canop Pos→004. 

1.3. If the PSU controller was never configured: 
1.3.1. Disconnect all devices connected to the CAN bus except the control board and the PSU controller; 
1.3.2. Set from the control board menu the baudrate for PSU controller: 

Menu SERIAL→I06:Canop br(kbps) →250 
1.3.3. Wait for 10 seconds, then set back from control board menu the original baudrate: 

Menu SERIAL→I06:Canop br(kbps) →125. 
1.3.4. Wait for 10 seconds, then exit from menu and power off the PSU controller: you should see on control 

board display the message se:KO. 
1.3.5. Power on again the PSU controller: you should not see any more the message se:KO on control board 

display. 
1.3.6. Reconnect all the other CAN devices that you disconnected before. 

1.4. If the PSU controller was never configured before, you should see on board display the message see:C1. 
1.5. Set the parameters for encoder positioning: 

1.5.1. Set the door zone (total area where it is possible to open doors, expressed in millimeters and centered 
on the floor level for any floor): 
Menu ENCODER→H08:Door Zone (mm). 

1.5.2. Set the prelimit distances (zone measured in centimeters from top and bottom overtravel limits, where 
maximum speed is 1 m/s): 
Menu ENCODER→H86:Prelim.psu (cm).  

1.5.3. Set the minimum relevelling distance (min. distance from the floor level to start relevelling movement): 
Menu ENCODER→H09:Relev.dist.(mm). 

1.5.4. Set the slowdown distances for the inverter speeds from the parameter  
Menu ENCODER→H06:Corr.slodw.dist.→ NOM / INT / INS / EMG; 
the distances must be long enough to perform the deceleration ramp correctly for each of the selected 
speeds.    
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2. CONFIGURATION OF SHAFT OVERRUN LIMITS AND PRELIMITS 
2.1. Remain in “mounting mode” and enable the limits configuration procedure for this device setting: 

Menu ENCODER→ H80:Learn stop height→ SUL 
you will hear an acoustic signal from the PSU controller (3 short beeps), while the control board enters the 
“SUL” state (visible at the top left of the control board display if the inspection is off and there is no error);  

2.2. Go to the car roof, activate the inspection and move towards the top of the shaft.  
Stop on the precise point you want to set as the top “overtravel” limit of the shaft, then, when the car is not 
moving, hold down the up and down inspection commands at the same time for 3 seconds.  
You should hear a long beep from the PSU controller and a series of beeps from the car board (if present).  
The encoder status changes from se:C1 to se:C2.    

2.3. Move in Inspection mode towards the bottom of the shaft. Stop on the precise point you want to set as the 
bottom “overtravel” limit of the shaft, then, when the car is not moving, hold down the up and down 
inspection commands at the same time for 3 seconds. You should hear a series of beeps from the car board 
(if present), while the PSU controller will emit 3 series of 3 beeps within 10 seconds. During this time, the 
encoder status changes automatically at first from se:C2 to se:C3, then from se:C3 to se:T1. 

2.4. At this point, if the encoder state displayed on the control board is se:T1 or se:T2 the configuration of limits 
is complete, otherwise start again from point 2.  

2.5. Move the car upwards in inspection to take it out from the new overtravel limit.    
2.6. Remove the safety devices bypasses and disable the “mounting mode” operation.  

The overtravel contact should now be closed. Deactivate Inspection mode.    
  

3. SHAFT LEARNING PROCEDURE FOR CONTROL BOARD 
3.1. Perform the standard manual shaft learning for floors position (check §7.2.7 ). 

  
4. CORRECTION OF FLOOR LEVELS 

4.1. Make any corrections and adjustments you need in the control board parameters and in the inverter 
parameters (ramps, timers, etc.). 

4.2. Correct the positions of the floors (check §7.2.9 ) so that the stop at each floor is precise and repeatable in 
both directions. 

4.3. At this point the system can manage the calls, but it cannot yet manage the functions provided for door 
bypass (relevelling, pre-opening and manual door bypass check).    
  

5. AUTOMATIC FLOOR TEACHING PROCEDURE FOR PSU CONTROLLER 
5.1. Check if the car stops on all floor levels in precise and repeatable way: for each floor the car must stop in the 

same point in both directions (with a 2-3 mm tolerance). 
5.2. Move the car to floor 0 and then activate from the menu the floors learning procedure for the PSU control 

unit: Menu ENCODER→H80:Learn stop height→SUF.    
5.3. The control board enters the “SUF” state (visible at the top left of the control board display);  
5.4. The control board makes a first cycle of calls floor by floor (from 0 to 1, from 1 to 2, etc.) without door 

opening; the encoder status on the control board display will vary between se:T2 and se:T3; during this cycle 
you should hear a series of beep from the car board (if present) each time the position is confirmed. 

5.5. The control board automatically moves the car back to floor 0 and makes a second cycle of calls floor by floor 
(from 0 to 1, from 1 to 2, etc.) without door opening; the encoder status on the control board display will 
vary between se:T2 and se:T3; during this cycle you should hear a series of beep from the car board (if 
present) each time the position is confirmed. 

5.6. At the end of the two complete cycles of calls, the system returns to Normal mode and you should no longer 
see any message "se:..." on the display of the CPU.  
If the car does not move automatically for more than 30 seconds and you still have se:T2 or se:T3 message, 
the procedure was not completed, so you need to start this part of the procedure again. 
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NOTES: 
1. In case of substitution of the PSU controller, it is necessary to repeat the procedures for this device (point 

2 and point 5).  
2. In case of substitution of the control board, it is necessary to repeat the procedures for the control board 

(point 1, point 3 and point 4).  
3. In case of moving or substitution of the perforated band for positioning, it is necessary to repeat the 

procedures related to positioning system (point 2, point 3, point 4 and point 5). 
4. The PSU controller does not allow to cancel or correct the size of the door area; if necessary change the 

door zone from control board menu and then repeat the procedures for this device (point 2 and point 5).  

PSU DEVICE DIAGNOSTICS 
If the PSU controller is not in Normal mode (configuration, teaching, error, lock) the control board signals its status 
together with the status of the other devices, in the bottom-left of the onboard display.  
In this case a code like “se:XXX” is visible. 

These are the possible status codes: 

se:KO  
The control unit is not communicating or has just turned on.  
In this condition the safety relay is always open. 
se:PM  
The control unit is initializing, but is not ready yet.  
In this condition the safety relay is always open. 
se:C1  
Configuration phase 1: high “overtravel” limit of the shaft is not configured yet.  
In this condition the safety relay is always open. 
se:C2  
Configuration phase 2: low “overtravel” limit of the compartment is not configured yet.  
In this condition the safety relay is always open. 
se:C3  
Configuration phase 3: pre-limits not configured yet.  
In this condition the safety relay works normally, max speed is 1 m/s in every zone of the shaft. 
se:T1  
Phase Learning 1: preliminary definition of the stops .  
In this condition the safety relay works normally, max speed is 1 m/s inside prelimits zone. 
se:T2  
Learning phase 2: definition of stop positions.  
In this condition the safety relay works normally, max speed is 1 m/s inside prelimits zone. 
se:T3  
Learning phase 3: second visit to the stop positions.  
In this condition the safety relay works normally, max speed is 1 m/s inside prelimits zone. 
se:LK  
Control unit blocked, waiting for software reset.  
In this condition the safety relay is always open, reset needed from the control panel (hold the ESC button for 3 seconds, 
until reset). After reset, if permanent error is present, the PSU could block and pass to HC status, waiting for hardware 
power OFF cycle. 
se:HC  
Control unit blocked, waiting for hardware reset.  
In this condition the safety relay is always open, disconnect the power supply from the control unit and restore power 
after a few seconds. If there is no error condition, the device should return to Normal mode. 
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 Automatic shaft learning procedure 
Use a normally open magnetic sensor (closed at every landing door zone), connect it on an input and program the zpa 
function on this input (in case of incremental encoder program this function together with the iz function).  
Install the magnets, relative to this sensor, centred with respect to the position of each floor.  
Connect normally closed sensors for extreme floors rd (bottom floor) and rs (top floor). 

Procedure activation 
• Move the car, in Inspection mode, to the landing 0;  
• Exit from the Inspection mode;  
• Activate the procedure by: 

MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H80:Learn stop height→FLR 
• By choosing F+S, the stop quote learning is activated first, and at the end of this, the slow-down distance learning 

procedure (for the four speeds). 
• The car performs an automatic upwards movement at low speed (5 seconds) and then it stops, in order to learn 

the direction reference for counting and stop distance. 

Procedure steps 
• The car moves up to the last floor and then moves down to the floor 0; 
• All the stop heights (high and low for each floor) will be calculated. 

 

 Manual shaft learning procedure (by inspection) 
It is necessary to install at least the two extreme floors sensors rd and rs (except in case of positioning through PSU 
device). If the installer knows the exact positions of all floors, it is possible to set the position of floors directly from the 
menu (check §7.2.8 ), otherwise it will be necessary to perform the procedure moving the car in Inspection mode and 
confirming the position of each floor. 

Procedure activation 
• Move the car, in Inspection mode to the landing 0;  
• Exit from the Inspection mode;  
• Activate the procedure by: 

MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H80:Learn stop height→FLR 
• The car performs an automatic upwards movement in low speed (5 seconds) then it stops in order to learn the 

direction reference for counting and stop distances. 

Procedure steps 
• Enter the Inspection mode; 
• Pre-confirm phase: activate input programmed as pap; in this phase, while pap stays active, the car moves at 

slowdown speed; if it is not possible to reach pap input during inspection, jump this step and go to “Confirm 
phase”; 

• Precise positioning phase: move the car (never deactivating input pap) through the inspection commands, in 
order to get a precise positioning on floor 0 level; if it is not possible to reach pap input during inspection, jump 
this step and go to “Confirm phase”; 

• Confirm phase: release pap to confirm floor 0 position (inspection speed turns back as usual); if it is not possible 
to use pap input, it is possible to confirm the position holding the UP and DOWN commands of inspection 
pressed together for 3 seconds; 

• Move the car through the inspection commands near the next floor position; 
• Repeat previous steps (pre-confirm, precise positioning, confirm) for all floors; 
• After the confirm of last floor position, exit from Inspection mode to end the procedure and save all floors 

positions (an exit from Inspection mode before learning last floor, will cause the learning procedure fail). 
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 Manual shaft learning procedure (by menu) 
It is necessary to install at least the two extreme floors sensors rd and rs (except in case of positioning through PSU 
device). If the installer knows the exact positions of all floors, it is possible to set the position of floors directly from the 
menu, otherwise it will be necessary to perform the procedure moving the car in Inspection mode and confirming the 
position of each floor (check §7.2.7 ). 
 
Procedure activation 

• Move the car, in Inspection mode to the landing 0 (be careful to stop exactly at floor level);  
• Exit from the Inspection mode;  
• Activate the procedure by: 

MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H80:Learn stop height→FLR 
• The car performs an automatic upwards movement in low speed (5 seconds) then it stops in order to learn the 

direction reference for counting and stop distances. 
 
Procedure steps 

• Enter the control board menu; 
• Check that the encoder parameters are all set correctly (check §7.2.1 , §7.2.2 , §7.2.3 , §7.2.4 or §7.2.5 , 

depending on the positioning mode used); 
• Enter the parameter: 

Menu ENCODER→H84:Floor levels 
and set the positions of all floors (distances in millimeters measured from the exact level of the floor 0); be 
careful to start by confirming the level of the floor 0 = 0000000, then go in sequence (levels of the floors 1-2-3….); 
for example, if the distance between floor 0 and floor 1 is 3000 mm and the distance from floor 1 and floor 2 is 
3500 mm you have to set: 
floor level 00 = 000000, floor level 01 = 003000, floor level 2 = 006500;  

• once the position of the top floor has been set, exit the menu: the “SHT” status should no longer appear on the 
board display (if the “SHT” status is still present, check that you have entered the positions of all floors correctly);  
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 Floors positions correction 
 

 
 
If after the shaft learning or after the change of some conditions 
(speed, control board parameters, drive parameters, etc.) the car does 
not stop on the correct destination point (real floor level), some 
corrections can be performed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
CASE A: ERROR ON FLOOR LEVEL 

On a single floor the car stops at a point that is 
Na millimeters higher than the real floor level in 
both up and down direction (example 1) or the 
car stops at a point that is Nb millimeters lower 
than the real floor level in both up and down 
direction (example 2). 
This may happen, for example, if the floor level 
is not perfectly in the center of the learned 
door zone (learned through manual learning 
procedure or as the center of zpa/iz magnet 
input in automatic procedure). 
 
In this case use the parameter MENU→H.Menu 
ENCODER→H84:Floor levels 

in order to set the correct floor level, adding Na millimetres (example 1) or subtracting Nb millimetres (example 2) to the 
saved value. This correction is different floor by floor, because it depends on the position of the learned door zone door. 
 
In order to perform the same kind of correction from inside the car, enable the function 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H83:Enb. car corr. 
Once this feature is enabled, go into the car and make a call to move to the floor you want to check. 
When the car stops, by holding down for a few seconds door opening button (pap) the indication ‘00’ will appear on the 
car display. Keeping pressed pap button, use the car call buttons to change the number on the display: the bottom floor 
call button (by default 0) will lower the number, while the following call button (by default 1) will rise the number.  
The number represents the correction in millimetres of the floor level to be added or subtracted to the point where the 
car is standing (if down arrow is displayed the correction is negative, if up arrow is displayed the correction is positive).  
For example, if the car stopped 5 millimetres over the real floor level, set a value -5 (press repeatedly the bottom floor car 
call button until down arrow and value 5 are displayed). 
When the pap button is released, the correction will be applied for the floor where the car is stationing.  
This function is automatically disabled after 3 minutes from the last pap release. 
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CASE B: ERROR ON STOPPING DISTANCE 
On every floor the car always stops Na 
millimeters before the real floor level 
(example 1), or the car always stops Nb 
millimeters after the real floor level (example 
2), symmetrically, in both up and down 
direction. This may happen after the 
modification of the conditions regarding the 
slowdown and stopping procedure 
(parameters, mechanics, inverter regulations, 
etc.). For example, if the approaching speed is 
lowered, the lift will start the stop sequence 
from a lower speed, so, probably, it will need 
less space to stop (like example 1) and the car 
will not reach the previous floor level. 

Go on the parameter: MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H85:Recalib.stop dist. 
and set a positive correction of Na millimetres (example 1) or set a negative correction of Nb millimetres (example 2). 
This correction can be applied on all floors, because the stopping sequence is the same on all floors and it will produce the 
same error. 
 
CASE C: IRREGULAR ERROR 

On a single floor the car stops correctly in one 
direction and not correctly in the other 
direction or it does not stop correctly in both 
directions, but with different distances from 
the real floor level.  
This may happen if up and down movements 
have different behaviors on the lift or if on 
some floors there are particular conditions 
that affect the slowdown or stopping 
procedure. 
In this case it is possible to manually rise or 
lower the points where the stopping 
command is triggered in up or down direction 

(floor by floor) through the parameter  MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H82:Corr. stop height. 
 

 Slowdown distance learning procedure 
With this procedure, the lift learns the slowdown distance, the procedure can be performed at one speed at a time or one 
speed after the other in sequence from the slowest to the fastest. To start the procedure the “floor height learning 
procedure” has to be already performed. 

Single speed procedure 
1. Move the car to the floor 0 
2. Activate the procedure by: 

MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H81:Learn sldw dist. (select the speed for which slowdown learning is needed); 
3. The procedure starts, the car performs two complete travels in up direction then two complete travels in down 

direction, and during the travels, the board calculates the slowdown distances. 

All speeds procedure 
4. Move the car to the floor 0 
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5. Activate the procedure by: 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H81:Learn sldw dist.→Vx; 

6. The procedure starts, the car performs for each speed (from NOM to EMG) two complete travels in up direction 
then two complete travels in down direction, and during the travels, the board calculates the slowdown 
distances. 

 Errors and distances corrections 
If you cannot find an acceptable stop distance during a learning procedure, the procedure indicates the error occurred. 
Distances automatically learned for each speed, transformed in mm via the mechanical data, can be manually corrected in 
any case by: 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H06:Corr. slowdw dist. 
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8. MOVEMENT COMMANDS 
 Lift type 

Select the kind of lift by: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D00:Lift type 

• Electrical motor inverter driven (VVVF); 
• Hydraulic (HYDR); 
• Rope “two speeds” (2SPD). 

The “three speeds” mode is managed by the output programmed as hsp (see §5.8.21 ). 

 Traction 2-Speeds 
 2-speeds general description 

The 2-speeds management is the simplest way to command a traction lift (vg = high speed, vp = low speed). 

To handle the 2-speeds configuration, set up: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D00:Lift type→2SPD 
If the function HSP is programmed on one output, the control board will turn on HSP together with vg only in Normal 
mode (except for a single floor run on a long slowdown or short floor). 

 2-speeds I/O functions 
2-SPEEDS MANAGEMENT 

Command Output functions Input functions 
Drive enable ds/dd tsd 

Speeds vg/vp apg, cpp 
Directions ds/dd tsd 

 

 2-speeds speed management 
Positioning through magnets. 

Command Parallel outputs 
Normal mode vg + HSP 

Normal mode, long slowdown, 1 floor run vg 
Normal mode, low speed vP 

Resynchronizing movement vg 
Inspection movement vP/vg (check par.) 

Inspection in low speed vP 
Emergency mode vP 

Starting speed - 
Approaching speed vP 
Relevelling speed vP 

Stop speed (no command) - 
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 VVVF – multispeed 
 Multispeed general description 

On a standard inverter, it is often possible to set commands for multiple speeds using a set of digital inputs or an analogue 
input. 

With this configuration, the control board handles several presets of outputs for each speed.  
These outputs represent the target speed settings and the inverter calculates the acceleration and deceleration ramps for 
the motor (through the S-curves parameters on the inverter) needed to get to this target speed. 

To handle the multispeed VVVF, set up: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D00:Lift type→VVVF 
then in parameter 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F00:Drive type 
Select one of these values (a preset will be loaded): 

• KEB , KEB inverter controlled in analogue mode, enable switch off delay = 1.5 sec 
By choosing Keb drive, the board will disable the speed together with the directions without delay, because 
the brake activates only after the deactivation of the direction commands (check stop sequences). 

• FREN – FRENIC inverter controlled in digital mode, enable switch off delay = 0.5 sec ; 
• GEN – generic setup, speed and direction switch off delays = 0.2 sec. 

 
In the following table the default speed settings for these configurations: 
 

 
 

Speed 

 KEB  FREN  GEN 
 % 

Analogue 
 

S2 
 

S1 
 

S0 
 % 

Analogue 
 

S2 
 

S1 
 

S0 
 % 

Analogue 
 

S2 
 

S1 
 

S0 
NOM  50 0 0 0  0 1 1 1  100 1 1 1 
INT  45 0 1 0  0 1 1 1  70 1 1 0 

INS  30 0 1 0  0 0 1 1  40 0 1 1 

EMG  4 1 0 1  0 1 0 1  10 1 0 0 
STA  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  2 1 0 1 
APP  4 0 0 1  0 1 0 0  8 0 1 0 
RLV  4 0 0 1  0 1 0 0  10 0 0 1 

STOP  0 0 0 1  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 
 
Each speed value can be set by menu to control the inverter speed: 

• AO is the analogue speed output (0 - 10Vdc). 
• S2, S1, S0 are the digital speed outputs. 

 
EXAMPLE: 
INS (%analogue) = 80 → speed during movements in Inspection mode is the 80% of the inverter nominal speed → the AO 
value is 8,0V (80% of 10V); 
INS (S2-S1-S0) = 101 → The outputs digital code for the inspection speed is 101 → while moving in inspection speed: 

S2 = ON (VEX voltage) 
S1 = OFF (no voltage) 
S0 = ON (VEX voltage). 
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 Multispeed I/O functions 
 

 

 
By default, the mapping for these outputs sets them on the following connector, so the terminals have the same name of 
the programmed function: 
 
fun EN → pin EN 
fun S2 → pin S2 
fun S1 → pin S1 
fun S0 → pin S0 
fun DW → pin DW 
fun UP → pin UP 
 
 
 
 
The voltage connected to VEX will be present on each of these outputs, when the output is ON. 
Connect always on the VEX terminal a 12/24 voltage referred to GND, even if these outputs are not used. 
  

VVVF MULTISPEED MANAGEMENT 
Command Output functions Input functions feedback 

Enable drive en - 
Motor contactor ds / dd tsd 

Aux motor contactor (optional) ds / dd cpp 

Speeds 
vp + vg (parallel outputs) 
s0 + s1 + s2 (digital set) 
AO (analog reference) 

- 

Directions up / dw - 
Fault - flt 
Brake - frn 

AO

EN

S2

S1

S0

DW

UP

VEX  EXT. VOLTAGE REFERENCE

0-10 V
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 Multispeed speed management 
Using the magnets to manage the position, the start speed in Normal mode is always NOM (INT only if the position is lost). 
Using the encoder to manage the positioning, in Normal mode the start speed will be set to NOM, INT, INS or EMG 
depending on the car position respect to the stop point. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For any call, the control board chooses the maximum speed that will allow the car stop to the desired point, calculated on 
the slowdown distances for each speed, stored in the parameter: 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H06:Corr. slowdw dist. 

Go to MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H06:Corr. slowdw dist.→NOM, then set the necessary distance to run from NOM 
speed to 0 both in up and down directions (it is recommended to set the same value). 

VVVF, positioning through magnets 
Command Parallel outputs Digital set (S2-S1-S0) Analog reference (AO) 

Normal mode vg + vP + HSP NOM NOM 
Normal mode, long 

slowdown, one floor run 
vg + vP NOM NOM 

 

Normal mode, low speed 
 

vP 
EMG / STA / APP / RLV 

(check param.) 
EMG / STA / APP / RLV 

(check param.) 
Resynchronizing 

movement 
vg + vP INT INT 

Inspection movement 
vp / vg / vg + vp 
(check param.) 

INS INS 

Inspection in low speed vp EMG EMG 
Emergency mode vg + vp EMG EMG 

Starting speed - STA STA 
Approaching speed vp APP APP 
Relevelling speed vp RLV RLV 

Stop speed (no command) - STOP 0 

VVVF, positioning through encoder 
Command Parallel outputs Digital set (S2-S1-S0) Analog reference (AO) 

Normal mode, long run vg + vp NOM NOM 
Normal mode, medium-long run vg + vp INT INT 
Normal mode, medium-short run vg + vp INS INS 

Normal mode, short run vg + vp EMG EMG 

Normal mode, low speed vp 
EMG / STA / APP / RLV 

(check param.) 
EMG / STA / APP / RLV 

(check param.) 
Resynchronizing movement vg + vp INT INT 

Inspection movement 
vp / vg / vg + vp 
(check param.) 

INS INS 

Inspection in low speed vp EMG EMG 
Shaft learning for encoder vg+vp INT INT 

Emergency mode vg+vp EMG EMG 
Starting speed - STA STA 

Approaching speed vp APP APP 
Relevelling speed vp RLV RLV 

Stop speed (no command) - STOP 0 
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Go to MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H06:Corr. slowdw dist.→INT, then set the necessary distance to run from INT speed 
to 0 both in up and down directions (it is recommended to set the same value). 

Go to MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H06:Corr. slowdw dist.→INS, then set the necessary distance to run from INS speed 
to 0 both in up and down directions (it is recommended to set the same value). 

Go to MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H06:Corr. slowdw dist.→EMG, then set the necessary distance to run from EMG  
speed to 0 both in up and down directions (it is recommended to set the same value). 

These slowdown distances depend on the setting of speeds and ramps on inverter. 

 
If Dt is the total distance to run for a trip (distance between start and end points), the Dr slowdown distance will be 
calculated as follow: 
Dr = Dt / 2.5 
The control board will calculate the speed to use (Vs) as the maximum speed that allows to slowdown with Dr distance. 
 
Example 
If Dt = 6000 mm, we have Dr = 6000 mm / 2.5 = 2400 mm 
 
If the combinations of digital commands correspond to these speeds: 
NOM-> 2 m/s                INT -> 1.5 m/s                INS -> 1 m/s                EMG -> 0.3 m/s 
 
If we set these slowdown distances on H06 parameter: 
NOM-> 4000 mm         INT -> 1800 mm             INS -> 1100 mm         EMG -> 300 mm 
 
The control board will drive: 

- NOM (2 m/s) when the trip Dt > 10000 mm (4000 * 2.5) 
- INT (1.5 m/s) when the trip Dt > 4500 mm (1800 * 2.5) 
- INS (1 m/s) when the trip Dt > 2750 mm (1100 * 2.5) 
- EMG (0.3 m/s) when the trip Dt > 750 mm (300 * 2.5) 
- Low speed (selected on MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F22: Select low speed) for distances less than 750 mm. 
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 Multispeed start sequence 

up/dw

en+ds/dd

frn

START SEQUENCE BEGIN ACCELERATION END

tsd+cpp

DELAY
Delay time =
Menu DRIVE→
F06:Brk wait t.(ds)

AO

Vrun

STA%

0

WAIT CONTACTORS FEEDBACK
Max waiting time =
Menu LIFT→
D08:Relay check (ds)

START SEQUENCE END

Digital output ON (+V if active high)

Digital input OFF (GND if N.C. active low)

Analog output 
voltage (0-10V)

ACCELERATION BEGIN

1

2

3

4

5

OUT_DRV

s2-s1-s0

6

7

 
 

Start sequence steps: 

1. Activation of ds/dd  (depending on the travel direction) and en outputs; 

2. Wait for the activation of cpp and tsd before jumping to step 3: 
- if cpp and tsd are not programmed jump directly to step 3; 
- if cpp and tsd do not activate, wait for all the time set in Menu LIFT→H08:Relay check (ds); 

3. Driving of AO at starting speed STA (depending on analogue speed mappings); 

4. Activation of drive direction up/dw (depending on the travel direction); 

5. Wait for all the delay time set in Menu DRIVE→F06:Brk wait t.(ds) before jumping to step 6, in order to wait for brake 
release (feedback of brake is on frn input); 

6. Activation of the speed outputs s0-s1-s2 (depending on digital speed mappings) and driving of AO at run speed 
(depending on analogue speed mappings); the run speed for digital and analogue management can be NOM (normal), INT 
(intermediate), INS (inspection) or EMG (emergency/low speed).  
Start procedure end: from now on, the check for feedbacks errors is enabled. 

7. The inverter drives the acceleration ramp based on its acceleratiin parameters. 
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 Multispeed stop sequence 

STOP SEQUENCE END

AO

STOP SEQUENCE BEGIN

Vrun

APP%

0

WAIT FRN
Max wait time =
Menu DRIVE→
F01/02:Soft stop Up/Dw (ds)

DELAY
Menu DRIVE→ 
F03:Deact.delay drv

WAIT TSD/CPP
Max wait time =
Menu LIFT→
D08:Relay check (ds)

SLOWDOWN BEGIN

Digital output ON (+V if active high)

Digital input OFF (GND if N.C. active low)

Analog output 
voltage (0-10V)

SLOWDOWN END

OUT_DRV

1

2

4

3

5

6

7

up/dw

en+ds/dd

frn

tsd+cpp

s2-s1-s0

 
 
Stop sequence steps: 

1. Deactivation of drive direction up/dw (depending on the travel direction); 

2. Wait for the deactivation of frn before jumping to step 3: 
- if frn does not deactivate or is not programmed, wait for all the time set in  
Menu DRIVE→Soft stop UP/DW (ds); 

3. Deactivation of the analogue speed output AO; 

4. Wait for all the delay time set in Menu DRIVE→F03:Deact. Delay drv before jumping to step 5; 

5. Deactivation of ds/dd (depending on the travel direction) and en outputs; 

6. Wait for the deactivation of cpp and tsd before jumping to step 7: 

- if cpp and tsd are not programmed jump directly to step 7; 

- if cpp and tsd do not deactivate, wait for all the time set in Menu LIFT→D08:Relay check (ds); 

7. Stop procedure end: from now on, the check for feedbacks errors is enabled. 
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 VVVF – analogue 
 Analogue VVVF general description 

Some inverters allow the control board to drive directly the acceleration and deceleration ramps through an analog input. 
To use this feature, enable the related parameter on the inverter (check with the manufacturer) and connect the analog 
output AO to the analog input of the inverter.  
Make sure that on the inverter the allowed driving voltage is 0-10Vdc. 
This function does not work with magnetic sensors positioning, it only works with encoder positioning. 

To handle the multispeed VVVF, set up: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D00:Lift type→VVVF 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F00:Drive type→VVVF 
And enable any type of encoder on: 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H00:Enable encoder 
With this configuration, the control board handles several target speeds and calculates the acceleration and deceleration 
ramps for the motor (through the S-curves parameters on the inverter) needed to reach the target speed. 

All the target speed values are expressed as a percentage of the inverter nominal speed, where 100% equals the nominal 
speed. These speeds represent the maximum reachable speed in the related conditions (for example, in Normal mode, 
the maximum speed is NOM). The speed level can reach the maximum speed only if the distance to run is long enough to 
allow to slowdown and stop correctly at the destination point with the slowdown distance programmed. 

In the following table the default speed settings for this configuration: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each speed value can be set by menu to control the inverter speed: 

• AO is the analogue speed output (0 - 10Vdc). 
 
EXAMPLE: 
INS (%analogue) = 80 → speed during movements in Inspection mode is the 80% of the inverter nominal speed  
→ the AO value is 8,0V (80% of 10V); 
  

 
Speed 

 ANL 
 % Analogue S2 S1 S0 

NOM  100 0 0 0 
INT  70 0 0 0 
INS  40 0 0 0 

EMG  10 0 0 0 
STA  2 0 0 0 
APP  3 0 0 0 
RLV  10 0 0 0 

STOP  0 0 0 0 
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 Analogue VVVF I/O functions 
 

 
Check § 8.3.2 for the default settings.  

 Analogue VVVF speed management 
The target speed values are all expressed as a percentage of the inverter nominal speed, where 100% equals the nominal 
speed (output = 10Vdc). The target speed is reached after an acceleration ramp driven by the control board. 

During the shaft learning procedure, the control board learns the position of the top and bottom floor sensors. 
Then it saves the top sensor length (distance between the top sensor activation point and the top floor level point) and 
the bottom sensor length (distance between the bottom sensor activation point and the bottom floor level point). 

These distances are the slowdown distances to stop correctly at the floor when the car is moving at 100% of the nominal 
speed for upwards or downwards movements. If the slowdown phase results too long or too short for the passengers’ 
comfort, the user can modify these distances through the parameter 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H06:Corr. Slowdw dist.→NOM. 

Go to MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H06:Corr. slowdw dist.→NOM, then set the necessary distance to run from NOM% 
speed to 0 both in up and down directions (it is recommended to set the same value). 

With an higher distance we'll have a confortable deceleration. 

If Dt is the total distance to run for a trip (distance between start and end points), the Dr slowdown distance will be 
calculated as follow: 

Dr = Dt / 2.3 

The control board will calculate the speed to use (vs) as the maximum speed that allows to slowdown with Dr distance. 

Vs is propotional to Dr like NOM% is propotional to MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H06:Corr. Slowdw dist. 

Example 
If Dt = 6000 mm, we have Dr = 6000 mm / 2.3 = 2609 mm 

If NOM% = 100% and H06->NOM = 12000 mm, the board will select the Vs speed in order to have the deceleration ramp 
in 2609 mm with a slope similar to the deceleration ramp from 100% a 0% in 12000 mm. 

In this case, the control board calculate that Vs will be 66% of nominal speed. 

 

ACCELERATION PHASE 
1. The control board calculates the target speed related to the distance to run: 

- In Normal mode the maximum target speed is the value saved in the parameter:  
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F07:NOM (% analog) 

- In Inspection mode the maximum target speed is the value saved in the parameter: 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F09:INS (% analog) 

- In Emergency mode the maximum target speed is the value saved in the parameter: 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F10:EMG (% analog) 

VVVF ANALOGUE MANAGEMENT 
Command Output functions Input functions feedback 

Drive enable EN+dS/dD - 
Main contactor dS/dD tsd 
Aux contactor dS/dD cpp 

Speeds AO - 
Directions UP/DW - 

Fault - flt 
Brake - frn 
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- The low speed command target speed (for some special functions, for example to move in inspection near the 
extreme floors) depends on the parameter: MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F22: Select low speed 

2. The control board drives the starting speed, set on the parameter: MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F11:STA (% analog) 
During this phase, the drive releases the brake keeping the minimum torque, in order to avoid rollback effects before 
starting the acceleration ramp. 

3. The board will keep this starting speed for the time interval set on the parameter:  
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F06:Brk wait t.(ds) 
Be careful to program that the time programmed in this parameter a little larger than the time needed for the 
inverter to start for a run (for example check parameters for zero speed/soft start time on the inverter). 

4. The lift starts the acceleration ramp in order to reach the target speed. 
The ramp duration is programmable in the parameter: MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F05:Accel.time (ds) 

This value is the acceleration ramp duration for 100% of the nominal speed and the real ramp duration will be calculated 
proportionally: for example, if the target speed is 80% of the nominal speed and the parameter value is 30 ds, the 
calculated duration will be the 80% of 30 ds (= 2,4 seconds). 
Anyway, the minimum duration of the ramp is 0,5 seconds. 
 

DECELERATION PHASE 
1. The car reaches the deceleration point calculated for the current speed or the top/bottom floor N.C. sensor 

inputs (rs/rd) opens. The control board calculates a ramp to reach the stop trigger point, based on the current 
speed, the distance left to run and the maximum slowdown distance set in 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H06:Corr. Slowdw dist.→NOM. 

2. The analog output reaches the approaching speed saved in parameter: 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F12:APP (% analog). 

3. When the deceleration ramp ends, the control board keeps the constant approaching speed (APP) for the time 
programmed in: 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H10:Appr.dist.(mm); 
use this timer if the direct approach results too fast for the comfort of the passengers. 

4. When the stop trigger point is reached, the stopping procedure begins (check §8.4.5 ).  
The last ramp that will put the analog speed to 0 can be handled using the parameters of the frequency inverter. 

 

In case of errors in the final stopping point in upwards and/or downwards direction (the car does not stop precisely on the 
real floor level), check the correctiin parameters for the stop zone and floor level (check §7.2.9 ). 

 

Analogue VVVF, positioning through encoder 
Command Parallel outputs Digital set (S2-S1-S0) Analog max reference (AO) 

Normal mode, long run vg + vp NOM NOM 
Normal mode, medium-long run vg + vp NOM NOM 
Normal mode, medium-short run vg + vp NOM NOM 

Normal mode, short run vg + vp NOM NOM 
 

Normal mode, low speed 
 

vp 
EMG / STA / APP / RLV 

(check param.) 
EMG / STA / APP / RLV (check 

param.) 
Resynchronizing movement vg + vp INT INT 

 
Inspection movement 

vp / vg / vg + vp 
(check param.) 

 
INS 

 
INS 

Inspection in low speed vp EMG EMG 
Shaft learning for encoder vg+vp INT INT 

Emergency mode vg+vp EMG EMG 
Starting speed - STA STA 

Approaching speed vp APP APP 
Relevelling speed vp RLV RLV 

Stop speed (no command) - STOP 0 
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 Analogue VVVF start sequence 

frn

START SEQUENCE BEGIN ACCELERATION END

AO

Vrun

STA

0
Acceleration ramp time =
Menu DRIVE→
F05:Accel.time (ds)

START SEQUENCE END

Digital output ON (+V if active high)

Digital input OFF (GND if N.C. active low)

Analog output 
voltage (0-10V)

ACCELERATION BEGIN

1

2
4

3

5

6

7

OUT_DRV

DELAY
Delay time =
Menu DRIVE→
F06:Brk wait t.(ds)

WAIT CONTACTORS FEEDBACK
Max wait time =
Menu LIFT→
D08:Relay check (ds)

up/dw

en+ds/dd

tsd+cpp

s2-s1-s0

 

 

Start sequence steps: 

1. Activation of ds/dd (depending on the travel direction) and en outputs. 

2. Wait for the activation of cpp and tsd before jumping to step 3: 
- if cpp and tsd are not programmed jump directly to step 3 
- if cpp and tsd do not activate, wait for all the time set in Menu LIFT→D08:Relay check (ds). 

3. Driving of AO at starting speed STA (depending on analogue speed mappings); 

4. Activation of drive direction up/dw (depending on the travel direction);  

5. Wait for all the delay time set in Menu DRIVE→F06:Brk wait t.(ds) before jumping to step 6, in order to wait for brake 
release (feedback of brake is on frn input). 

6. Activation of the speed outputs s0-s1-s2 (depending on the digital speed mappings).  
Start procedure end: from now on, the check for the feedbacks errors is enabled. 

7. Driving of the acceleration ramp on analog output AO for the time set in Menu DRIVE→F05:Accel. time(ds), in order to 
reach Vrun; the actual Vrun speed depends on the distance to run or on the current working mode: 

- Vrun MAX in Normal mode  = Menu F. DRIVE→NOM (%analog); 
- Vrun MAX in resync mode  = Menu F. DRIVE→INT (%analog); 
- Vrun MAX in Inspection mode  = Menu F. DRIVE→INS (%analog); 
- Vrun MAX in Emergency mode  = Menu F. DRIVE→EMG (%analog). 
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 Analogue VVVF stop sequence 

STOP SEQUENCE END

AO

STOP SEQUENCE BEGIN

Vrun

APP

0
Slowdown distance MAX=
Menu ENCODER→ 
H06:Corr. Sldw dist.→NOM

Approach distance=
Menu ENCODER→ 
H10:Appr.dist.(mm)

WAIT FRN
Max wait time =
Menu DRIVE→
F01/02:Soft stop Up/Dw (ds)

SLOWDOWN BEGIN

Digital output ON (+V if active high)

Digital input OFF (GND if N.C. active low)

Analog output 
voltage (0-10V)

SLOWDOWN END

OUT_DRV

1

2

4

3

5

6

7

DELAY
Menu DRIVE→ 
F03:Deact.delay drv

WAIT TSD/CPP
Max wait time =
Menu LIFT→
D08:Relay check (ds)

up/dw

en+ds/dd

frn

tsd+cpp

s2-s1-s0

  
Stop sequence steps: 
1. Deactivation of the drive direction up/dw (depending on the travel direction); 

2. Wait for the deactivation of frn before jumping to step 3: 
- if frn doesn’t deactivate or is not programmed, wait for all the time set in  
Menu DRIVE→F01/02→Soft stop UP/DW (ds); 

3. Deactivation of the analogue speed output AO; 

4. Wait for all the delay time set in Menu DRIVE→F03:Deact. Delay drv before jumping to step 5; 

5. deactivation of ds/dd (depending on the travel direction) and en outputs; 

5. Wait for the deactivation of cpp and tsd before jumping to step 6: 

- if cpp and tsd are not programmed jump directly to step 6; 

- if cpp and tsd do not deactivate, wait for all the time set in Menu LIFT→D08:Relay check (ds); 

6. Stop procedure end: from now on, the check for feedbacks errors is enabled. 
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 Hydraulic lift 
Enable the hydraulic lift handling from parameter MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D00:Lift type→HYDR. 
 

 Direct hydraulic lift - Upwards start sequence 

vp

vg

ds

tsd

cpp

START SEQUENCE BEGIN

apg

START SEQUENCE END

DELAY
Delay time = 
Menu LIFT→D06:Start delay (ds)

Digital output ON (GND if active low)

Digital input OFF (GND if N.C. active low)

1

3

2

mov

 

1. Activation of ds and vp outputs; 
2. Wait for all the delay time set in Menu LIFT→D06:Start delay (ds) before jumping to step 3; 
3. Activation of vg and mov outputs.  
4. Start procedure end: from now on, the check for feedbacks errors is enabled. 
 

 Direct hydraulic lift - Downwards start sequence 

vp

vg

ds

tsd

cpp

START SEQUENCE BEGIN

apg

START SEQUENCE END

DELAY
Delay time = 
Menu LIFT→D06:Start delay (ds)

Digital output ON (GND if active low)

Digital input OFF (GND if N.C. active low)

1

3

2

dif

 
1. Activation of ds, vp and dif outputs; 
2. Wait for all the delay time set in Menu LIFT→D06:Start delay (ds) before jumping to step 3; 
3. Activation of the high-speed output vg.  
4. Start procedure end: from now on, the check for feedbacks errors is enabled. 
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 Star/delta hydraulic lift – Upwards start sequence  

START SEQUENCE BEGIN START SEQUENCE END

Digital output ON (GND if active low)

Digital input OFF (GND if N.C. active low)
1

DELAY
Delay time = Menu LIFT→D06:Start delay (ds)

ds

tsd

vg

2

vp

apg

cpp

3

mov

 

1. Activation of ds output; 
2. Wait for all the delay time set in Menu LIFT→D06:Start delay (ds) before jumping to step 3; 
3. Activation of vp, vg and mov outputs.  
4. Start procedure end: from now on, the check for feedbacks errors is enabled. 
 

 Star/delta hydraulic lift - Downwards start sequence  
Digital output ON (GND if active low)

Digital input OFF (GND if N.C. active low)
1

dif

dd

tsd

vg

vp

apg

cpp

START COMMAND  

1. Activation of dd , vp, vg and dif outputs; 
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 Hydraulic lift - Upwards stop sequence 

vp

mov

SLOWDOWN BEGIN STOP COMMAND BEGIN STOP COMMAND END

Digital output ON (GND if active low)

Digital input OFF (GND if N.C. active low)

vg

apg

cpp

tsd

ds

1

2
3

4
WAIT TSD + CPP + APG
Max wait time = 
Menu LIFT→D08:Relay check (ds)

DELAY
Delay time = 
Menu DRIVE→
F01/02:Soft stop UP/DW (ds)

5

 
1. Deactivation of mov output; 
2. Wait for all the delay time set in Menu DRIVE→F01/F02:Soft stop UP/DW (ds) before jumping to step 3; 
3. Deactivation of ds and vp outputs; 
4. Wait for the deactivation of apg,cpp and tsd before jumping to step 5: 

- if apg, cpp and tsd are not programmed jump directly to step 5; 
- if apg, cpp and tsd do not activate, wait for all the time set in Menu LIFT→D08:Relay check (ds); 

5. Stop procedure end: from now on, the check for feedbacks errors is enabled. 
 

 Hydraulic lift - Downwards stop sequence 

vp

dif

SLOWDOWN BEGIN STOP COMMAND BEGIN STOP COMMAND END

Digital output ON (GND if active low)

Digital input OFF (GND if N.C. active low)

vg

apg

cpp

tsd

dd

1

2
3

4
WAIT TSD + CPP + APG
Max wait time = 
Menu LIFT→D08:Relay check (ds)

DELAY
Delay time = 
Menu DRIVE→
F01/02:Soft stop UP/DW (ds)

5

 
1. Deactivation of dif secondary valve command; 
2. Wait for all the delay time set in Menu DRIVE→F01/F02:Soft stop UP/DW (ds) before jumping to step 3; 
3. Deactivation of dd and vp outputs; 
4. Wait for the deactivation of apg,cpp and tsd before jumping to step 5: 
- if apg, cpp and tsd are not programmed jump directly to step 5; 
- if apg, cpp and tsd do not activate, wait for all the time set in Menu LIFT→D08:Relay check (ds); 
5. Stop procedure end: from now on, the check for feedbacks errors is enabled. 
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 Star-delta starting  
Enable this function by: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D07:Star-Delta enb.→YES 
Set the configuration switching time, in tenths of a second (time between UP/DW command and P activation and 
simultaneous ST deactivation): 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D06:Start delay (ds). 
 

VG VD

+VM

dD
(TD)

VG
(TGP)

VP
(O1)

KG KD

KY

KG KD KS

KS

KD

KG

KY

K∆

RAP RCP

CT

CONTROL BOARD

Safety chain

KY

K∆

VP

K∆

dS
(TS)

KP

KP

KY

K∆

CL TATSD
(TSD)

APG
(APG)

CPP
(CPP)

DIF
(O4)

KAX KA3

KAX KAX

VA

KA3

KA3

L 1L 2L
L 3

KS

ME

K

U
V
W

U
V
W

K∆

KY

Optional, only with 
double valve (main + 

auxiliary)

Optional, only in case 
APG and CPP are 

programmed on the 
same inputs of RAP 

and RCP

 

 Soft stop 
The function behaviour depends on the lift type set in: MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D00:Lift type 

• Hydraulic lift: 
During the stopping sequence both speed and direction commands (outputs programmed as vp for low speed, ds 
for up direction or dd for down direction) can switch off with a delay. 

• VVVF: 
During the stopping sequence, only the direction commands (output programmed as up for up direction or dw 
for down direction) switch off suddenly, while speeds and directions can switch off with a delay or when the 
brake feedback is active. 

These delays (in tenths of a second) can be set in: 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F01:Soft stop Up(ds) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F02:Soft stop Dw(ds) . 
 

 Serial inverter communication 
The board can be connected with a Fuji LM1 or LM2 inverter by Modbus 485 serial communication. The control board can 
directly use some inverter functions (setting parameters reading and writing, input and output and alarm monitoring). 
 

Use these functions by: MENU→N.Menu PROG. FUJI. 
 

Set the inverter to have the Modbus communication enabled and set on the control board the required baudrate (the 
value 0000 disables the communication): MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I12:Drive Baudr. 
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By the programming menu of the control board it is also possible choose a set of parameters to manage a specific motor: 
MENU→N.Menu PROG. FUJI→N03:Custom set 

• D-GL-CL = digital commands, gearless motor 
• D-GD-CL = digital commands, geared motor, closed loop control 
• D-GD-OL = digital commands, geared motor, open loop control  
• A-GL-CL = analogue commands, gearless motor 
• A-GD-CL = analogue commands, geared motor, closed loop control 
• A-GD-OL = analogue commands, geared motor, open loop control 

 

In the following table the parameters for each configuration.  
ATTENTION: the settings are correct only for the Fuji LM1 or LM2 inverter 

PARAMETER D-GL-CL D-GD-CL D-GD-OL A-GL-CL A-GD-CL A-GD-OL 

F01 0 0 0 1 1 1 
F07 1.80 1.80 1.80 0.01 0.01 0.01 
F08 1.80 1.80 1.80 0.01 0.01 0.01 
F20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 
F21 0 0 0 0 0 100 
F22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 
F23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
F24 1.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
F25 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 
F42 1 0 2 1 0 2 
E01 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E02 1 1 1 1 1 1 
E03 2 2 2 2 2 2 
E08 63 63 63 63 63 63 
E16 1.80 1.80 1.80 4.00 1.80 1.80 
E20 114 114 114 114 114 114 
E24 57 57 57 57 57 57 
E27 1099 1099 1099 1099 1099 1099 
E46 1 1 1 1 1 1 
E61 0 0 0 1 1 1 
C04 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C05 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C08 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C09 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C10 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C21 0 2 2 0 2 2 
C31 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C32 100 100 100 100 100 100 
C33 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 
H06 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
H64 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.80 0.80 
H65 0 0 0 0 0 0 
L11 0 0 0 0 0 0 
L12 1 1 1 1 1 1 
L13 3 3 3 3 3 3 
L14 2 2 2 2 2 2 
L15 4 4 4 4 4 4 
L16 5 5 5 5 5 5 
L17 6 6 6 6 6 6 
L18 7 7 7 7 7 7 
L36 2 10 10 2 10 10 
L38 2 10 10 2 10 10 
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9. PROTECTION AGAINST UNCONTROLLED MOVEMENTS (UCMP) 
In accordance with current European regulations, the control board performs many kinds of controls against uncontrolled 
movements depending on safety equipment of the lift. 
Select the kind of control by: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D05:Ucmp 
DISABLED. : Control disabled; 
ELEC_1 : Redundant brake control (double contact) or overspeed governor with safety contact; 
HYDR_1 : Redundant control of the valves (double valve in series), hydraulic lift; 
HYDR_H : Redundant control of the valves (descent blocking valve), hydraulic lift; 
HYDR_N : Control of “NGV model” device, hydraulic lift; 
HYDR_1R : Redundant control of the valves (double valve in series) with warm-up travel, hydraulic lift. 

 

 ELEC_1 
Use this control mode to check the status of two redundant microcontacts of the brake (normally closed contacts). 
The same control mode can be used to check the status of a safety device like an overspeed governor with feedback 
(normally closed contact). 
 

Example configuration: 
• Program the function uca (N.C. logic) on the input AUX1 and the function ucb (N.C. logic) on the input AUX2; 
• Connect the microcontacts of the brake to AUX1 and AUX2 (in case of overspeed governor, connect the “RUN” 

contact arriving from the overspeed governor in parallel on both AUX1 and AUX2) 
 

Control: 
• If one of the inputs does not open when the lift moving, the alarm is generated only after the lift stop (alarm ‘86’ 

for error on AUX1, alarm ‘87’ for error on AUX2); 
• If one of the inputs opens when the lift is not moving, the alarm is generated immediately (alarm ‘86’ for error on 

AUX1, alarm ‘87’ for error on AUX2); 
 

The lift can be unlocked only holding down the ESC button for a few seconds.  
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 HYDR_1 
Use this control mode with hydraulic lifts, to check the status of two redundant valves for down movement. 
 
Example configuration: 

• Program the dif output function on the output O4; 
• connect the output O4 in order to drive the contactor KDA 3 that supplies, in series with the TP contactor output, 

power for the second electro valve for down movement VDA3; 
• program the tsd function on TSD input (N.C.) and the cpp function on CPP input; 
• connect the feedback from movement contactors on TSD and CPP, in series with a contact of KDA3. 

 

CONTROL 
BOARD 

TSDGND OMCT VIMTATD

KDA3
TS

TD

KDA3

TPTD

TS

TS

CSD

KDA3

OM

VM

VDA3VDVG

TG TD KDA3
VP

+

TP

IM

O4

 
Commands: 

• VDA3 valve 
◦ Is disabled when the lift stops and during travel in up direction;  
◦ Is activated (with the VD valve) during all car down movements.  

Test: 
• The system performs a valve check at power up after synchronization operation when the occupied/busy 

switches off. The control is carried out only at the lowest floor. 
• Before enabling the valves, the board checks that the elevator is correctly landing and that the movement 

contactors’ feedback inputs are not active. 

• Firstly, the down direction valve VD is activated (by TD) checking the sealing of the auxiliary valve VDA3, then 
VDA3 is activated (by DIF) checking the VD sealing. 

• The check can end:  
◦ After 10 seconds (OK)  
◦ At the exit from the floor (KO)  
◦ If the control board is in programming mode or in alarm, or activating one of the following inputs: em, exc, 

st1/st2/st3, man and pap.  
◦ In these cases, the check is deferred. 

• If the check fails (the car exits from the stop zone), the lift performs a new check after a releveling procedure. 
If this fails again the lift locks with the alarm ‘86’ (auxiliary valve VDA3 sealing problem) or ‘87’ (down direction 
valve VD sealing problem). 

• Once the valve check has been carried out correctly and without errors, it is disabled for at least about 16 hours, 
and it is performed again when the lift is stationing on the lowest floor; otherwise, after about 24 hours, the 
control board forces a movement to the lowest floor and then performs the test.  
The first test is performed when the board is switched on. 

• To unlock the system, hold down ESC for a few seconds. 
 
In addition to the described controls the car uncontrolled movement check (see §9.6 ) is also performed. 
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 HYDR_H 
This is the control mode in case a down movement blocking electro valve is used as redundancy device. 
Example configuration: 

• Program the dif output function on the output D; 
• connect the output D in order to drive the contactor that supplies power to the second electro valve (descent 

blocking); 
• program the function uca (N.C. logic) on the input AUX1; 
• connect AUX1 to an auxiliary contact of the blocking valve. 

 
 Commands: 

• D activates 0.4 seconds before the movement starts; 
• D deactivates during the stopping sequence, with a delay from the down valve. 

 
Control: 

• No movement command is performed if input AUX1 is active when output D is OFF; 
• With D output OFF, if AUX1 input stays open for more than 6 seconds, alarm '73' is stored and the lift stays 

blocked until AUX1 deactivates. 
• When the lift is moving (D output ON), if AUX1 input stays closed for more than 6 seconds, alarm '74' is stored 

and the lift stops, but with a new call the car can try to perform a new movement (the lift is not blocked). 
 
In addition to the described controls the car uncontrolled movement check (see §9.6 is also performed. 

 

 HYDR_N 
Use this control mode to monitor an NGV-A3 device for hydraulic lifts. 
 
Example configuration: 

• program the function uca (N.O. logic) on the input AUX1 and the function ucb (N.O. logic) on the input AUX2; 
• connect the signal RUN to the input AUX1 and the signal RDY to the input AUX2. 

 
Controls: 

• The check is ok if: 
o When the lift is not moving: RDY is closed and RUN is open. 
o When the lift is moving for a normal travel or in inspection: after 2 seconds from the moving command the 

RDY is open and RUN is closed; 
o When the lift stops: after two seconds from TSD and CPP closing RDY is closed and RUN is open. 

• If after 2 seconds from the movement command RDY is CLOSED and RUN is OPEN the lift stops but without 
alarms; 

• In case of both contacts CLOSED when the lift is moving, the lift continues the travel to the next landing or the 
inspection to the next stop, then the lift stop in “out of service” mode and generates the ‘89’ alarm; 

• In case of both contacts OPEN when the lift is moving, the lift stops immediately in “out of service” mode and 
generates the ‘89’ alarm; 

• In case of fail when the lift is not moving the lift stops immediately in “out of service” mode and generates the 
‘89’ alarm; 

• After the movement commands, if contactors feedback control is not correct, the lift is stopped, but the control 
on RUN and RDY contacts is inhibited (there is no evidence that the car has really moved). 

• In case of “out of service” due to the check fail, doors opening and doors closing are enable. 
In addition to the described controls the car uncontrolled movement check (see §9.6 ) is also performed. 
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 HYDR_1R 
This control mode is like HYDR_1, but the control board performs a warm up travel to the top stop before to check the 
valves at the bottom floor. This procedure is not performed in emergency, in case of blocking error or in case of extreme 
floors sensors fail. 

 

 Uncontrolled movement check 
The uncontrolled movement check is performed to avoid car unexpected movement when doors are open.  
This check is related to the status of the monitoring input connected to the external safety circuit (mcs). 
The opening of the input programmed as mcs is IGNORED if: 

1) mcs never activated (car not in floor zone or safety circuit fault) 
2) lift in Inspection mode 
3) lift is already moving  
4) lift is free (busy status is OFF) 
5) hydraulic lift with is input inactive or id input active (car is not under the landing zone) 
6) traction lift with is and id inputs both inactive or both active (car in the landing zone or out from door zone). 

In all other cases, after the door opening delay time expires (lift stopped in normal operation or during relevelling 
operation, doors not closed and busy status ON), when the sensors is and id signal that the car is in the door zone, but it is 
positioned above (only traction lifts) or below the landing zone, the opening of the mcs input is the signal that the car is 
moving away from the door zone with no command, so the system blocks the lift and puts it out of service. 
In this case alarm '83' (permanent blocking alarm) is stored and the lift is stopped with doors closed (the car opening door 
button is enabled to allow passengers to exit).  
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10. OPERATIONS 
 Mounting mode 

To activate the Inspection mode during the lift installation, activate the input programmed as mng then connect SIC1, 
SIC2, SIC3, SIC4, SIC5 and CT to the movement command voltage. 
Activate the Inspection mode (by man) and use the psm or pdm buttons to move up or down the car. 
The lift will move with the inspection speed set. 

 WARNING: in this configuration there is no extreme floors magnet, so the car will never stop automatically.  
It can only stop when the PSM/PDM button is released. 

 Inspection Mode 
Activate the man/mas/maf input on the control panel, on the rooftop inspection box or in the pit inspection box to 
activate the Inspection Mode. In case of inspection from pit, the inputs for enable and commands may be mapped on 
serial peripherals connected to the floor peripherals channel. 
The inspection commands from the rooftop and from the pit have priority over the commands coming from control panel 
(in case of concurrent activation, the commands are accepted only if they are performed at the same time). 
In Inspection mode:  

• all previous calls are cancelled and new calls are disabled; 
• the car can be moved using pdm (UP) or psm (DOWN) buttons; 

• alternatively, the car can be moved by the control board keypad using UP and DOWN button. Enable this function 
from: MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C83:Keyb.insp.cmd→YES; 

• Door closing is activated after the pdm or psm pressure if pap, st1 / st2 / st3 and the safety re-opening signal are 
OFF.  

• The parallel outputs activated for inspection speed can be selected by:  
MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C02:Inspect. speed 
P (output vp only) /G (output vg only) /P+G (vg and vp outputs). 

• If you set on menu parameter MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C03:Stop on phas.→YES 
Even if the inspection commands are not released, the car will always automatically stop at top and bottom 
resynchronizing sensors (always stop a movement upwards on rs activation, always stop a movement 
downwards with rd activation). 

• In standard Inspection mode, even if the inspection commands are not released, the car will automatically stop at 
the landing zone of the extreme floors, avoiding the car to go over these two points. 

• In order to move the car beyond these limits, enable the overtravel test (use this function only for test or 
inspection, see §11.2 ) or use emergency evacuation operation commands, programmed properly (see §10.3 
10.2.1 ). 

• Every blocking error is deleted; 
• The lift is Out of service and the busy signal is ON; 
• The board disables: 

◦ the serial communication alarms; 
◦ the maximum travel time; 
◦ the load-weighing device; 
◦ the releveling; 
◦ the emergency; 
◦ the pre-opening. 
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 Reduced pit and reduced headroom management 
When a building has problems related to lack of space or special structural and regulatory constraints, you can install 
special lift with reduced pit or reduced headroom, made in accordance with local rules. 
Enabling the Reduced pit function, at the end of the exit of the Inspection the board generate the alarm ‘88’, and the 
system remains “Out of service” until a manual reset from the control panel. 
To enable the function: 
MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C01:Limited pit→YES 
To perform a shaft inspection: 

 Enter in Inspection mode (activate the man input); 
 You can move UP and DOWN the cabin using psm and pdm inspection buttons; 
 Press STOP (in the pit or in the headroom) and insert the safety stakes; 
 Carry out the maintenance; 
 Remove the safety stakes and unlock the STOP button; 
 Exit the Inspection mode (deactivate man). The board will show the code ‘88’; 
 Reset the system holding ESC (> 3 seconds). 

You can select a delay for the alarm ‘88’ at the exit of the Inspection mode by: 
MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C05:Dly alm.lim.pit. 

 

 Emergency evacuation operation 
If inspection is active and input programmed with ml1 function is active, the lift is in emergency evacuation operation. 
This operation is a special Inspection mode, with some features: 

• the car will always move at low speed (EMG speed on VVVF lifts); 
• the automatic stop of the car on landing levels follows parameter 

MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C04: Autom. stop eeo  
◦ with value EXT, the automatic stop is enabled only on the extreme floors (same behaviour of normal 

inspection), so if the movement commands are active, the control board will automatically stop the car only 
on the landing levels of extreme floors; in this case it is impossible to move the car over those points; 

◦ with value YES, the automatic stop is always enabled, so, if the movement commands are active, the control 
board will automatically stop the cabin at the landing level of every floor; it is always possible to restart a 
movement in any direction with a new inspection command, even over the extreme floors; 

◦ with value NO, the automatic stop is always disabled, so, if the movement commands are active, the control 
board will never automatically stop the car, even over the extreme floors. 
 

 Internal/independent operation 
Activate the input programmed as int or the input programmed as inq to activate this manoeuvre. 
Activating the Internal manoeuvre, the lift:  

• Cancels all previous calls (from the car and from the floors); 
• Stops the car with open doors even if it is occupied; 
• A single car call at a time is allowed.  
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 Fire/Firefighters operation 
You can select the fire operation by: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E12:Fire operation 

- NO no function enabled; 
- FIR Fire operation; 
- FFS Firefighters operation. 

Set the “fire operation floor” by: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E13:Fire op.floor (default floor 0, door A). 
The fire/firefighters’ operation inputs are: 

- cep (EXTERNAL FIRE KEY/FIRE ALARM): activates phase 1 of fire/firefighters’ operation and enables the phase 2 of 
firefighters’ operation; 

- cip (INTERNAL FIREFIGHTERS KEY): activates phase 1 of firefighters’ operation and, if enabled (cep active), activates 
the phase 2 of firefighters’ operation. 

It is possible to set a serial floor peripheral with a special address (check availability of this function on the user manual of 
the peripheral) and use one of its inputs to perform the same behaviour of the cep input. Only one peripheral can have 
this special address. Place this peripheral wherever is needed on the floor serial bus line and enable this function in 
parameter: 
MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I05:Special inp.0→YES. 
Set parameter: 
MENU→ E.Menu FUNCTIONS → E21:Fire op.blocking→YES. 
when fire/firefighters’ operation ends, the lift will not return in service, but it will remain blocked with error ‘69’. 
 

 Firefighters operation 
Set parameter: MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E12:Fire operation→ FFS 
The firefighters’ operation is made up of two different phases:  
 
Phase 1: The car moves to the “fire operation floor” and waits 
To start the phase 1, activate the input programmed as cep (EXTERNAL FIRE KEY/FIRE ALARM), or the input programmed 
as cip (INTERNAL FIREFIGHTERS KEY), then the following steps occur: 

- all previous calls are cancelled and it is not possible to perform any other call from car or from floors; 
- if the car is not moving, the doors opening button is pap can work normally; 
- if light curtains inputs (ft1/ft2/ft3) detect an obstacle, they are disabled after 15 seconds to let the car move (smoke 

may be detected as an obstacle); 
- the car moves towards the “fire operation floor” (if the car is moving in the opposite direction, it stops at the next 

floor without opening doors and then it immediately departs towards the “fire operation floor”); 
- the lift parks at the “fire operation floor” with open doors, and it is "out of service"; the control board displays 

"FIREFIGHTERS OPER." (cip ON) " or FIRE ALARM" (cip OFF and cep ON);  
 
Phase 2: The firefighters take control on the car.  
To start the phase 2 both inputs cep (EXTERNAL FIRE KEY/FIRE ALARM) and cip (FIREFIGHTERS KEY) must be active. 

- all previous calls are cancelled;  
- all car calls become available 
- when the doors are closed, they will open while the button pap is pressed, if the doors are not completely open and 

pap is released they will start to close; 
- if the doors are completely open, they will close while the button pcp or one of the buttons used for car calls 

(excluding call from current floor) is pressed; releasing this button before doors are completely closed, doors will re-
open; 

- if a car call button is used to close the doors, this call will be the next destination of the lift, so when doors will be 
completely closed the car will start to travel towards the called floor; anyway, the destination of the lift can be 
changed performing another call while the lift is moving (a new call will cancel the previous one); 

- if the firefighters move the car on a different floor from the fire operation floor and cip input deactivates, the lift 
does not exit from firefighters’ mode and the car stays with doors open, when cip reactivates the doors close; 

- If cip and cep are both deactivated, if cep is reactivated within less than 5 seconds, the fire operation restarts from 
the beginning, otherwise the car stays blocked where it is (in order to exit from fire operation and return in Normal 
mode, the firefighters must activate cip and move the car to the fire operation floor and deactivate there the cep 
input). 
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cip input 
FIREFIGHTERS 
KEY (optional) 

cep input 
FIRE KEY 
(at the floor) 

Description 

0 0 Normal position. In case of fire/firefighters’ operation in progress, if this combination persists for more than 5 
seconds and the car is not at fire operation floor, the system is blocked 

0 1 The car moves to the “fire operation floor” and waits for the firefighters’ intervention with open doors (Phase 1) 

1 0 The car moves to the “fire operation floor” and waits for the firefighters’ intervention with open doors (Phase 1) 

1 1 Phase 2: car calls allowed, man present opening doors 

The FIREFIGHTERS KEY in car is optional, for lift with a single key, program on the same input the functions cep and cip: in 
this case only 00 state and 11 state are possible. 
 

 Fire operation (fire alarm) 
Set parameter: MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E12:Fire operation→FIR 
This operation has the same behaviour of Phase 1 of Firefighters Operation (check § 10.5.1 ), but this operation uses only 
cep input. 
In order to start the fire operation, activate the input programmed as cep (EXTERNAL FIRE KEY/FIRE ALARM), then the 
following steps will occur:  

- all previous calls are cancelled and it is not possible to perform any other call from car or from floors; 
- if the car is not moving, the doors opening button is pap can work normally; 
- if light curtains inputs (ft1 / ft2 / ft3) detect an obstacle, they are disabled after 15 seconds to let the car move 

(smoke may be detected as an obstacle); 
- the car moves towards the “fire operation floor” (if the car is moving in the opposite direction, it stops at the next 

floor without opening doors and then it immediately departs towards the “fire operation floor”); 
- the lift parks at the “fire operation floor” with open doors, and it is "out of service"; the control board displays “FIRE 

ALARM";  
- the lift will return in Normal mode 5 seconds after cep is disabled. 

 

 Hospital operation 
In order to use this function, it is necessary a floor peripheral collecting 4 I/Os. 
If the hospital key is connected to the auxiliary input A, program: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K10:Ser.fun.auxA→hos no / hos nc 
Otherwise, if the hospital key is connected to the auxiliary input B, program: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K11:Ser.fun.auxB→hos no / hos nc. 
 

The activation of this input from a floor (for example X) activates the hospital mode: 
- The control board clears all reservations and does not allow any other call from car or from landings, included hospital 
calls; 
- If the car is moving in the opposite direction from floor X, it stops at the next floor, does not open the door and starts 
moving towards floor X; 
- The doors open and the system accepts only car calls; 
- if no car call is registered within 60 seconds, the system turns back to Normal mode and the operation ends; 
- when the first car call is registered, all car calls can be registered at any time; 
- when the lift finishes to serve the last car call, it turns back to Normal mode. 
 

The hospital operation is automatically inhibited and/or deactivated in inspection, mounting mode, Emergency mode, 
internal/independent operation and fire/firefighters’ operation. 
 

 Out of service operation  
In order to use this function, it is necessary a floor peripheral collecting 4 I/Os. 
If the out of service key is connected to the auxiliary input A, program: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K10: Ser.fun.auxA→ osl no / osl nc 
Ser.fun.auxA Otherwise, if the out of service key is connected to the auxiliary input B, program: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K11: Ser.fun.auxB→ osl no / osl nc. 
 

The activation of this input from a floor (for example X) activates the following mode: 
- The control board clears all reservations and does not allow any other call from car or from landings; 
- when the current trip is completed, the car goes to floor X, open the door and after 20sec (fixed time) close it;  
- The system stays in this mode until the input is active. 
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 Daily operating modes 
Daily operating modes are different working modes that optimize the lift behavior in the hours of the day when it is 
expected to have more traffic from the main floor or towards the main floor.  
When the real time clock will enter the time interval set for one of these working modes, it will activate. 

 WARNING: These functions are based on the real time clock. If there is no battery in the onboard battery holder 
(or if the battery voltage is too low), the clock resets date and time settings to default every time the control board is 
powered on, so it is recommended to monitor the status of the onboard battery when using these functions. 
 

 Morning mode 
This working mode may be useful when in some hours of the day there is a high flux of people using the lift from the main 
floor towards the other floors (for example at the beginning of working days in offices). 
In order to use Morning mode, it is necessary to set the main floor (parking floor): 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E06:Parking floor 
and the time values for its activation and deactivation: 
MENU→O.Menu WORK.MODES→O00:Morn. mode ON 
MENU→O.Menu WORK.MODES→O01:Morn. mode OFF 
The Morning mode will be active from “ON time” to “OFF time” (if these two parameters are set with the same value, it 
will not activate). 
In the morning operation mode, the priority is given to passengers that go from the main floor towards landing floors. 
Internal calls are accepted only if they are not for floors in the direction of the main floor. 
External calls are accepted only from the main landing floor. 
The car automatically moves to main landing floor after all car calls have been served.  
 

 Evening mode 
This working mode may be useful when in some hours of the day there is a high flux of people using the lift from any floor 
towards the main floor (for example at the end of working days in offices). 
In order to use the Evening mode, it is necessary to set the main floor (parking floor): 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E06:Parking floor 
and the time values for its activation and deactivation: 
MENU→O.Menu WORK.MODES→O02:Even. mode ON 
MENU→O.Menu WORK.MODES→O03:Even. mode OFF 
The Evening mode will be active from “ON time” to “OFF time” (if these two parameters are set with the same value, it 
will not activate). 
In the evening operation mode, the priority is given to passengers that go towards the main floor. 
Internal calls are accepted only if they are in the direction of the main floor. 
External calls are accepted only if they are in the direction of the main floor. 
 

 Sleep mode 
In this working mode, the lift does not accept calls from car or floors. 
In order to use sleep mode, it is necessary to set the main floor (parking floor): 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E06:Parking floor 
and the time values for its activation and deactivation: 
MENU→O.Menu WORK.MODES→O04:Sleep mode ON 
MENU→O.Menu WORK.MODES→O05:Sleep mode OFF 
The sleep mode will be active from “ON time” to “OFF time” (if these two parameters are set with the same value, it will 
not activate). 
In the evening operation mode, the car will park at the main floor. It will always be possible to open doors from inside the 
car by using the door opening button (pap) or the car call for the main floor. 
 

 Attendant mode 
The attendant mode starts with the activation of the input programmed as att.  
In this working mode a person in the car (the “attendant”) can check the reservations and then he decides where and 
when to move the car from the car operating panel. 
When this working mode is active: 
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- the doors do not close automatically (is required to use the doors close button pcp); 
- when a new reservation from landings is set, it is shown in the cop panel (blinking light), but the lift does not 

automatically start for this destination; 
- the lift can move only when at least one car call is set and doors are closed. 

 

 Destination call 
This function allows to perform a call to the destination from outside the car, using landing peripherals with a display and 
calls collection. This may be useful for example during goods loading, if it is not possible to physically reach the buttons in 
the car operating panel, in order to move the car. 
Enable this function setting from menu: MENU→O.Menu WORK.MODES→O06:Floor call mode→DES 
 
In order to perform a destination call: 
- keep pressed one of the floor pushbuttons, after 3 seconds the display will show a double arrow and the floor numbers 
will start to scroll; 
- when you see the number of the destination floor you want to select, release the button and the number will start to 
blink, after 2 seconds the lift will get the call to the selected floor; 
- if you press again one of the pushbuttons when the selected floor is still blinking (before the 2 seconds from the last 
release), the floor numbers will start to scroll again and you can select a different floor. 
This feature is available only on CAN serial peripherals with display. 
 

 Loading mode 
Loading mode allows to keep the car on the current floor with doors open for a longer time than normal. 
In order to activate this function, set a time value (with value 0 the function is disabled) on the loading mode parameter: 
MENU→O.Menu WORK.MODES→O07:Load.mode tmr(s). 
This value must be higher than the one used in normal conditions:MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J06:Open doors wait. 
When doors are open, keep pressed the door opening button pap for 3 seconds, until you hear 3 beeps and you see “LM” 
blinking message (in case of serial display, is available).  
From this moment on, the doors will remain open for all the time set in the loading mode timer parameter. 
The doors will start to close in these conditions: 
- when this timer expires 
- at the pressure of doors closing button (pcp) 
- setting new car calls. 
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 External safety bypass module check 
Enable the safety circuit check by: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D04:Sfty circ.chk→YES 
You need also program the function mcs on one of the board inputs (mcs input is used by default). 
When this check is enabled and mcs is open, the relevelling is automatically disabled. 
If the acs function is programmed on an output, connect it to the safety circuit enable input, instead of the doors zone 
sensor. acs activates when the car enters stopping zone (floor sensors both active) and it deactivates when the car exits 
from the door zone (floor sensors both inactive). 
The check is performed on both entrance and exit from destination floor. 
If acs function is programmed, a second attempt for safety circuit activation (acs deactivation and reactivation) is 
performed. 

STOP ZONE

STOPPING SEQUENCE (STANDARD)

MCS

1.5 sec

MCS

MCS

Phase I Phase II-A

1) Sequence OK

2) Error 75-B “opening at 
floor”

ACS

MCS

MCS

ACS
1.0 sec 1.5 sec

STOP ZONE

1.5 sec

Phase I Phase II-B Phase III-B

3) Sequence OK

4) Error 75-A “not closing 
at arrival”
 
5 )Error 75-B “opening at 
floor”

STOPPING SEQUENCE (2° ATTEMPT)

Phase IV-B

 

CONTROL IN STOPPING SEQUENCE: 
Case 1) If the mcs input activates within 1.5 seconds from the entrance into the stop zone and it remains active until the 
new start (Phase II-A), the sequence is correct. 
 

Case 2) If the mcs input activates in Phase I, but it deactivates in phase II-A, the control board shows the ’75-B’ error. 
 

Case 3) If the mcs input does not activate in phase I and acs output is not programmed, the control board shows the ’75-
A’ error; if acs output is programmed, the board starts a second attempt for the activation of the safety bypass circuit: it 
deactivates acs for 1 second (Phase II-B) and then reactivates acs; if the mcs input activates within further 1.5 seconds and 
it remains active until the new start (Phase IV-B), the sequence is OK. 
 

Case 4) With the same conditions described in Case 3, if output acs is programmed, during the second attempt, if mcs 
input does not activate during Phase III-B, the board shows the ’75-A’ error. 
 

Case 5) With the same conditions described in Case 3, if output acs is programmed, during the second attempt, if mcs 
input activates during Phase III-B, but it deactivates during Phase IV-B, the board shows the ’75-B’ error. 
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DOORS ZONE

START SEQUENCE

MCS

1.5 sec

MCS

Case 1) OK

Case 2) Error 76
“no MCS opening in 

departure”
 

Case 1) If the mcs input is deactivated within 1.5 seconds from the end of the doors zone, the sequence is OK; 
 

Case 2) If the mcs input is deactivated after more of 1.5 seconds from the end of the doors zone, the control board shows 
the ‘76’ error. These alarms lock the lift and it is possible to restart it only holding the ESC keypad button for 3 seconds. 
The described behaviour is true only in case of: 
st1/st2/st3 all closed; 

- No overtravel; 
- No emergency; 
- No relevelling; 
- No calls. 

 

 Relevelling 
WARNING: For the relevelling feature with open doors, use an external safety bypass module in order to bypass the 
“doors section” of the safety chain in a zone near the landing level, so as to start the movement with open safety chain. 
The relevelling is an automatic function to move the car at an appropriate height relative to a landing in case of excessive 
displacement. Enable the function by: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E01:Releveling 

- with value NO relevelling is disabled; 
- with value NRM relevelling is possible with open or closed doors, in both directions; 
- with value UP relevelling is possible with open or closed doors, but only in UP direction; 
- with value DC relevelling is possible only with closed doors (safety chain contacts with functions cs1/cs2/cs3 are 

closed), in both directions. 
 

 Pre-opening 
WARNING: For the pre-opening feature, use an external safety bypass module and use it to bypass the “doors section” 
of the safety chain in a zone near the landing level, in order to continue the movement with open safety chain. 
Enable/disable this function by: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J12:Pre-opening→YES/NO. 
Connect the input on the control board programmed as mcs to the output of the external safety bypass module that 
signals when the bypass of the safety chain is active (door zone). In this way, the activation of mcs during the slowdown 
allows the control board to open the doors at the destination floor, before stopping the car. 
The control board uses the same timers and the same sequence to unlock and open doors: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J08:Cam deac.dly(ds) 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J09:Opening dly(ds) 
but in this case the door opening sequence starts from the activation of mcs instead of starting from the end of stop 
sequence. 
 

 Position synchronization 
In case of loss of car position information, for example after a power outage, the system has to synchronize itself using the 
extreme floors sensors rs and rd (if the car is not already in one of extreme landings). 
Set the extreme floor for synchronization operation by: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E02:Phasing flr→LOW/HIGH 
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In case of hydraulic lift, the lift will always perform the synchronization operation to the lowest floor, so this parameter 
has no effect. If one of the extreme floors sensors is broken (error '55' or '54'), the board will move the car to the opposite 
extreme floor. The synchronization operation can be automatic (at power-on or after manual reset operation) or manual, 
in this case the lift waits for a call to start the synchronization movement. 
Enable the automatic synchronization operation by: MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E03:Automatic phas.→YES. 
 

 Check travel direction 
Inputs rd and rs are used to control also the direction of travel, if rd is activated, the car must move down and if rs is 
activated it must move up. 
If the car moves from a point out of the sensor and arrives to the wrong direction sensor, the lift is locked and the board 
shows the alarm ‘84’ 
If the car moves from a direction sensor with a wrong direction, the lift is in overtravel and the board shows the alarm 
‘81’.  
 

 Hydraulic rescue 
For hydraulic lifts, some blocking errors (for example overtravel, maximum travel time, over temperature) can allow to 
perform a movement not to leave the car in the position when the error occurred: the car can move to the lowest floor in 
order to let the passengers leave. In order to enable this feature, set parameter: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E08:Block descent→YES. 
When the control board tries to perform this command, the operation may not be complete at the first attempt.  
In this case a new attempt could be performed after the same time that should be waited for parking (check §10.18.1 ). 
 

 Parking 
 Parking floor 

When the occupied signal switches off, the lift waits for a time set in: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E07:Park timer(s) 
Then the car moves to the parking floor set in: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E06:Parking floor 
If park time is set to 0, the parking floor function is disabled. 
The parking floor function is disabled during the firefighters’ operation and internal manoeuvre. 
If the parking is with doors closed, when the car arrives to the parking floor the doors do not open and there is not GONG. 
The park timer is reset: 

- In startup, synchronization movement, or encoder self-learning; 
- In busy, out of service, emergency, inspection, alarm states; 
- Board in programming; 
- Moving lift. 

 

 Parking with open doors or with closed doors 
Set the state of doors during the parking by: 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J16:Stationing cl/op. 
This parameter can be set for each floor and for each access side (O = doors open, C = doors close). 
If the parking is with doors closed, when the car arrives to the parking floor the doors do not open and there is no GONG. 
 

 Standby mode 
This functionality allows to turn off a part of the system in order to save energy. 
Set the timer (in minutes, value 0 = function disabled) in parameter: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E26 Standby t.(min) 
When the lift is not busy and after timer has run out, the output programmed with function sby activates. 
This output can be used to turn off the power for inverter or other parts of the system. 
From this moment, the system is in standby and the switching of some inputs does not generate any alarm. 
There are 2 levels for standby mode: 
- the apg, cpp, tsd, flt, frn, TM inputs are always ignored (the inverter is switched off); 
- the safeties and other inputs such as em, the limit switches of doors and everything concerning the door operator are 
ignored only if the safeties are effectively open (exc and st1/st2/st3) and if the emergency does not provide for the 
immediate shutdown of the board. 
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At the next call or door opening, the system exits from standby mode only if the previously ignored signals have actually 
returned as normal status. If this does not happen within the time programmed in parameter: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→ D09:Startup Time 
the control board will turn back in Normal mode anyway and signal the errors detected. 
 

 Fast start 
In case of a lift set in collective mode, it is possible to set the behaviour of the car calls buttons by:  
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E17:Fast start. 
When this function is active: 

- With value CANC with a single pressure of a car button the control board accepts the reservation and with a second 
pressure it deletes the reservation that had been registered with the first pressure; 

- If “2P” with a single pressure of a car button the control board accepts the reservation; with a second pressure of 
the same button the control board activates the next call immediately, cancelling the expected waiting time with 
open doors; 

- If “1P+C” with a single pressure of a car button the control board accepts the reservation and at the same time it 
activates the next call immediately; with a second pressure of the same button the control board deletes the 
reservation that had been registered with the first pressure; 

- If “1P” with a single pressure of a car button the control board accepts the reservation and at the same time it 
activates the next call immediately, cancelling the expected waiting time with open doors; no effect on a second 
pressure; 

 

 Maximum travel time 
The maximum time for one floor travel can be set by: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E04:Max travel time 
Choose a value in the range [0-99] seconds, choosing ‘0’ this check is disabled. 
The chosen value should be long enough to allow the longer one floor travel with margin. 
If time expires, the board shows the following alarms: 

- ’80B’, if the car is in stop zone; 
- ’80C’, if the car is in slowdown zone; 
- ’80A’, in all other cases. 

These alarms lock the lift and it is possible to restart it holding the ESC keypad button for 3 seconds or going in Inspection 
mode. 
 

 Motor and oil temperature 
To check motor and oil temperature connect two thermistors to the AN1 (motor) and AN2 (oil) inputs. 
Program this function by: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D03:Overheat contr. 
NO: check disabled; 
NRM: if one of thermal resistance exceeds 4kOhm or if one of the inputs opens, the board shows an error, ‘56’ for the 
AN1 input (motor temperature alarm) and ‘60’ for AN2 input (oil temperature alarm). 
The car continues the travel to the next stop and then, after opening the doors, the lift remains busy and locked (out of 
service). 
In case of ‘60’ (oil temperature alarm), the system automatically unlocks when the thermal resistance value drops below 
1.5kOhm or connecting the AN2 input to GND. 
In case of alarm ‘56’ motor temperature alarm, after the thermal resistance value drops below 1.5kOhm or after 
connecting the AN1 to GND, hold the ESC keypad button for 3 seconds. 
BLK: is like the NRM mode but in case of hydraulic lift, when a ‘56’ motor temperature alarm occurs, the lift stops 
immediately, then it moves to the floor 0 and then, after opening the doors, the lift remains busy and locked (out of 
service). 
To check only one of the inputs, enable the check and connect the other input to GND. 
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 Load-weighing devices 
ccc/cco/ccs are the inputs for the load-weighing devices: 

- cco: car occupied contact; 
- ccc: full load contact; 
- ccs: overload contact. 

The board response upon activating these signals depends on the board reservation mode: 
- cco 

Single call: when cco is active, the door opening is enabled, the lift is occupied and it is impossible to have floor 
calls; 
Collective: when cco is inactive, you can have only one car call (all others call will be cancelled). 

when cco is active, the lift waits for a car call. 
- ccc 

Single call: when ccc is active, the door opening is activated and the lift is occupied. 
Collective: when ccc is inactive, the floor calls are saved waiting for the ccc status changing. 

- ccs 
Single call + Collective: when ccs is active, the lift remains stationary with the open doors and the buzzer output 
SNR is ON. 
All calls are cancelled. 

 

The lift does not control these signals state during the travel, but only when the car is not moving. 
If the serial car roof peripheral can read an analog signal from an analog load-weighing device, it is possible to disable 
some or all of the digital inputs and use the analog thresholds programmed in: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K12:Analog cco (V) 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K13:Analog ccc (V) 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K14:Analog ccs (V) 
If one of these thresholds is set to 00.0, the related analog function is excluded. 
If one of the digital load-weighing function is enabled, the related analog function is excluded. 
If the analog sensor detects a voltage higher than one of these thresholds, the related function is active and the behavior 
of the control board is the same descripted for the load-weighing digital inputs. 
 

 Car occupied/busy 
Occupied signal is active: 

- After a call; 
- When one of the load-weighing signals (cco car occupied, ccc full load, ccs overload contacts) is active; 
- In inspection; 
- In internal manoeuvre; 
- During the control board programming procedure; 
- When the lift is locked. 

 

 Car occupied check 
This control prevents useless travels, with the empty car. You can activate this check from: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E14:Check car busy →YES. 
For collective mode lift this function cancels all car calls after three travels if during these travels: 

- cco is not active; 
- Light curtain signals (ft1, ft2, ft3) and safety reopening signals (cm1, cm2, cm3) never detect an obstacle; 
- Door opening/closing command (pap/pcp) does not activate. 
-  

 General purpose timers 
The board provides two timers for general purposes: 

- Timer 1, input t1i and output t1o; 
- Timer 2, input t2i and output t2o. 

Outputs TO1 and TO2 copy the status of respective input after a programmable delay (in activation or deactivation): 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K02:Dly Tmr1 ON ds 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K03:Dly Tmr1 OFF ds 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K04:Dly Tmr2 ON ds 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K05:Dly Tmr2 OFF ds. 
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 Shaft Access 
Two functions allow controlling the unauthorized access to the shaft: the monitoring of the input function shr (for a 
trapdoor on the car roof) and the monitoring of an additional door contact on each landing door, connected to the serial 
peripherals (one for each landing). Errors detected on both controls generate an alarm with code ‘85’. 
 

 Shaft Access through car roof 
In order to activate this control, program the function shr (check §5.6.51 : details about programmable inputs mapping). 
The activation of this input detects that the trap door on the car roof is open. In this case, the control board generates the 
blocking alarm ‘85’, with the indication ‘CRB’ on the description, indicating that the error was detected on shr function. 
The lift is blocked until a manual reset occurs. 
 

 Shaft Access through landing doors 
In order to use this control, it is necessary to use a dedicated auxiliary contact for each landing door and it is necessary 
to use a floor peripheral collecting 4 I/Os. 
If the door contact is connected to auxiliary input A program: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K10:Ser.fun.auxA→ sha no / sha nc 
Otherwise, if the door contact is connected to auxiliary input B program: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K11:Ser.fun.auxB→ sha no / sha nc 
if the door contact is closed when doors are closed choose no logic, otherwise choose nc 
The activation of one of these inputs detects that its related landing door is closed. If this door is on a floor different from 
the floor where the car is located or if the car is not in the door zone, the control board generates a blocking alarm ‘85’, 
with the indication of the floor where the error was detected. The lift is blocked until a manual reset occurs. 
 

 Shutdown timer 
When a low voltage is detected on the control board power (below 15 Vdc between CL and GND terminals), it is possible 
to turn off the control board after the timer on the parameter: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E10:Batt.deact(min) 
When the timer expires and the main power supply or the power supplied from a UPS or another alternative power 
generator is not enough, the board will turn off. 
If the timer parameter is set on ND value, the auto-shutdown function is not active (infinite waiting time), while if it is set 
on the SD value the battery is immediately deactivated (no waiting time). 
The control board enables this timer only with at least one of these conditions: 
 

 Car lighting and fan 
To control the lightning depending on the car busy state, you can connect a relay to the output programmed as occ 
(default OC). 
In order to handle the command for the fan, use input function fan (manual activation of the fan) and output function ofa 
(fan command output). 
Set the delay timer (in seconds) before the ofa command turns off in parameter: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K09:Delay fan OFF(s). 

- If the fan input is not programmed, the ofa output is ON when the lift is busy and it turns OFF when the lift is not 
busy, after the delay. 

- If the fan input is programmed and the delay is set to 0, each activation of fan will change the status of the ofa 
output; 

- If the fan input is programmed and the delay is set to a value different from 0, each activation of fan will change the 
status of the ofa output, but ofa will turn anyway OFF when the lift is not busy, after the delay. 
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11. TESTS 
 Test mode 

The first (automatic) test mode available is to send the car from one floor to another sequentially, continuously, at 10-
second intervals. 
Use this function to test the correct behaviour of the lift according to the set parameters. 
This mode is activated by setting: 
MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C00:Test mode→AUTO. 
Manual calls are allowed and temporarily interrupt the test. 
Otherwise, by setting: 
MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C00:Test mode→C_MAN. 
calls from landings are not accepted (the car calls are still enabled, and those simulated by control board keypad too) and 
the door movement is disabled. In this test mode, the ESC button on the board keypad stops the car immediately. 
To disable all test modes, set: 
MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C00:Test mode→DISAB. 
 

 Overtravel test 
Start the test from: 
MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C82:Overrun test→YES 
Driving the car in Inspection mode, the car at the extreme floors does not stop neither on the magnets nor on floor stop 
zone, but after slowing down, it will continue its movement (until the command is ON) until the overtravel limit point. 
 

 UCMP test 
For correct management of the uncontrolled movement, enable and appropriately program all the parameters related to 
relevelling function and safety bypass circuit. 
To check the correct behaviour of the system block in case of uncontrolled movement, set: 
MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C81:test UCMP→YES. 
The system remains in normal operation. When the doors are open, keep pressed the UP and DW buttons of the on-board 
keypad; the control board modifies the reading of position sensors in order to simulate the exit of the car from the stop 
zone (downwards). As soon as the board checks this event, it activates the upwards self-levelling, which will cause an exit 
from the door zone (the sensors sequence will simulate the car sliding down while it is moving upwards) with consequent 
generation of the uncontrolled movement fault '83'. This test is manually disabled by the parameter or automatically 
disabled at the end of the test, or by switching off the control board. 

12. EMERGENCY 
In the event of a power outage, if the lift is powered with an emergency power supply source (for example with a battery 
on the pin BAT), the lift performs an Emergency manoeuvre. 
Emergency manoeuvre general characteristics: 

- The Emergency manoeuvre is disabled in Inspection; 
- The emergency manoeuvre is allowed also in lift with no pit and with no headroom; 
- All safeties must be powered during the manoeuvre; 
- The car occupied contact cco is disabled; 
- The overload contact ccs is disabled; 
- The extreme floors sensors alarms ‘55’ and ‘54’ are deactivated; 
- The travel direction control is disabled; 
- The doors controls are enabled (alarm ‘50’, alarm ‘49’, alarm ‘48’ and alarm ‘61’); 
- If the emergency activates also the input programmed as esf, the cycling brake release mode is activated (check 

§12.4 ). 
- If the drive provides an output that indicates the preferable movement direction, it can be connected to the input 

programmed as dfe (check §12.5 ). 
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 Emergency mode activation and deactivation 
The Emergency mode begins when the em input closes, when an alternative power supply is connected, for example a 
battery connected between BAT pin and GND. If the power supply for the control board interrupts with no backup power, 
when the board will be powered up again, the car will perform the emergency movement through a synchronization 
movement to the extreme floor (if em is still active). 

- In case the eon output is programmed, if the car is moving it is immediately stopped; 
- After the activation of em input, the board waits for the time programmed in 

MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E22:T.emerg. ON (s) 
to allow the devices in the control panel to reach a stable condition; using an inverter, this delay should be long 
enough to allow the complete discharging of the power that could be left in its capacitors; 

- The eon output turns ON and the operation can start; 
- The board starts the emergency functions depending on the selected Emergency mode (see the next paragraphs for 

details); 
- Once the car arrives on the destination floor, the doors open; 
- After the time programmed in: 

MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E23:T.emerg. OFF(s) 
the output eof turns ON (the output eon turns OFF 3 seconds before this time) and emergency manoeuvre ends. 

When the em input deactivates before the end of the manoeuvre, the car ends anyway the last action in progress before, 
and then exits the Emergency mode and deactivating eon and eof outputs. 
 

 Shutdown timer in Emergency mode 
It is possible to program the timer in parameter: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E10:Batt.deact(min) 
to power off the board if the voltage detected between CL and GND terminals is below 15 Vdc. 
In emergency (input em ON) this feature is always active. For further details check §10.28 . 
 

 Standard Emergency mode (blackout) 
Set the target floor for emergency movement in: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E09:Emergency flr 
By setting NEXT value, the target floor will be the next floor in the movement direction (the direction may depend on the 
running Emergency mode, see the next paragraphs for details).  
If the car had stopped out of floor, the control board always commands a movement in down direction, but, if the inverter 
moves in up direction, the floor counting will be correct. 
These situations may occur:   

- if the car is in the floor zone, no movement is performed; 
- for hydraulic lifts, if the lift is moving upwards the current movement is stopped; if the car is on a position above the 

emergency floor, it moves downwards to the programmed emergency floor with a regular stop; if the car is below 
the programmed emergency floor, the nearest floor in downwards direction becomes the target floor;  

- for traction lifts, the car reaches the programmed emergency floor. 
In any case, when the target floor is reached the doors open. 
 

 Cyclic brake release 
For traction lifts, if the inputs programmed as em and esf are both active and the car is not at the floor level, the control 
board tries to reach a floor by unlocking the brake cyclically, in order to take advantage of the weight imbalance. The 
output programmed as BRF, connected to the brake release contactor, switches OFF (brake blocked) for 3 seconds and ON 
(brake released) for the number of seconds programmed in: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E11:Brk force emg(s). 
If the car can stop at a floor level the doors open, otherwise another cycle is performed until a floor level is reached. 
In case of encoder positioning it is possible to set a maximum detected speed to stop the brake releasing before the timer 
runs out (the car is moving too fast with released brake): use parameter 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H15:Emg lim.spd(m/s). 
If the car is in Inspection mode, the described brake releasing cycles are performed only when an inspection movement 
command is active (Also in this case the doors will open only under inspection commands). 
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 Favorable direction movement 
The Emergency mode with the research of the most favorable direction is enabled by programming the input function dfe 
on an input; connect this input to the output (usually supplied by the drive) that defines the most favorable direction for 
the next start. 
The lift will perform these actions: 

- if the em input activates while the car is moving, the car will continue its movement in the current direction; 
- if the em input activates while the car is not moving or while it is stopping and it is not on the floor level, if dfe input 

is active the car will start an upwards movement, if it is not active it will start a downwards movement. 
- for any selected direction, the car will stop at the nearest floor in the travel direction and open the doors. 

13. CALLS/SIGNALLINGS 
 Reservation mode 

Select the kind of calls management by: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E00:Reservations 
UNIV: “Single call” mode; 
DM-C: “Dead man switch” mode in car and “Single call” mode from the floors; 
DM-T: “Dead man switch” mode in car and from floors; 
CCAR: “Collective” from the car and “Single call” from the floors; 
COLL: “Up/Down collective” mode; 
SIMP: “Simplified collective” mode. 
 

 Single call 
It is the most common type of call; the control panel moves the car to the floor that is called. 
While the system is in motion, no car call is allowed, and no floor call is allowed as long as the "occupied" status is active. 
This type of call is typical in the buildings with a small number of people or floors. 
 

 Dead man’s switch in car 
Using this mode, the floor calls are managed like in Single Call mode, but they can be stopped and canceled by pushing a 
COP button. With regard to car calls, you need to hold down the floor button to continue with the travel. The movement 
stops at the destination arrival or when the button is released or when another car button is pressed, the call is cancelled 
and the system waits for a new command from the car. When the occupied switches off the floor calls are available again. 
 

 Car+floor Dead man’s switch 
It is like the “Dead man’s switch in car” mode but for the floor calls also you need to hold down the button to move the 
car. Car calls are priorities. 
During a floor call, releasing the button the car stops, a new call will be available after the occupied switches off. 
 

 Car collective + Floor single call 
The car calls are managed like in Up/Down collective (see §13.1.5 ), but no floor call is allowed as long as the "busy" input 
is present. 
 

 Collective Up/Down 
In this mode the system serves the car calls and the floor calls not in chronological order, but according to the car position 
and its movement direction. 
For example: in case of a lift with a car going up, a down call from the floor X will only be served at the end of the current 
travel even if the cabin passes to the X floor. 
In case of double call from the same floor (UP + DOWN) the lift serves one call at time, according to the current 
movement direction. Whit this kind of reservation, you can use a full load contact (connected to ccc input), the car will not 
accept reservations when the car is full. This type of call is used in buildings with much traffic. 
To use the lift in Collective UP or Collective DOWN mode, use on the LOP only the UP or DOWN button. 
 

 Simplified collective 
It is like the collective UP/DOWN but in case of double call from the same floor (UP + DOWN) the lift serves all calls at the 
same time. 
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 Position indication 
The board shows the current car position: 

- On the onboard display (Absolute position, the lowest floor is always 0); 
 

- On the serial car and floor indicators; 
It is possible to change a floor symbol by: 
MENU→L.Menu SIGNALING→L17:Config. Floor msg. 
Note: before to change floor symbol, set the number of floors then the real lowest floor number. Modifying one 
of these parameters all symbol changes will be cancelled. 

 

- On the expansion board outputs. The used code can be set by: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K08:Pos.mode  
-BINARY (max 64 stops); 
-REV.BIN reverse binary (max 64 stops); 
-GRAY (max 64 stops); 
-REV. GRAY reverse gray (max 64 stops); 
-BCD (max 64 stops); 
-REV. BCD: reverse bcd (max 64 stops); 
-14 SEGM double 7 segments symbol; 
-7U+S+1+2 single 7 segments symbol + sign + ten + twenty; 
-7U+1+2+S single 7 segments symbol + ten + twenty + sign; 
-1WIRE: one wire per floor (max 32 stops). 

 

- On the on-board outputs programmed as bA, bB, bC, bD, bE.  
Also, in this case. the used code can be set by: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG: IN/OUT→K08:Pos.mode 
-BINARY (max 64 stops); 
-REV.BIN reverse binary (max 32 stops); 
-GRAY (max 32 stops); 
-REV. GRAY reverse gray (max 32 stops); 
-BCD (max 32 stops); 
-REV. BCD: reverse bcd (max 32 stops); 
-14 SEGM double 7 segments symbol; 
-7U+S+1+2 single 7 segments symbol + sign + ten + twenty; 
-7U+1+2+S single 7 segments symbol + ten + twenty + sign; 
-1WIRE: one wire per floor (max 5 stops). 

 
The tables below show the output state: 
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BINARY REV. 
BIN P5 

P4  
/ 

bE 

P3 
/ 

bD 

P2 
/ 

bC 

P1 
/ 

bB 

P0 
/ 

bA 
0 63 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 62 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 61 0 0 0 0 1 0 
3 60 0 0 0 0 1 1 
4 59 0 0 0 1 0 0 
5 58 0 0 0 1 0 1 
6 57 0 0 0 1 1 0 
7 56 0 0 0 1 1 1 
8 55 0 0 1 0 0 0 
9 54 0 0 1 0 0 1 

10 53 0 0 1 0 1 0 
11 52 0 0 1 0 1 1 
12 51 0 0 1 1 0 0 
13 50 0 0 1 1 0 1 
14 49 0 0 1 1 1 0 
15 48 0 0 1 1 1 1 
16 47 0 1 0 0 0 0 
17 46 0 1 0 0 0 1 
18 45 0 1 0 0 1 0 
19 44 0 1 0 0 1 1 
20 43 0 1 0 1 0 0 
21 42 0 1 0 1 0 1 
22 41 0 1 0 1 1 0 
23 40 0 1 0 1 1 1 
24 39 0 1 1 0 0 0 
25 38 0 1 1 0 0 1 
26 37 0 1 1 0 1 0 
27 36 0 1 1 0 1 1 
28 35 0 1 1 1 0 0 
29 34 0 1 1 1 0 1 
30 33 0 1 1 1 1 0 
31 32 0 1 1 1 1 1 
32 31 1 0 0 0 0 0 
33 30 1 0 0 0 0 1 
34 29 1 0 0 0 1 0 
35 28 1 0 0 0 1 1 
36 27 1 0 0 1 0 0 
37 26 1 0 0 1 0 1 
38 25 1 0 0 1 1 0 
39 24 1 0 0 1 1 1 
40 23 1 0 1 0 0 0 
41 22 1 0 1 0 0 1 
42 21 1 0 1 0 1 0 
43 20 1 0 1 0 1 1 
44 19 1 0 1 1 0 0 
45 18 1 0 1 1 0 1 
46 17 1 0 1 1 1 0 
47 16 1 0 1 1 1 1 
48 15 1 1 0 0 0 0 
49 14 1 1 0 0 0 1 
50 13 1 1 0 0 1 0 
51 12 1 1 0 0 1 1 
52 11 1 1 0 1 0 0 
53 10 1 1 0 1 0 1 
54 9 1 1 0 1 1 0 
55 8 1 1 0 1 1 1 
56 7 1 1 1 0 0 0 
57 6 1 1 1 0 0 1 
58 5 1 1 1 0 1 0 
59 4 1 1 1 0 1 1 
60 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 
61 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 
62 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
63 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 

GRAY GRAY 
NEG. P5 

P4  
/ 

bE 

P3 
/ 

bD 

P2 
/ 

bC 

P1 
/ 

bB 

P0 
/ 

bA 
0 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 43 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 40 0 0 0 0 1 1 
3 41 0 0 0 0 1 0 
4 46 0 0 0 1 1 0 
5 47 0 0 0 1 1 1 
6 44 0 0 0 1 0 1 
7 45 0 0 0 1 0 0 
8 34 0 0 1 1 0 0 
9 35 0 0 1 1 0 1 

10 32 0 0 1 1 1 1 
11 33 0 0 1 1 1 0 
12 38 0 0 1 0 1 0 
13 39 0 0 1 0 1 1 
14 36 0 0 1 0 0 1 
15 37 0 0 1 0 0 0 
16 58 0 1 1 0 0 0 
17 59 0 1 1 0 0 1 
18 56 0 1 1 0 1 1 
19 57 0 1 1 0 1 0 
20 62 0 1 1 1 1 0 
21 63 0 1 1 1 1 1 
22 60 0 1 1 1 0 1 
23 61 0 1 1 1 0 0 
24 50 0 1 0 1 0 0 
25 51 0 1 0 1 0 1 
26 48 0 1 0 1 1 1 
27 49 0 1 0 1 1 0 
28 54 0 1 0 0 1 0 
29 55 0 1 0 0 1 1 
30 52 0 1 0 0 0 1 
31 53 0 1 0 0 0 0 
32 10 1 1 0 0 0 0 
33 11 1 1 0 0 0 1 
34 8 1 1 0 0 1 1 
35 9 1 1 0 0 1 0 
36 14 1 1 0 1 1 0 
37 15 1 1 0 1 1 1 
38 12 1 1 0 1 0 1 
39 13 1 1 0 1 0 0 
40 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 
41 3 1 1 1 1 0 1 
42 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
43 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
44 6 1 1 1 0 1 0 
45 7 1 1 1 0 1 1 
46 4 1 1 1 0 0 1 
47 5 1 1 1 0 0 0 
48 26 1 0 1 0 0 0 
49 27 1 0 1 0 0 1 
50 24 1 0 1 0 1 1 
51 25 1 0 1 0 1 0 
52 30 1 0 1 1 1 0 
53 31 1 0 1 1 1 1 
54 28 1 0 1 1 0 1 
55 29 1 0 1 1 0 0 
56 18 1 0 0 1 0 0 
57 19 1 0 0 1 0 1 
58 16 1 0 0 1 1 1 
59 17 1 0 0 1 1 0 
60 22 1 0 0 0 1 0 
61 23 1 0 0 0 1 1 
62 20 1 0 0 0 0 1 
63 21 1 0 0 0 0 0 

 

BCD P6 P5 
P4  
/ 

bE 

P3 
/ 

bD 

P2 
/ 

bC 

P1 
/ 

bB 

P0 
/ 

bA 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
6 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
7 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

10 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
12 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
13 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
14 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
15 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
16 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
17 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 
18 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
19 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
20 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
21 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
22 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
23 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
24 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
25 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
26 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
27 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
28 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
29 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
30 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
31 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
32 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
33 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
34 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
35 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
36 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
37 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
38 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
39 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
40 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
41 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
42 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
43 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
44 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
45 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
46 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
47 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 
48 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
49 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
50 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
51 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
52 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
53 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 
54 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 
55 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
56 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 
57 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
58 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
59 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
60 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
61 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
62 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
63 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

 

 
Active output P0/bA P1/bB P2/bC P3/bD P4/bE P5 ... P63 
1 Wire 0 1 2 3 4 5 ... 63 
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Seven segments (7U+S+1+2, 7U+1+2+S, 14 SEGM) 

 
 

 Arrows 
The fs/fd arrow outputs indicate the car current direction when the car moves, fs is UP direction and fd is DOWN 
direction.  
They can indicate also the next direction depending on the kind of reservation (see §13.1 ) and on the following setting: 
 MENU→L.Menu SIGNALING→L00:Nxt dir.arrow→NORM/EXP/EXPS.. 

- In SINGLE CALL mode, regardless the Next direction arrow setting, the fs/fd outputs indicate only the car current 
direction and go off when the cabin stops; 

- In COLLECTIVE, if Nxt dir.arrow→NORM when the cabin stops fs/fd outputs indicate the direction of the travel to 
the new stop, if a new call is present, otherwise they turn off; 

- In COLLECTIVE, if Nxt dir.arrow→EXP when the low speed is activated, fs/fd outputs indicate the direction of the 
travel to the new stop, if a new call is present, otherwise they indicate the current direction until the car stops. 
When there is a new call, the next direction will be showed.  

- In COLLECTIVE, if Nxt dir.arrow→EXPS when the low speed is activated, fs/fd outputs and even the arrow icons on 
the serial display inside the car indicate the direction of the travel to the new stop, if a new call is present, 
otherwise they indicate the current direction until the car stops.  
When there is a new call, the next direction will be showed. 

 

 Pushbutton lights 
The COP and LOP pushbutton lights can have different meanings depending on the kind of reservation and on the custom 
settings (signalling menu). 
 COP pushbutton light meaning LOP UP pushbutton light meaning LOP DOWN pushbutton light meaning 
Single call - FA = Fixed arrival 

- BA = Blinking arrival 
- POS =  Position 
- POS + BA =  Position  
+ Blinking arrival 

- FA = Fixed arrival 
- BA = Blinking arrival 
- PRS = Car present 
- PRS + BA = Car present 
+ Blinking arrival 
- ALM = Alarm sent 

- FA = Fixed arrival 
- BA = Blinking arrival 
- OCC =  Occupied 
- OCC +BA=  Occupied + Blinking arrival 
- OCC +BM=  Occupied  
+ Blinking in movement 

Collective - RSR = Reserved 
- RSR + BA = Reserved  
+ Blinking arrival 

- RSR = Reserved (if DOWN LOP LED is set as 
RSR+BA, this light has the same behaviour) 
- PRS = Present 

- RSR = Reserved 
- RSR+BA = Reserved + Blinking arrival 
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 Acoustic signals 
 Button beep 

Select the setting of button beep from: 
MENU→L.Menu SIGNALING→L07:Car button beep→YES/NO 
MENU→L.Menu SIGNALING→L08:Flr button beep→YES/NO 

 Gong 
Set the following gong options for car and floors: 

- Gong in car 
MENU→L.Menu SIGNALING→L09:Car gong enabl.→YES/NO 

- Sound signal on floors (3 tones gong or single beep) 
MENU→L.Menu SIGNALING→L10:Flr gong enabl.→NO/3T/1T 

- Number of floor gongs to indicate UP direction (the silence between two gong signals is 1 second): 
MENU→L.Menu SIGNALING→L11:Gong number up→0/1/2; 

- Number of floor gongs to indicate DOWN direction (the silence between two gong signals is 1 second): 
MENU→L.Menu SIGNALING→L12:Gong number down→0/1/2; 

- Enable the gong at slowdown: 
MENU→L.Menu SIGNALING→L13:Slowdown gong→YES/NO; 

- Select the duration of each single gong sound (in tenths of a second): 
MENU→L.Menu SIGNALING→L14:Gong durat.(ds)→0/1/2. 
The interval between multiple gong sound is one second. 

 
 Alarm button 

Alarm procedure sequence: 
- Pressing the alarm button (alm input) for at least 0.5 seconds activates intermittently the alarm signal (SA output) 

that remains in this state even after releasing the button; 
- The ALARM RECEIVED signal (ar input) deactivates the sa alarm signal and activates the signal received in fixed light 

(sar); 
- RESET ALARM signal (res) or the car movement for a call, deactivates sa and sar. 

 
 Guest call 

This function is enabled by programming:  
MENU→O.Menu WORK.MODES→O06:Mod. puls.piano→ GC.  
By holding down an external call button from floor X for 3 seconds, the guest call is initiated, which will send the car to 
pick up the guest at the parking floor programmed on: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E06: Parking Floor 
And then it will send it to floor X.  
In case of an operation with reservation, before bringing the guest to floor X, the car puts the floor reservations on hold, 
while continuing to serve car calls. When the car calls end, the call is placed to take the guest to the destination floor. 
Once the car arrives at the destination floor, the operaton is completed and the lift returns to serving calls normally. 

  
 Calls with code 

The board provides 10 codes to be used in the cabin to limit the use of certain floors to a certain group of people. Coding 
a floor removes the possibility of moving the car to that floor by simply pressing the car button as it normally happens. 
To dial the code, press and hold the door opening button pap and then press in sequence the 6 "digits" that compose it, 
chosen from the call buttons in the car (to form the sequence, the other buttons or service inputs are not valid, such as 
door opening button, door closing button, etc.). When the pap is released, the call will be made. 
The entered codes can be modified directly from inside the cabin, to change a code it is enough to be aware of it and carry 
out the modification procedure. 
In the case of systems with dead man’s controls it is not possible to perform the call automatically, so only in this case the 
insertion of the code is limited to allowing the use of the desired call button, which must then be pressed to move the car 
according to the procedures of the dead man’s call; the unlocked destination will be locked again by the code upon arrival 
at the destination or when the system becomes free again. 
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ENABLING A NEW CODE (DEFAULT)  
- Select an empty slot from the 10 available in parameter: 

MENU→O.Menu WORK.MODES→O80: Car call codes   
Select the call to which you want to associate the new code sequnce in floor-opening side format (selecting floor 
“XX-X” equals to canceling the code 

- Select DEFAULT to enable a code to the selected floor. The default code assigned temporarily equals to the 
sequence of 6 times the call button for the selected floor. 

- At this point, it is possible to change the default code with a custom code.  
  
MODIFYING A CODE 

- Move with the car to the floor to be changed. 
- Once at the floor to be modified, hold down pap and enter the current code. A gong is sent to the car once pap is 

released.  
- Hold down pap and insert the code again. When pap is released, 2 beeps separated by a pause of 1 second are sent 

to the car.  
- Hold down pap e and insert the code again. When pap is released, 2 beeps separated by a pause of 1 second are 

sent to the car. At this point, the old code has been definitively replaced by the new one.  
ATTENTION: it is not possible to use new codes consisting of the same 6 digits (same call button pressed 6 times), 
because these sequences are reserved as default to a new code insertion.  
   
DELETING A CODE 

- Select the slot that you want to modify from parameter:  
MENU→O.Menu WORK.MODES→O80:Car call codes  

- Select floor “XX-X” (code cancellation)  
- Select CANC in order to confirm the deletion.  
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14. SERIAL 
 Selection 

You can select whether and what serial communication enable between the control board, expansion boards and 
peripherals (landing, car and car roof) by: MENU→I.Menu SERIAL 

 Serial ports 
The onboard serial ports are: 

• CAN-1 (pin L1-H1-GND-VIM), CAN port for I/O expansion boards and car/car roof peripherals; 
• CAN-2 (pin L2-H2-GND-VIM), CAN port for multiplex management and/or landing peripherals; 
• RS485-1(pin A1-B1-GND-VIM), RS485 port for landing peripherals. 
• VEGA (pin CLK-DATO-GND-VIM on EXCON connector), for landing and car/car roof peripherals; 

 Car/Car roof peripherals 
Serial peripherals typically used in the car are displays, calls collection boards and service signals collection boards or 
boards that perform both of these functions. 
To use a car roof board, select the appropriate protocol from: 
MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I00:Roof ser.prot. 
To use a car board, select the appropriate protocol from: 
MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I02:Car ser.prot. 
It is also possible to use a second supplementary board on the same serial channel of the car board through parameter: 
MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I03:Aux car periph. 

• - - -: no additional car board (less than 24 I/Os); 
• 1x2: single car button panel with 2 calls collection boards (from 25 to 48 I/Os);  
• 1x2n: single car button panel with 2 calls collection boards, without using expansions (from 25 to 32 I/Os); 
• 1x3: single car button panel with 3 calls collection boards, (from 49 to 72 I/Os); 
• 2x1: double car button panel with 1 calls collection board for each button panel (from 25 to 48 I/Os); 
• 2x2: double car button panel with 2 calls collection boards for each button panel (from 25 to 48 I/Os for each 

button panel) 
• 2x2n: double car button panel with 2 calls collection boards for each button panel, without using expansions 

(from 25 to 32 I/Os for each button panel) 
• 2x3: double car button panel with 3 calls collection boards for each button panel (from 49 to 72 I/Os for ach 

button panel) 
• SEC: FOR VEGA SERIAL ONLY: single car button panel with 2 calls collection boards (from 25 to 48 I/Os);   
• SEN: FOR VEGA SERIAL ONLY: single car button panel with 2 calls collection boards without using expansions 

(from 16 to 32 I/Os); 

In order to choose the number of peripherals to be used, you need to consider the total number of I/Os (buttons, lights 
relating to the lift calls + service inputs/outputs to be used in the car). 

 

Below, some graphs that represent the addresses to use for the various peripherals with an example of use:  
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24 I/O
(16+EXP)

24 I/O

24 I/O

24 I/O

24 I/O

24 I/O

COP 0 COP 1
ADDRESS C0-A

ADDRESS C0-B

ADDRESS C0-C

ADDRESS C1-A 

ADDRESS C1-B 

ADDRESS C1-C

CONTROL PANEL

SERIAL PROTOCOL: CAN

 

PAR. I03 
VALUE 

COP 
AMOUNT 

BOARDS 
AMOUNT 

I/O NUMBER 
of the COP “0” 

I/O NUMBER 
of the COP “1” 

TOTAL I/O 
NUMBER 

--- 1 1 (+ EXP) 24 (o 16+EXP) --- 24 (o 16+EXP) 
1x2 1 2 24+24 --- 48 
1x3 1 3 24+24+24 --- 64 

1x2n 1 2 16+24 --- 40 
2x1 2 2 24 24 48 
2x2 2 4 24+24 24+24 96 
2x3 2 6 24+24+24 24+24+24 144 

2x2n 2 2 16+24 16+24 80 

 

Example: 

- 12 floors installation 
- Double selective access on all floors (24 calls) 
- pap and pcp functions 
- single button panel in the car 

For this installation are needed 26 I/Os.  
When using CAN peripherals from 24 I/Os (or 16 I/Os + expansions), you must set: 

• MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I03: Aux car periph.→1x2 
• Addresses of serial peripherals in the car = C0-A and C0-B 
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24 I/O
(16+EXP)

24 I/O

COP 0 COP 1
ADDRESS 0

ADDRESS 2

ADDRESS 2

CONTROL PANEL

SERIAL PROTOCOL: VEGA

24 I/O

ADDRESS 0

CONTROL PANEL

COP 0

24 I/O

 

 

PAR. I03 
VALUE 

COP 
AMOUNT 

BOARDS 
AMOUNT 

I/O NUMBER 
of COP “0” 

I/O 
NUMBER 

of COP “1” 

TOTAL I/O 
NUMBER 

---  1  1 (+ EXP)  24 (o 16+EXP)  ---  24 (or 16+EXP) 

SEC  1  2  24+24  ---  48 
SEN  1  2  16+24  ---  40 
2x1  2  2  24  24  48 

 

 

Example: 

- 12 floors lift 
- Double selective access to all floors (24 calls) 
- pap and pcp functions 
- single button panel in the car 

for this installation 26 I/Os are needed. 

When using Vega serial peripherals from 24 I/Os (or 16 I/Os + expansions), set: 
• MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I03: Aux car periph.→SEC 
• Addresses of serial peripherals in the car = 0 and 2 
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CAR PERIPHERALS
Control panel

BAT VIM CL GND O4 O3 O2 O1 PAT AP2 AP1 CP +5V GND +12v
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D
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S1
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X
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N
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B+
A-

A+

JP
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ST1
ST2
ST3
ST4

SIC 1

SIC 2

SIC 3

SIC 4

SIC 5

B2A2B1A1L2H2L1H1 KEGNDDINDEX KI VIM

KE G
ND DE

X
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M

+VINT
+12V
+5V

ADJ
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TS
TG
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TD

+

ESC ENT UP DOWN
U

AR
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U
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DISPLAY

CALLS

CAR ROOF
BOARD

VIMKIKEGNDDINDEX

VEGA SERIAL

2
Internal serial, clock

Internal serial, data

L2H2L1

CAN BUS

CAN HIGH

CAN LOW

H1

4 5
2 3
0 1
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 IMPORTANT: All the serial peripherals need an external power supply, for the VEGA serial is mandatory 
to connect the negative wire of the external power supply to the board GND (highlighted in the picture). 
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 CRBLINK 
Car roof board designed for the management of 2 opening sides (door controls, door limit switches), roof inspection, 
reading of position sensors and other service inputs and outputs. 
The I/O mappings between the board terminals and the programming I/O are: 

INPUT CODE TERMINAL  OUTPUT CODE TERMINAL 
k00 - - -  k00 - - - 
k01 IN2  k01 - - - 
k02 CCC  k02 FAN 
k03 IN1  k03 FS 
k04 CM2  k04 - - - 
k05 CCS  k05 OUT1 
k06 MAN  k06 OUT2 
k07 CCO  k07 AP2 
k08 CM1  k08 CP2 
k09 ZP  k09 AP1 
k10 PSM  k10 CP1 
k11 PDM  k11 OCC 

k12 RS  k12 (power OFF for 
light curtains) 

k13 RD  k13 DIF 
k14 ICV  k14 FAN 
k15 IF  k15 FS 
k16 CAB  k16 - - - 
k17 PRE  k17 - - - 
k18 FTC1  k18 - - - 
k19 FTC2  k19 - - - 
k20 LC1  k20 - - - 
k21 LC2  k21 - - - 
k22 LA1  k22 - - - 
k23 LA2  k23 - - - 

 

 ITF400 
ITF400 is a board that can handle up to 24 inputs and 24 outputs.  
The board address is programmable (values from 0 to 3). 

INPUT CODE 
(ADDR. = 0/2) 

INPUT CODE 
(ADDR. = 1) TERMINAL  OUTPUT CODE 

(ADDR. = 0/2) 
OUTPUT CODE 

(ADDR. = 1) TERMINAL 

s00 k00 I0  s00 k00 O0 
s01 k01 I1  s01 k01 O1 
s02 k02 I2  s02 k02 O2 
s03 k03 I3  s03 k03 O3 
s04 k04 I4  s04 k04 O4 
s05 k05 I5  s05 k05 O5 
s06 k06 I6  s06 k06 O6 
s07 k07 I7  s07 k07 O7 
s08 k08 I8  s08 k08 O8 
s09 k09 I9  s09 k09 O9 
s10 k10 I10  s10 k10 O10 
s11 k11 I11  s11 k11 O11 
s12 k12 I12  s12 k12 O12 
s13 k13 I13  s13 k13 O13 
s14 k14 I14  s14 k14 O14 
s15 k15 I15  s15 k15 O15 
s16 k16 I16  s16 k16 O16 
s17 k17 I17  s17 k17 O17 
s18 k18 I18  s18 k18 O18 
s19 k19 I19  s19 k19 O19 
s20 k20 I20  s20 k20 O20 
s21 k21 I21  s21 k21 O21 
s22 k22 I22  s22 k22 O22 
s23 k23 I23  s23 k23 O23 
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 Landing peripherals 
On the floors, it is possible to connect serial call collection boards or displays with call collection.  
It is also possible to connect the boards that collect signals for pit inspection to the same serial channel. 

To specify the protocol used for floors serial channel, program: 
MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I01:Floor ser.prot 

LANDING PERIPHERALS
Control panel

BAT VIM CL GND O4 O3 O2 O1 PAT AP2 AP1 CP +5V GND +12v
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DISPLAY

CALLS

I

PIT INSPECTION 
BOX

VIMKIKEGNDDINDEX

VEGA SERIAL2

External serial, clock

External serial, data

L2H2L1

CAN BUS

CAN HIGH

CAN LOW

B2A2B1A1

Rs485 BUS

RS485 A

RS485 B 
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 IMPORTANT: All the serial peripherals need an external power supply, for the VEGA serial is mandatory 
to connect the negative wire of the external power supply to the board GND (highlighted in the picture). 
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 RS485 and CAN automatic addressing 
The landing devices must have a landing address to work properly. 
For the device with call inputs is possible to pre-program the address of the boards before mounting them on the field, 
with a manual addressing procedure (check the device manual for further information). 
Below there is the description of the actions necessary to perform an “automatic” addressing procedure that can be 
applied with all the peripherals already installed. 
ADDRESS RESET 
This procedure reset all addresses of landing peripherals. 

- With the lift not moving, enter the programming menu (ENTER button) 
- Select: 

MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I80:reset f.boards→** 
Button lights on all landing operation panels start blinking. 

- Exit (ESC button) 
ADDRESS ASSIGNEMENT 

- Move the car to the floor where the device is installed; 
- Push one of the calls buttons (UP or DOWN) of the device. 

If the button lights stop blinking, the procedure is ok and the device is programmed with the floor address where the car 
is. Repeat the procedure for each device at each floor. 
 

 I/Os mapping 
Car and car roof peripherals for CAN and Vega serial protocol can be managed with custom mappings for I/Os.  
Standard mapping presets are available as a base to customize the I/Os for a specific lift. 
 

 Standard mappings 
The standard I/Os presets for car peripherals (addresses 0 and 2 for Vega serial) and car roof peripherals (address 1 for 
Vega serial) can be set by: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG.IN/OUT→K80:Preset serial 
Choosing one of these values: 
-DEF: factory default settings; 
-DSP+S: calls collection in car and service inputs / outputs on car roof; 
-CAB-D: car peripherals with calls collection and door command buttons (open and close commands); 
-CAB-P: car peripherals with calls collection and position signalling outputs; 
-CABx2: calls collection on two peripherals and service inputs / outputs: the disposition of the calls pushbutton and lights 
begins on the board with car address and continues on the board with address car roof; 
-SRC+K: car peripherals with calls collection and door command buttons (open and close commands) and car roof 
peripherals with service inputs / outputs (“SERCAR+KITTI” in case of Vega serial); 
-DSP+K: car peripheral with calls collection and door command buttons (open and close commands) and car roof 
peripherals with service inputs / outputs (“LCD500+KITTI” in case of Vega serial). 
-DSP+C: car peripheral with calls collection and door command buttons (open and close commands) and car roof 
peripherals with service inputs / outputs (“LCD500+CRBLINK” in case of Vega serial); 
 
The descriptions of these mappings for control boards, car peripherals and car roof peripherals are in the following pages. 
 

WARNING: While choosing and customizing the mappings, DO NOT program the service functions on the same 
inputs/outputs that are dedicated to call pushbuttons / pushbuttons lights. An overlapping of these functions may 
generate an unexpected behaviour of the devices connected to the I/Os, and of the control board too. 
This condition depends on the custom mapping and on the number of stops. 
For example, with DSP+S mapping preset, if the lift is programmed with 16 stops (that is more than 13), it is necessary to 
modify the mapping, leaving the k13-k14-k1 inputs 5 and the outputs K13-K14-K15 of the car roof peripheral (address 1) 
with no service function, because they will be used for pushbuttons calls and pushbuttons lights for floors 13-14-15.  
The service functions set by the preset for these three inputs and outputs can be unprogrammed or, if they are necessary, 
they can be mapped on other inputs and outputs that are not used on another board with programmable I/Os (for further 
information see §5.6 and §5.8 ). 
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DEF Mappings for CPU100 control board I/Os: 

CPU100 INPUT INPUT FUNCTION  CPU100 OUTPUT OUTPUT FUNCTION 
FLT flt – n.c.  EN En 
FRN frn – n.c.  S2 s2 
CO - - -  S1 s1 

RA - - -  S0 s0 
I4 - - -  DW Dw 
I3 - - -  UP Up 
I2 - - -  CP cp1 
I1 mng – n.o.  AP1 ap1 

CCS ccs – n.o. +  ml1 – n.o.  AP2 ap2 
FS3 cep – n.o.  PAT pat 
CS1 fcq – n.o.  O1 - - - 

MAN man – n.o.  O2 - - - 
EM em – n.o.  O3 - - - 
TSD tsd – n.c.  O4 - - - 
CPP - - -  A Ba 
APG - - -  B Bb 
PAP pap – n.o.  C Bc 
APA mcs – n.o.  D Bd 
ICV is – n.o.  E scp 
IF id – n.o.  F sby 

RD rd – n.c.  G acs 
RS rs – n.c.  H Isd 

PSM psm – n.o.  TGP Vg 
PDM pdm – n.o.  TD Dd 

ALM (AL+/AL-) alm– n.o.  TS Ds 
AUX1 uca – n.o.  BAT bat 
AUX2 ucb – n.o.    
AUX3 - - -    
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DEF Mappings for car and car roof boards I/Os: 
CAR BOARD (address 0 / 2) 

Car board INPUT CALL BUTTON 
INPUT 

INPUT SERVICE 
FUNCTION 

 Car board 
OUTPUT 

BUTTON LIGHT 
OUTPUT 

OUTPUT SERVICE 
FUNCTION 

s00 C00 - - - S00 L00 - - - 
s01 C01 - - - S01 L01 - - - 
s02 C02 - - - S02 L02 - - - 
s03 C03 - - - S03 L03 - - - 
s04 C04 - - - S04 L04 - - - 
s05 C05 - - - S05 L05 - - - 
s06 C06 - - - S06 L06 - - - 
s07 C07 - - - S07 L07 - - - 
s08 C08 - - - S08 L08 - - - 
s09 C09 - - - S09 L09 - - - 
s10 C10 - - - S10 L10 - - - 
s11 C11 - - - S11 L11 - - - 
s12 C12 - - - S12 L12 - - - 
s13 C13 - - - S13 L13 - - - 
s14 C14 - - - S14 L14 - - - 
s15 C15 - - - S15 L15 - - - 
s16 C16 - - - S16 L16 - - - 
s17 C17 - - - S17 L17 - - - 
s18 C18 - - - S18 L18 - - - 
s19 C19 - - - S19 L19 - - - 
s20 C20 - - - S20 L20 - - - 
s21 C21 - - - S21 L21 - - - 
s22 C22 - - - S22 L22 - - - 
s23 C23 - - - S23 L23 - - - 

 

CAR ROOF BOARD (address 1) 
Roof board 

INPUT 
CALL 

BUTTONINPUT 
INPUT SERVICE 

FUNCTION 
 Roof board 

OUTPUT 
BUTTON 

LIGHT OUTPUT 
OUTPUT SERVICE 

FUNCTION 
k00 - - - - - - K00 - - - - - - 
k01 - - - - - - K01 - - - - - - 
k02 - - - - - - K02 - - - - - - 
k03 - - - - - - K03 - - - - - - 
k04 - - - - - - K04 - - - - - - 
k05 - - - - - - K05 - - - - - - 
k06 - - - - - - K06 - - - - - - 
k07 - - - - - - K07 - - - - - - 
k08 - - - - - - K08 - - - - - - 
k09 - - - - - - K09 - - - - - - 
k10 - - - - - - K10 - - - - - - 
k11 - - - - - - K11 - - - - - - 
k12 - - - - - - K12 - - - - - - 
k13 - - - - - - K13 - - - - - - 
k14 - - - - - - K14 - - - - - - 
k15 - - - - - - K15 - - - - - - 
k16 - - - - - - K16 - - - - - - 
k17 - - - - - - K17 - - - - - - 
k18 - - - - - - K18 - - - - - - 
k19 - - - - - - K19 - - - - - - 
k20 - - - - - - K20 - - - - - - 
k21 - - - - - - K21 - - - - - - 
k22 - - - - - - K22 - - - - - - 
k23 - - - - - -  K23 - - - - - - 
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DSP+S Mappings for CPU100 control board I/Os: 

CPU100 INPUT INPUT FUNCTION  CPU100 OUTPUT OUTPUT FUNCTION 
FLT flt – n.c. EN en 
FRN frn – n.c. S2 s2 
CO - - - S1 s1 

RA - - - S0 s0 
I4 - - - DW dw 
I3 - - - UP up 
I2 - - - CP cp1 
I1 mng – n.o. AP1 ap1 

CCS ml1 – n.o. AP2 ap2 
FS3 cep – n.o. PAT pat 
CS1 fcq – n.o. O1 - - - 

MAN man – n.o. O2 - - - 
EM em – n.o. O3 - - - 
TSD tsd – n.c. O4 - - - 
CPP - - - A ba 
APG - - - B bb 
PAP - - - C bc 
APA mcs – n.o. D bd 
ICV - - - E scp 
IF - - - F sby 

RD - - - G acs 
RS - - - H isd 

PSM psm – n.o. TGP vg 
PDM pdm – n.o. TD dd 

ALM (AL+/AL-) alm– n.o. TS ds 
AUX1 uca – n.o. BAT bat 
AUX2 ucb – n.o.   
AUX3 - - -    
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DSP+S Mappings for car and car roof boards I/Os: 
 

CAR BOARD (address 0 / 2) 
Car  

board 
INPUT 

CALL 
BUTTO

N 
INPUT 

SERVICE 
FUNCTIO
N INPUT 

 Car 
board 

OUTPUT 

BUTTON 
LIGHT 

OUTPUT 

SERVICE 
FUNCTION 
OUTPUT 

s00 C00 - - - S00 L00 - - - 
s01 C01 - - - S01 L01 - - - 
s02 C02 - - - S02 L02 - - - 
s03 C03 - - - S03 L03 - - - 
s04 C04 - - - S04 L04 - - - 
s05 C05 - - - S05 L05 - - - 
s06 C06 - - - S06 L06 - - - 
s07 C07 - - - S07 L07 - - - 
s08 C08 - - - S08 L08 - - - 
s09 C09 - - - S09 L09 - - - 
s10 C10 - - - S10 L10 - - - 
s11 C11 - - - S11 L11 - - - 
s12 C12 - - - S12 L12 - - - 
s13 C13 - - - S13 L13 - - - 
s14 C14 - - - S14 L14 - - - 
s15 C15 - - - S15 L15 - - - 
s16 C16 - - - S16 L16 - - - 
s17 C17 - - - S17 L17 - - - 
s18 C18 - - - S18 L18 - - - 
s19 C19 - - - S19 L19 - - - 
s20 C20 - - - S20 L20 - - - 
s21 C21 - - - S21 L21 - - - 
s22 C22 - - -  S22 L22 - - - 
s23 C23 - - -  S23 L23 - - - 

 

CAR ROOF BOARD (address 1) 
Roof 

board 
INPUT 

CALL  
BUTTON 

INPUT 

SERVICE 
FUNCTION 

INPUT 

 Roof 
board 

OUTPUT 

BUTTON 
LIGHT 

OUTPUT 

SERVICE 
FUNCTION 
OUTPUT 

k00 - - - - - - K00 - - - - - - 
k01 - - - - - - K01 - - - - - - 
k02 - - - - - - K02 - - - - - - 
k03 - - - - - - K03 - - - - - - 
k04 - - - - - - K04 - - - - - - 
k05 - - - - - - K05 - - - - - - 
k06 - - - - - - K06 - - - - - - 
k07 - - - - - - K07 - - - - - - 
k08 - - - - - - K08 - - - - - - 
k09 - - - - - - K09 - - - - - - 
k10 - - - - - - K10 - - - - - - 
k11 - - - - - - K11 - - - - - - 
k12 - - - - - - K12 - - - - - - 
k13 - - - ccs – n.o. K13 - - - ap3 
k14 - - - mas – n.o. K14 - - - cp3 
k15 - - - pcp – n.o. K15 - - - ap2 
k16 - - - cm1 – n.c. K16 - - - cp2 
k17 - - - pap – n.o. K17 - - - ap1 
k18 - - - pss – n.o. K18 - - - cp1 
k19 - - - pds – n.o. K19 - - - occ 
k20 - - - rs – n.c. K20 - - - gn 
k21 - - - rd – n.c. K21 - - - snr 
k22 - - - is – n.o. K22 - - - fs 
k23 - - - id – n.o. K23 - - - fd 
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CAB-D Mappings for CPU100 control board I/Os: 

CPU100 INPUT INPUT FUNCTION  CPU100 OUTPUT OUTPUT FUNCTION 
FLT flt – n.c. EN en 
FRN frn – n.c. S2 s2 
CO - - - S1 s1 

RA - - - S0 s0 
I4 - - - DW dw 
I3 - - - UP up 
I2 - - - CP - - - 
I1 mng – n.o. AP1 - - - 

CCS ml1 – n.o. AP2 - - - 
FS3 cep – n.o. PAT pat 
CS1 fcq – n.o. O1 - - - 

MAN man – n.o. O2 - - - 
EM em – n.o. O3 - - - 
TSD tsd – n.c. O4 - - - 
CPP - - - A ba 
APG - - - B bb 
PAP - - - C bc 
APA mcs – n.o. D bd 
ICV - - - E scp 
IF - - - F sby 

RD - - - G acs 
RS - - - H cf1 

PSM psm – n.o. TGP vg 
PDM pdm – n.o. TD dd 

ALM (AL+/AL-) alm– n.o.  TS ds 
AUX1 uca – n.o. BAT bat 
AUX2 ucb – n.o.   
AUX3 - - -   
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CAB-D Mappings for car and car roof boards I/Os: 
 

CAR BOARD (address 0 / 2) 
Car board INPUT CALL BUTTON 

INPUT 
SERVICE 

FUNCTION INPUT 
 Car board 

OUTPUT 
BUTTON 

LIGHT OUTPUT 
SERVICE FUNCTION 

OUTPUT 
s00 C00 - - -  S00 L00 - - - 
s01 C01 - - -  S01 L01 - - - 
s02 C02 - - -  S02 L02 - - - 
s03 C03 - - -  S03 L03 - - - 
s04 C04 - - -  S04 L04 - - - 
s05 C05 - - -  S05 L05 - - - 
s06 C06 - - -  S06 L06 - - - 
s07 C07 - - -  S07 L07 - - - 
s08 C08 - - -  S08 L08 - - - 
s09 C09 - - -  S09 L09 - - - 
s10 C10 - - -  S10 L10 - - - 
s11 C11 - - -  S11 L11 - - - 
s12 C12 - - -  S12 L12 - - - 
s13 C13 ccs – n.o.  S13 L13 ap3 
s14 C14 mas – n.o.  S14 L14 cp3 
s15 C15 pcp – n.o.  S15 L15 ap2 
s16 C16 cm1 – n.c.  S16 L16 cp2 
s17 C17 pap – n.o.  S17 L17 ap1 
s18 C18 pss – n.o.  S18 L18 cp1 
s19 C19 pds – n.o.  S19 L19 occ 
s20 C20 rs – n.c. S20 L20 gn 
s21 C21 rd – n.c. S21 L21 snr 
s22 C22 is – n.o. S22 L22 fs 
s23 C23 id – n.o.  S23 L23 fd 

 

CAR ROOF BOARD (address 1) 
Roof 

board INPUT 
CALL BUTTON 

INPUT 
SERVICE 

FUNCTION INPUT 
 Roof board 

OUTPUT 
BUTTON LIGHT 

OUTPUT 
SERVICE FUNCTION 

OUTPUT 
k00 - - - - - -  K00 - - - - - - 
k01 - - - - - -  K01 - - - - - - 
k02 - - - - - -  K02 - - - - - - 
k03 - - - - - -  K03 - - - - - - 
k04 - - - - - -  K04 - - - - - - 
k05 - - - - - -  K05 - - - - - - 
k06 - - - - - -  K06 - - - - - - 
k07 - - - - - -  K07 - - - - - - 
k08 - - - - - -  K08 - - - - - - 
k09 - - - - - -  K09 - - - - - - 
k10 - - - - - -  K10 - - - - - - 
k11 - - - - - -  K11 - - - - - - 
k12 - - - - - -  K12 - - - - - - 
k13 - - - - - -  K13 - - - - - - 
k14 - - - - - -  K14 - - - - - - 
k15 - - - - - -  K15 - - - - - - 
k16 - - - - - -  K16 - - - - - - 
k17 - - - - - -  K17 - - - - - - 
k18 - - - - - -  K18 - - - - - - 
k19 - - - - - -  K19 - - - - - - 
k20 - - - - - - K20 - - - - - - 
k21 - - - - - - K21 - - - - - - 
k22 - - - - - - K22 - - - - - - 
k23 - - - - - -  K23 - - - - - - 
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CAB-P Mappings for CPU100 control board I/Os: 

CPU100 INPUT INPUT FUNCTION  CPU100 OUTPUT OUTPUT FUNCTION 
FLT flt – n.c.  EN en 
FRN frn – n.c. S2 s2 
CO - - - S1 s1 

RA - - - S0 s0 
I4 ucb – n.o. DW dw 
I3 uca – n.o. UP up 
I2 - - - CP cp1 
I1 mng – n.o. AP1 ap1 

CCS ccs – n.o. +  ml1 – n.o. AP2 ap2 
FS3 cep – n.o. PAT pat 
CS1 fcq – n.o. O1 - - - 

MAN man – n.o. O2 - - - 
EM em – n.o. O3 - - - 
TSD tsd – n.c. O4 - - - 
CPP - - - A ba 
APG - - - B bb 
PAP - - - C bc 
APA mcs – n.o. D bd 
ICV - - - E scp 
IF - - - F sby 

RD - - - G acs 
RS - - - H cf1 

PSM psm – n.o. TGP vg 
PDM pdm – n.o. TD dd 

ALM (AL+/AL-) alm– n.o. TS ds 
AUX1 uca – n.o. BAT bat 
AUX2 ucb – n.o.   
AUX3 - - -   
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CAB-P Mappings for car and car roof boards I/Os: 
 

CAR BOARD (address 0 / 2) 
Car board INPUT CALL BUTTON 

INPUT 
SERVICE 

FUNCTION INPUT 
 Car board 

OUTPUT 
BUTTON LIGHT 

OUTPUT 
SERVICE FUNCTION 

OUTPUT 
s00 C00 - - - S00 L00 - - - 
s01 C01 - - - S01 L01 - - - 
s02 C02 - - - S02 L02 - - - 
s03 C03 - - - S03 L03 - - - 
s04 C04 - - - S04 L04 - - - 
s05 C05 - - - S05 L05 - - - 
s06 C06 - - - S06 L06 - - - 
s07 C07 - - - S07 L07 - - - 
s08 C08 - - - S08 L08 - - - 
s09 C09 - - - S09 L09 - - - 
s10 C10 - - - S10 L10 - - - 
s11 C11 - - - S11 L11 - - - 
s12 C12 - - - S12 L12 - - - 
s13 C13 - - - S13 L13 - - - 
s14 C14 - - - S14 L14 - - - 
s15 C15 pcp – n.o. S15 L15 - - - 
s16 C16 cm1 – n.c. S16 L16 ba 
s17 C17 pap – n.o. S17 L17 bb 
s18 C18 pss – n.o. S18 L18 bc 
s19 C19 pds – n.o. S19 L19 bd 
s20 C20 rs – n.c. S20 L20 gn 
s21 C21 rd – n.c. S21 L21 snr 
s22 C22 is – n.o. S22 L22 fs 
s23 C23 id – n.o. S23 L23 fd 

 

CAR ROOF BOARD (address 1) 
Roof board INPUT CALL BUTTON 

INPUT 
SERVICE 

FUNCTION INPUT 
 Roof board 

OUTPUT 
BUTTON LIGHT 

OUTPUT 
SERVICE FUNCTION 

OUTPUT 
k00 - - - - - - K00 - - - - - - 
k01 - - - - - - K01 - - - - - - 
k02 - - - - - - K02 - - - - - - 
k03 - - - - - - K03 - - - - - - 
k04 - - - - - - K04 - - - - - - 
k05 - - - - - - K05 - - - - - - 
k06 - - - - - - K06 - - - - - - 
k07 - - - - - - K07 - - - - - - 
k08 - - - - - - K08 - - - - - - 
k09 - - - - - - K09 - - - - - - 
k10 - - - - - - K10 - - - - - - 
k11 - - - - - - K11 - - - - - - 
k12 - - - - - - K12 - - - - - - 
k13 - - - - - - K13 - - - - - - 
k14 - - - - - - K14 - - - - - - 
k15 - - - - - - K15 - - - - - - 
k16 - - - - - - K16 - - - - - - 
k17 - - - - - - K17 - - - - - - 
k18 - - - - - - K18 - - - - - - 
k19 - - - - - - K19 - - - - - - 
k20 - - - - - - K20 - - - - - - 
k21 - - - - - - K21 - - - - - - 
k22 - - - - - - K22 - - - - - - 
k23 - - - - - - K23 - - - - - - 
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CABx2 Mappings for CPU100 control board I/Os:  

CPU100 INPUT INPUT FUNCTION  CPU100 OUTPUT OUTPUT FUNCTION 
FLT flt – n.c. EN en 
FRN frn – n.c. S2 s2 
CO - - - S1 s1 

RA - - - S0 s0 
I4 - - - DW dw 
I3 - - - UP up 
I2 - - - CP cp1 
I1 mng – n.o. AP1 ap1 

CCS ccs – n.o. +  ml1 – n.o. AP2 ap2 
FS3 cep – n.o. PAT pat 
CS1 fcq – n.o. O1 - - - 

MAN man – n.o. O2 - - - 
EM em – n.o. O3 - - - 
TSD tsd – n.c. O4 - - - 
CPP - - - A ba 
APG - - - B bb 
PAP pap – n.o. C bc 
APA mcs – n.o. D bd 
ICV is – n.o. E scp 
IF id – n.o. F sby 

RD rd – n.c. G acs 
RS rs – n.c. H isd 

PSM psm – n.o. TGP vg 
PDM pdm – n.o. TD dd 

ALM (AL+/AL-) alm– n.o. TS ds 
AUX1 uca – n.o. BAT bat 
AUX2 ucb – n.o.   
AUX3 - - -    
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CABx2 Mappings for car and car roof boards I/Os: 
 

CAR BOARD (address 0 / 2) 
Car board INPUT CALL BUTTON 

INPUT 
SERVICE 

FUNCTION INPUT 
 Car board 

OUTPUT 
BUTTON LIGHT 

OUTPUT 
SERVICE FUNCTION 

OUTPUT 
s00 C00 - - - S00 L00 - - - 
s01 C01 - - - S01 L01 - - - 
s02 C02 - - - S02 L02 - - - 
s03 C03 - - - S03 L03 - - - 
s04 C04 - - - S04 L04 - - - 
s05 C05 - - - S05 L05 - - - 
s06 C06 - - - S06 L06 - - - 
s07 C07 - - - S07 L07 - - - 
s08 C08 - - - S08 L08 - - - 
s09 C09 - - - S09 L09 - - - 
s10 C10 - - - S10 L10 - - - 
s11 C11 - - - S11 L11 - - - 
s12 C12 - - - S12 L12 - - - 
s13 C13 - - - S13 L13 - - - 
s14 C14 - - - S14 L14 - - - 
s15 C15 - - - S15 L15 - - - 
s16 C16 - - - S16 L16 - - - 
s17 C17 - - - S17 L17 - - - 
s18 C18 - - - S18 L18 - - - 
s19 C19 - - - S19 L19 - - - 
s20 C20 - - - S20 L20 - - - 
s21 C21 - - - S21 L21 - - - 
s22 C22 - - - S22 L22 - - - 
s23 C23 - - - S23 L23 - - - 

 

CAR ROOF BOARD (address 1) 
Roof board INPUT CALL BUTTON 

INPUT 
SERVICE 

FUNCTION INPUT 
 Roof board 

OUTPUT 
BUTTON LIGHT 

OUTPUT 
SERVICE FUNCTION 

OUTPUT 
k00 C24 - - - K00 L24 - - - 
k01 C25 - - - K01 L25 - - - 
k02 C26 - - - K02 L26 - - - 
k03 C27 - - - K03 L27 - - - 
k04 C28 - - - K04 L28 - - - 
k05 C29 - - - K05 L29 - - - 
k06 C30 - - - K06 L30 - - - 
k07 C31 - - - K07 L31 - - - 
k08 C32 - - - K08 L32 - - - 
k09 C33 - - - K09 L33 - - - 
k10 C34 - - - K10 L34 - - - 
k11 C35 - - - K11 L35 - - - 
k12 C36 - - - K12 L36 - - - 
k13 C37 - - - K13 L37 ap3 
k14 C38 - - - K14 L38 cp3 
k15 C39 - - - K15 L39 ap2 
k16 C40 - - - K16 L40 cp2 
k17 C41 - - - K17 L41 ap1 
k18 C42 - - - K18 L42 cp1 
k19 C43 - - - K19 L43 occ 
k20 C44 - - - K20 L44 gn 
k21 C45 - - - K21 L45 snr 
k22 C46 - - - K22 L46 fs 
k23 C47 - - - K23 L47 fd 
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SRC+K Mappings for CPU100 control board I/Os: 

CPU100 INPUT INPUT FUNCTION  CPU100 OUTPUT OUTPUT FUNCTION 
FLT flt – n.c. EN en 
FRN frn – n.c. S2 s2 
CO - - - S1 s1 

RA - - - S0 s0 
I4 - - - DW dw 
I3 - - - UP up 
I2 - - - CP cp1 
I1 mng – n.o. AP1 ap1 

CCS ccs – n.o. +  ml1 – n.o. AP2 ap2 
FS3 cep – n.o. PAT pat 
CS1 fcq – n.o. O1 - - - 

MAN man – n.o. O2 - - - 
EM em – n.o. O3 - - - 
TSD tsd – n.c. O4 - - - 
CPP - - - A ba 
APG - - - B bb 
PAP - - - C bc 
APA mcs – n.o. D bd 
ICV - - - E scp 
IF - - - F sby 

RD - - - G acs 
RS - - - H cf1 

PSM psm – n.o. TGP vg 
PDM pdm – n.o. TD dd 

ALM (AL+/AL-) alm – n.o. TS ds 
AUX1 uca – n.o. BAT bat 
AUX2 ucb – n.o.   
AUX3 int – n.o.   
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SRC+K Mappings for car and car roof boards I/Os: 
 

CAR BOARD (address 0 / 2) 
Car board INPUT CALL BUTTON 

INPUT 
SERVICE 

FUNCTION INPUT 
 Car board 

OUTPUT 
BUTTON LIGHT 

OUTPUT 
SERVICE FUNCTION 

OUTPUT 
s00 C00 - - - S00 L00 - - - 
s01 C01 - - - S01 L01 - - - 
s02 C02 - - - S02 L02 - - - 
s03 C03 - - - S03 L03 - - - 
s04 C04 - - - S04 L04 - - - 
s05 C05 - - - S05 L05 - - - 
s06 C06 - - - S06 L06 - - - 
s07 C07 - - - S07 L07 - - - 
s08 C08 - - - S08 L08 - - - 
s09 C09 - - - S09 L09 - - - 
s10 C10 - - - S10 L10 - - - 
s11 C11 - - - S11 L11 - - - 
s12 C12 - - - S12 L12 - - - 
s13 C13 - - - S13 L13 - - - 
s14 C14 - - - S14 L14 - - - 
s15 C15 pap – n.o. S15 L15 oap 
s16 C16 - - - S16 L16 - - - 
s17 C17 pcp – n.o. S17 L17 ocp 
s18 C18 - - - S18 L18 - - - 
s19 C19 - - - S19 L19 occ 
s20 C20 - - - S20 L20 gn 
s21 C21 - - - S21 L21 snr 
s22 C22 - - - S22 L22 fs 
s23 C23 - - - S23 L23 fd 

 

CAR ROOF BOARD (address 1) 
Roof board INPUT CALL BUTTON 

INPUT 
SERVICE 

FUNCTION INPUT 
 Roof board 

OUTPUT 
PUSHB. LIGHT 

OUTPUT 
SERVICE FUNCTION 

OUTPUT 
k00 - - - - - - K00 - - - - - - 
k01 - - - - - - K01 - - - - - - 
k02 - - - - - - K02 - - - - - - 
k03 - - - - - - K03 - - - - - - 
k04 - - - cm2 – n.c. K04 - - - - - - 
k05 - - - ml2 – n.o. K05 - - - ap3 
k06 - - - mas – n.o. K06 - - - cp3 
k07 - - - - - - K07 - - - ap2 
k08 - - - cm1 – n.c. K08 - - - cp2 

k09 - - - iz – n.o.+ zpa – 
n.o. K09 - - - ap1 

k10 - - - pss – n.o. K10 - - - cp1 
k11 - - - pds – n.o. K11 - - - occ 
k12 - - - rs – n.c. K12 - - - gn 
k13 - - - rd – n.c. K13 - - - snr 
k14 - - - is – n.o. K14 - - - fs 
k15 - - - id – n.o. K15 - - - fd 
k16 - - - - - - K16 - - - - - - 
k17 - - - - - - K17 - - - - - - 
k18 - - - - - - K18 - - - - - - 
k19 - - - - - - K19 - - - - - - 
k20 - - - - - - K20 - - - - - - 
k21 - - - - - - K21 - - - - - - 
k22 - - - - - - K22 - - - - - - 
k23 - - - - - - K23 - - - - - - 
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DSP+K Mappings for CPU100 control board I/Os: 

CPU100 INPUT INPUT FUNCTION  CPU100 OUTPUT OUTPUT FUNCTION 
FLT flt – n.c. EN en 
FRN frn – n.c. S2 s2 
CO - - - S1 s1 

RA - - - S0 s0 
I4 - - - DW dw 
I3 - - - UP up 
I2 - - - CP - - - 
I1 mng – n.o. AP1 - - - 

CCS ccs – n.o. +  ml1 – n.o. AP2 - - - 
FS3 cep – n.o. PAT pat 
CS1 fcq – n.o. O1 - - - 

MAN man – n.o. O2 - - - 
EM em – n.o. O3 - - - 
TSD tsd – n.c. O4 - - - 
CPP - - - A ba 
APG - - - B bb 
PAP - - - C bc 
APA mcs – n.o. D bd 
ICV - - - E scp 
IF - - - F sby 

RD - - - G acs 
RS - - - H cf1 

PSM psm – n.o. TGP vg 
PDM pdm – n.o. TD dd 

ALM (AL+/AL-) alm – n.o. TS ds 
AUX1 uca – n.o. BAT bat 
AUX2 ucb – n.o.   
AUX3 - - -   
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DSP+K Mappings for car and car roof boards I/Os: 

CAR BOARD (address 0 / 2) 
Car board INPUT PUSHB. CALL 

INPUT 
SERVICE 

FUNCTION INPUT 
 Car board 

OUTPUT 
PUSHB. LIGHT 

OUTPUT 
SERVICE FUNCTION 

OUTPUT 
s00 - - - pap – n.o. S00 - - - oap 
s01 - - - pcp – n.o. S01 - - - ocp 
s02 C00 - - - S02 L00 - - - 
s03 C01 - - - S03 L01 - - - 
s04 C02 - - - S04 L02 - - - 
s05 C03 - - - S05 L03 - - - 
s06 C04 - - - S06 L04 - - - 
s07 C05 - - - S07 L05 - - - 
s08 C06 - - - S08 L06 - - - 
s09 C07 - - - S09 L07 - - - 
s10 C08 - - - S10 L08 - - - 
s11 C09 - - - S11 L09 - - - 
s12 C10 - - - S12 L10 - - - 
s13 C11 - - - S13 L11 - - - 
s14 C12 - - - S14 L12 - - - 
s15 C13 - - - S15 L13 - - - 
s16 C14 - - - S16 L14 - - - 
s17 C15 - - - S17 L15 - - - 
s18 C16 - - - S18 L16 - - - 
s19 C17 - - - S19 L17 occ 
s20 C18 - - - S20 L18 gn 
s21 C19 - - - S21 L19 snr 
s22 C20 - - - S22 L20 fs 
s23 C21 - - - S23 L21 fd 

 

CAR ROOF BOARD (address 1) 
Roof board INPUT PUSHB. CALL 

INPUT 
SERVICE 

FUNCTION INPUT 
 Roof board 

OUTPUT 
PUSHB. LIGHT 

OUTPUT 
SERVICE FUNCTION 

OUTPUT 
k00 - - - - - - K00 - - - - - - 
k01 - - - - - - K01 - - - - - - 
k02 - - - - - - K02 - - - - - - 
k03 - - - - - - K03 - - - - - - 
k04 - - - cm2 – n.c. K04 - - - - - - 
k05 - - - ml2 – n.o. K05 - - - ap3 
k06 - - - mas – n.o. K06 - - - cp3 
k07 - - - - - - K07 - - - ap2 
k08 - - - cm1 – n.c. K08 - - - cp2 

k09 - - - iz – n.o.+ zpa – 
n.o. K09 - - - ap1 

k10 - - - pss – n.o. K10 - - - cp1 
k11 - - - pds – n.o. K11 - - - occ 
k12 - - - rs – n.c. K12 - - - gn 
k13 - - - rd – n.c. K13 - - - snr 
k14 - - - is – n.o. K14 - - - fs 
k15 - - - id – n.o. K15 - - - fd 
k16 - - - - - - K16 - - - - - - 
k17 - - - - - - K17 - - - - - - 
k18 - - - - - - K18 - - - - - - 
k19 - - - - - - K19 - - - - - - 
k20 - - - - - - K20 - - - - - - 
k21 - - - - - - K21 - - - - - - 
k22 - - - - - - K22 - - - - - - 
k23 - - - - - - K23 - - - - - - 
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DSP+C Mappings for CPU100 control board I/Os: 

CPU100 INPUT INPUT FUNCTION  CPU100 OUTPUT OUTPUT FUNCTION 
FLT flt – n.c.  EN en 
FRN frn – n.c.  S2 s2 
CO - - -  S1 s1 

RA - - -  S0 s0 
I4 - - -  DW dw 
I3 - - -  UP up 
I2 - - -  CP - - - 
I1 mng – n.o.  AP1 - - - 

CCS ccs – n.o. +  ml1 – n.o.  AP2 - - - 
FS3 cep – n.o.  PAT pat 
CS1 fcq – n.o.  O1 - - - 

MAN man – n.o.  O2 - - - 
EM em – n.o.  O3 - - - 
TSD tsd – n.c.  O4 - - - 
CPP - - -  A ba 
APG - - -  B bb 
PAP - - -  C bc 
APA mcs – n.o.  D bd 
ICV - - -  E scp 
IF - - -  F sby 

RD - - -  G acs 
RS - - -  H cf1 

PSM psm – n.o.  TGP vg 
PDM pdm – n.o.  TD dd 

ALM (AL+/AL-) alm – n.o.  TS ds 
AUX1 uca – n.o.  BAT bat 
AUX2 ucb – n.o.    
AUX3 - - -    
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DSP+C Mappings for car and car roof boards I/Os: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CAR BOARD (address 0 / 2) 
Car board INPUT PUSHB. CALL 

INPUT 
SERVICE  

FUNCTION INPUT 
 Car board 

OUTPUT 
PUSHB. LIGHT 

OUTPUT 
SERVICE FUNCTION 

OUTPUT 
s00 - - - pap – n.o.  S00 - - - oap 
s01 - - - pcp – n.o.  S01 - - - ocp 
s02 - - - int – n.o.  S02 - - - - - - 
s03 - - - - - -  S03 - - - - - - 
s04 C00 - - -  S04 L00 - - - 
s05 C01 - - -  S05 L01 - - - 
s06 C02 - - -  S06 L02 - - - 
s07 C03 - - -  S07 L03 - - - 
s08 C04 - - -  S08 L04 - - - 
s09 C05 - - -  S09 L05 - - - 
s10 C06 - - -  S10 L06 - - - 
s11 C07 - - -  S11 L07 - - - 
s12 C08 - - -  S12 L08 - - - 
s13 C09 - - -  S13 L09 - - - 
s14 C10 - - -  S14 L10 - - - 
s15 C11 - - -  S15 L11 - - - 
s16 C12 - - -  S16 L12 - - - 
s17 C13 - - -  S17 L13 - - - 
s18 C14 - - -  S18 L14 - - - 
s19 C15 - - -  S19 L15 - - - 
s20 C16 - - -  S20 L16 - - - 
s21 C17 - - -  S21 L17 - - - 
s22 C18 - - -  S22 L18 - - - 
s23 C19 - - -  S23 L19 - - - 

CAR ROOF BOARD (address 1) 
Roof board INPUT PUSHB. CALL 

INPUT 
SERVICE 

FUNCTION INPUT 
 Roof board 

OUTPUT 
PUSHB. LIGHT 

OUTPUT 
SERVICE FUNCTION 

OUTPUT 
k00 - - - - - -  K00 - - - - - - 
k01 - - - - - -  K01 - - - - - - 
k02 - - - ccc – n.o.  K02 - - - occ 
k03 - - - - - -  K03 - - - fsr 
k04 - - - - - -  K04 - - - - - - 
k05 - - - ml2 – n.o.  K05 - - - ap3 
k06 - - - mas – n.o.  K06 - - - cp3 
k07 - - - - - -  K07 - - - ap2 
k08 - - - cm1 – n.c.  K08 - - - cp2 

k09 - - - iz – n.o.+ zpa – 
n.o.  K09 - - - ap1 

k10 - - - pss – n.o.  K10 - - - cp1 
k11 - - - pds – n.o.  K11 - - - occ 
k12 - - - rs – n.c.  K12 - - - - - - 
k13 - - - rd – n.c.  K13 - - - wby 
k14 - - - is – n.o.  K14 - - - fs 
k15 - - - id – n.o.  K15 - - - fd 
k16 - - - - - -  K16 - - - - - - 
k17 - - - - - -  K17 - - - - - - 
k18 - - - ft1 – n.c.  K18 - - - - - - 
k19 - - - ft2 – n.c.  K19 - - - - - - 
k20 - - - cd1  – n.o.  K20 - - - - - - 
k21 - - - - - -  K21 - - - - - - 
k22 - - - fa1 – n.c.  K22 - - - - - - 
k23 - - - fa2 – n.c.  K23 - - - - - - 
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 Parallel lift mapping 
The I/O position on the expansion boards is programmed by: MENU→K.Menu PROG.IN/OUT→K07:Enable mapp 
-C: Car call / pushbutton light 
-S: Up direction floor call / pushbutton light 
-D: Down direction floor call / pushbutton light 
-P: lift position 
 

EXAMPLE A:  
MENU→K.Menu PROG.IN/OUT→K07:Enable mapp→CSDP  Number of stops = 6 
In this case the sequence is 6 I/O for car call, 6 I/O for floor call in up direction, 6 I/O for floor call in down direction, 6 
outputs for floor position (24 I/O in total). 
EXAMPLE B:  
MENU→K.Menu PROG.IN/OUT→K07:Enable mapp→CP  Number of stops = 3 
In this case the sequence is 3 I/O for car call, 3 outputs for floor position (6 I/O in total) 
 

 Car board custom mapping 
The inputs and outputs that are not used for call pushbutton and lights can be programmed as service inputs. 
Enter the menu:  
MENU→K.Menu PROG.IN/OUT→K18:Inputs funct.map 
First select the input function, then the input pin that must perform the selected function (in case of peripheral with 
address 0 the input pins are selectable from s00 to s23). 
In order to program outputs, enter the menu:  
MENU→K.Menu PROG.IN/OUT→K17:Outputs funct.map 
First select the output pin to be programmed (in case of peripheral with address 0 the output pins are selectable from S00 
to S23) then select the function. 
The pushbutton calls/lights functions can also be shifted from their base position, in order to use the first I/Os on the 
board for other service inputs/outputs: 
MENU→K.Menu PROG.IN/OUT→K15:Board 0 offset. 
For example, if this parameter is programmed with value 3: 

- the lowest floor call C0 will be available on input I3, C1 will be on I4 and so on; 
- the lowest floor pushbutton light L0 will be available on output O3, L1 will be on O4 and so on. 

 

 Car roof board custom mapping 
The inputs and outputs that are not used for call pushbutton and lights can be programmed as service inputs. 
Enter the menu:  
MENU→K.Menu PROG.IN/OUT→K18:Inputs funct.map 
First select the input function, then the input pin that must perform the selected function (in case of peripheral with 
address 1 the input pins are selectable from k00 to k23). 
In order to program the outputs, enter the menu:  
MENU→K.Menu PROG.IN/OUT→K17:Outputs funct.map 
First select the output pin to be programmed (in case of peripheral with address 1 the output pins are selectable from K00 
to K23) then select the function. 
The call pushbutton / pushbutton lights functions can also be shifted from their base position, in order to use the first I/Os 
on the board for other service inputs/outputs:  
MENU→K.Menu PROG.IN/OUT→K16:Board 1 offset. 
For example, if this parameter is programmed with value 3 and enabling C: 

- the lowest floor call C0 will be available on input I3, C1 will be on I4 and so on; 
- the lowest floor pushbutton light L0 will be available on output O3, L1 will be on O4 and so on. 

If this parameter is programmed with value cn, the board works as car board expansion, the first call will not be the call 
related to lowest floor, but it will be the call next to the last call programmed on the board programmed with address 0. 
For example, if the lift has 32 stops and for the peripheral with address 0 offset is 0, while for the peripheral with address 
1 offset is cn: 

- on the board with address 0, inputs from I0 to I23 are the call inputs for the stops from 0 to 23 and outputs from O0 
to O23 are the pushbutton light outputs for the stops from 0 to 23; 

- on the board with address 1, inputs from I0 to I7 are the call inputs for the stops from 24 to 31 and outputs from O0 
to O7 are the pushbutton light outputs for the stops from 24 to 31; 

With the same parameters, if the lift had less than 24 stops, all the I/Os on the board with address 1 would be all available 
for service inputs/outputs (no pushbutton calls / pushbutton lights would be programmed on this board). 
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15. MULTIPLEX LIFT GROUP  
 Description 

More lifts can work in group in order to optimize cars travels, the board can handle a system with up to 8 lifts. 
Car calls handling does not change and it depends on the single lift type, but the floors calls can be served by any of the 
lifts in the group that can reach that floor, independently from the device that physically receives the call. 
The lift selection depends on the group type, and the time estimated to complete the received call is considered as 
priority criterion. If the best conditions are exactly the same on more than one lift, the call will be assigned to the same 
board that physically received the reservation. 
In order to work in a group, connect the control boards (see §15.3 ) on the CAN2 bus and program an ID: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E27:Multiplex ID 
the ID value is a number from 1 to 8 and it must be different from the ID assigned to the other lifts in the group. 
If value '- -' is programmed (no number), the lift operates independently from the group. 
The maximum service time is the time to perform a complete service of a reservation; if this timer expires, a call can be 
forwarded to another lift. This timer (expressed in seconds) can be programmed on: 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E28:Max serv. Time. 

 Group type 
 Duplo 

The “Duplo” group mode is the extension on more lifts of the “single call” operation mode (see §13.1 ). 
Every floor call received will be assigned to the closest lift, only if this lift is in service, if no condition can prevent the call 
to be served (overload, full load, internal manoeuvre, fire operation, etc.) and it is not occupied. 
If the call cannot be served by any lift in the group, it is ignored. 
In order to activate “Duplo” mode, on all the lifts in the group set: 

- Lift multiplex ID:  
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E27:Multiplex ID. 

- “Single call” mode:  
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E00:Reservations→UNIV). 
 

 Duplex / Multiplex 
The “Duplex”/ “Multiplex” group mode is the extension on more lifts of the “Collective” operation mode (see §13.1 ). 
Every floor call received from one of the lifts is assigned to the one that will need less time to serve it (considering the 
travel distance, the current movement direction, all the reservations in queue to be served before the new call, the doors 
status, etc.) only if this lift is in service, and no condition can prevent the call to be served (overload, full load, internal 
manoeuvre, fire operation, etc.). 
In order to activate “Duplex”/ “Multiplex” mode, on all the lifts in the group set: 

- Lift multiplex ID: MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E27:Multiplex ID. 
- “Collective” mode: (MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E00:Reservations→COLL). 

 

 Algorithm settings for multiplex 
The assignment of the calls to the lifts that are working in group is a dynamic algorithm.  
The algorithm assigns a floor call to the floor X to the lift that in that moment will take less time to reach that floor 
(evaluating the distance, the lift status and the other calls already registered). 
It is possible to customize the calculation, in order to advantage the assignment of the call from floor X to a lift: 
- with less registered reservations before reaching floor X 
- with less floors to run before reaching floor X 
- that will move anyway in the direction of floor X, because of other registered reservations. 
 

The parameter: MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E18:Floor time mpx(s) 
expresses in seconds the average estimated time to run the distance between two consecutive floors.  
The parameter:MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E19:Stop time mpx(s) 
expresses in seconds the average estimated time lost during a travel for a single stop (deceleration, stopping, opening 
doors, reclosing doors and reaccelerating to run speed) . 
The parameter:MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E20:Start t. mpx(s) 
expresses in seconds the minimum time to assign a free lift when other lifts already have reservations in the same 
direction of the new call. Raising the value of this parameter makes less probable to send many cars in the same direction. 
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EXAMPLE 1 
- NEW CALL FROM THE FLOOR 6 IN UP DIRECTION  
- LIFT A is at floor 3 and it is going to up direction to serve a call to the floor 4, the estimated time to serve the new 

call is (three floors, one stop) TA=3xE18+1xE19+K where K is a correction time applied from the controller. 
- LIFT B is at floor 2 waiting for a call, the estimated time to serve the call is TB=4xE18+E20 

If TA>TB the lift B will serve the call. 
If TA<TB the lift A will serve the call 
 

EXAMPLE 2 
- NEW CALL TO THE FLOOR -1 IN UP DIRECTION 
- LIFT A is at floor 3 and it is going to serve a call to the floor 2 and a call to the floor 1 in down direction, the 

estimated time to serve the new call is (four floors, two stops) TA=4xE18+2xE19+K where K is a correction time 
applied from the controller. 

- LIFT B is at floor 0 waiting for a call, the estimated time to serve the call is TB=1xE18+E20 
If TA>TB the lift B will serve the call. 
If TA<TB the lift A will serve the call. 

 

 Wirings 
Connect all the control boards to the CAN2 bus (L2 and H2 signals). 
The use of shielded cables is recommended because the machine room is usually a zone with electromagnetic 
interferences and the communication could be disturbed. 
During the final testing phase, verify the correct handling of calls, in particular by performing calls when one or more lifts 
are moving. 
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 Floors configuration 
If the floors that can be served from a group are not accessible from all the lifts, it is necessary a correct and coherent 
shaft configuration on all boards (for example floor 0, whether it is accessible or not, must remain floor 0 on all lifts) 
through these parameters: 

• number of accessible floors, on MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D01:Tot. floor num.; 
• number of the lowest floor, on MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D02:First floor num.; 
• floors not accessible (reservation disabling) from this lift, but accessible from other lifts, on 

MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E29:Disab.flr reserv.. 
EXAMPLE: 
For a 2-lifts group with these characteristics: 
- LIFT 1 serving 5 floors (-1, 1, 2, 3, 5) 
- LIFT 2 serving 6 floors (0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6) 
the correct configuration is the following. 
 

PARAMETER LIFT 1 LIFT 2 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D01:Tot. floors num. 5 6 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D02:First floor num. -1 0 
MENU→E.Menu FUNCTIONS→E29:Disab.flr reserv. 0→YES 

4→YES 
6→YES 
all other floors→NO 

-1→YES 
3→ YES 
all other floors→NO 

 

A call from floor -1 or from floor 3 can be served only by LIFT 1.  
A call from floor 0 or from floor 4 can be served only by LIFT 2. 
The other calls will be forwarded from one lift to another, depending on the lift status and (in case of 
“Duplex”/”Multiplex”) on the reservations and traffic status. 
 

 Priority lifts 
It is possible to perform a special floor call (priority call), in order to call a car in a specific sub-group of lifts (priority lifts) 
inside the multiplex system; for example, this could be useful if in the group there are cars of different dimensions and the 
user needs one big car to load some goods or if the user needs to go to a floor that is accessible only from some of the 
cars. 
In order to activate this function, in all the control boards use the parameter: 
MENU→O.Menu WORK.MODES→O06:Floor call mode 

- set value PRA (priority mode-active lift) for all priority lifts: these lifts will get standard calls and priority calls; 
- set value PRP (priority mode-passive lift) on all the other lifts in the group: these lifts will only get standard calls. 

If this parameter has a different value, the function will not work properly, so if there is at least one priority lift be careful 
to program PRP value on all the other control boards. 
 

In order to perform a priority call, keep pressed the landing pushbutton for 3 seconds (you will hear a series of 3 beeps if 
floor beeps are enabled) and that call will be served by one of the lifts that belong to the active priority sub-group. 
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16. FIRMWARE UPDATING AND FILE MANAGIN 
 Save/Load “Default Configuration” 

The factory configuration for parameters can always be loaded, but it is also possible to save a custom base configuration. 
Even if some parameters have been changed, this base configuration can be directly loaded back with no need to load the 
factory configuration first. 
Save the current parameters as the new default configuration in memory:  
MENU→J.Menu GENERAL→A83:Save default→MEM 
Load the configuration present in memory: 
MENU→A.Menu GENERAL→A82:Load default→MEM 
Reset the factory default configuration: 
MENU→A.Menu GENERAL→A82:Load default→DEF 
In case of firmware updating, the default configuration could be removed.  
This can happen only in case the new version is not compatible with the new parameters database (for example, if the 
new version has new parameters compared to the old one). In this situation, right after the firmware updating, the board 
will show the alarm '58', and it will be set with the factory configuration. 
 

 Micro-SD 
The board is provided with a Micro-SD slot, used to import or export files. In order to be used on this board, a Micro-SD 
card must be formatted with FAT-32 memory standard (warning: a memory with the normal FAT standard will not work 
properly). The Micro-SD card can be used to update the firmware version, to import or export a configuration, to save the 
current alarm history. 

 Read/Write configuration 
The current parameters can be saved into a file in Micro-SD memory from: 
MENU→A.Menu GENERAL→A85:Save par. list (SD) 
If in the memory is already present a file with the selected filename, it will be overwritten with the new file. 
It is possible to save 2 types of configuration: 

- the “.txt” file contains the list of parameters: it is possible to save this configuration and load it on another board 
when the lift has the same characteristics; this is a text file and it contains the description of parameters and values, 
so it is possible to read it easily with any text reader and compare it with other configuration files; 

- the “.bin” file “clones” the control board, because it contains the complete configuration: for example, in case of 
encoder this file contains even the position of all floors of that specific lift; it may be useful for example to 
substitute a damaged control board. 

A previously saved configuration (“.bin” or “.txt” file) can be loaded from: 
MENU→A.Menu GENERAL→A84:Load par.list(SD) 

 Save alarm history 
The alarm history (last 30 alarms) can be saved in a text file format (.txt) trough: 
MENU→B.Menu ALARMS→B02:Save alarms→YES 
If in the memory is already present an alarm list, it will be overwritten with the new file. 

 Firmware updating 
If it is necessary to update the control board firmware, copy the file “CPU100.hex” with the new version into the Micro-SD 
main folder through a PC and then load it through the command: 
MENU→A.Menu GENERAL→A87:Load new Fw→YES 

 WARNING: The filename must be exactly “CPU100.hex”.  
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17. FAST START-UP GUIDE 
 General 

In this chapter, there is a description of the parameters necessary for standard lift configurations, starting from default. 
The first parameters to set are defined as “base parameters”; from factory configuration, these parameters allow the 
board to command movements at least in Inspection mode (definition of the main lift characteristics and inputs/outputs 
used for movement commands). 
The “standard lifts” parameters, added to “base” parameters, define the main lift types. 
The other parameters are needed for special characteristics, functions or services for a particular lift. 
If the car position is calculated through an encoder or a positioning device, after the main parameters settings, refer to 
§7.2  for shaft and slowdown distances learning procedures. 

 WARNING: always set the parameters in the indicated sequence. 

 Base parameters 
Inspection movement: 
MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C02:Inspect. speed→P / G / P+G 
MENU→C.Menu INSPECTION→C03:Stop on phas.→YES / NO 
 
Movement type: 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D00:Lift type→VVVF / 2SPD / HYDR 
MENU→D.Menu LIFT→D01:Tot. floor num. 

Serial rooftop board, if present: 
MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I00:Roof  ser.prot 

Serial I/O mappings (if Vega protocol peripherals are used): 
MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I00:Roof  ser.prot 

MENU→K.Menu PROG.IN/OUT→K80:Preset serial 

Local onboard I/Os, if different from default (see §5.6  and §5.8 ): 
MENU→K.Menu PROG:IN/OUT→K17:Outputs funct.map 
MENU→K.Menu PROG:IN/OUT→K18:Inputs funct.map (in particular apg, cpp, frn, tsd) 

If a frequency inverter drive is used (see §8): 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F00:Drive type→FREN / KEB / GEN 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F01:Soft stop Up(ds) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F02:Soft stop Dw(ds) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F03:Deact.delay drv 
- Analogic commands: 

MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F09:INS (% analog) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F12:APP (% analog) 

- Digital commands: 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F16:INS (S2-S1-S0) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F19:APP (S2-S1-S0) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F21:STOP (S2-S1-S0) 
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 Standard lifts 
If a frequency inverter drive is used (see §8): 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F01:Soft stop Up(ds) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F02:Soft stop Dw(ds) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F03:Deact.delay drv 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F06:Brk wait t.(ds) 
 
- Analogic commands: 

MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F05:Accel.time (ds) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F07:NOM (% analog) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F08:INT (% analog) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F09:INS (% analog) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F10:EMG (% analog) 

- Digital commands: 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F14:NOM (S2-S1-S0) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F15:INT (S2-S1-S0) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F16:INS (S2-S1-S0) 
MENU→F.Menu DRIVE→F17:EMG (S2-S1-S0) 

 
Positioning system: 
- Magnetic sensors positioning: 

o configuration IF/ICV (see §7.1.2 ): 
MENU→G.Menu SENSORS→G02:IF/ICV config.→YES 

o long slowdown/short floors (see §7.1.3 and §7.1.4 ) 
MENU→G.Menu SENSORS→G05:Conf.slowdw.magn. 

- incremental encoder or serial positioning device with memory: 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H00:Enable encoder→INC / KUB 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H01:Pulses/rev. 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H02:Pulley diam. 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H03:Roping ratio 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H04:Reduct. Ratio 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H05:Inv.div.ratio 

- serial absolute positioning device: 
MENU→H.Menu ENCODER→H00:Enable encoder→CAN  
MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I07:ID Canop Cpu 
MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I08:ID Canop Pos 

Serial peripherals, if present (roof, floors, car): 
MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I00:Roof  ser.prot 
MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I01:Floor ser.prot 
MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I02:Car   ser.prot 
MENU→I.Menu SERIAL→I03: Aux car periph. 
Doors (automatic/manual, opening sides): 
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J00:Doors type  
MENU→J.Menu DOORS→J15:Door-opening side 
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18. CLOCK BATTERY 
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Use a CR1632 battery. 

The battery is necessary for the correct functioning of the clock and calendar function and alarm diagnostic. 
Without battery or with low battery, it will be necessary to update the time and date at each power failure.  
If the clock and calendar functions are not required, the battery may not be used, in this case all temporary 
information will be incorrect. 

 
Dispose of the battery in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions and with the current local law. 
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